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ABSTRACT

Ever 0 lo$« the publication In 1836 of Nature,
which has been said to contain the essence of Emerson's
entire later philosophy* many attempts have been made
to Identify the primary source of his thought.

Bush

attempts have been almost embarrassingly fruitful of
results# for Emerson** abundant use of quotations and
paraphrases from many sources has enabled scholars*
according to their Interests and specialised knowledge^
to designate a number of them as the source of ihls
basis concepts'#’
) Consequently* this primary source
has been variously Identified as the Neoplatonic
writings* the Oriental scriptures# and the idealistic
works of Carlyle* Coleridge* Wordsworth* Coethe* and
ethers*

Wo one of these claims* however* has been

accepted without qualification* for the consistent
fundamental principles of Emerson's philosophy are
apparent In the journals and early sermons written
before he had had more than a superficial acquaintance
with any of these writings#
In view of this fact* It seemed necessary to
assume the existence of another* earlier source In

lv

which h e r e o n found the tenets which form the foun
dation of hla later philosophy*

The writer, therefore,

extended his investlgation to the earliest records of
the development of Tm©rsonts beliefs - the journals,
letters, and early sermons - in order to identify a
possible earlier source*

The study confirmed that

the Incipient elements of Trneraon's philosophy are
evident before I8 3 O, the year of his first real
acquaintance with Neoplatonism and Orientalism, and
well before his interest in any of the later "sources •"
In particular, it was found not only that these beliefs
are closely associated with his theological conclusions
resulting from his study of the New Testament but that
they are stated in unmistakably Christian terms in the
journals and are repeated, after further development,
in the early sermons in which he advances these
"transcendental" concepts, supported by New Testament
texts, either as oartlcular doctrines of Jesus or as
immediate effects of hi a teachings*
fThe three-fold comparison of the journals and
early sermons with the published essays and the New
Testament, interpreted from cmerson*© Unitarian point
of view, reveals that the basic concepts of Tmerson’s
philosophy are in no way inconsistent with the funda
mental teachings of Jesus; that the Journal entries
containing these genetic ideas were the direct effects
V

of the New Testament;
study
Intensive
of Emerson's
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PREFACE

(Vh» attempt to ascertain the origins of the Ideas
which make up Emerson's philosophy began soon after
the publication of nature In 1336 and has continued to
Interest students of Emerson ever since.) Although the
sources of his philosophical concepts are understandably
difficult to define* In general scholars have inclined
toward one of two schools of opinion^

Those in one

school agree largely that the chief elements of his
idealistic thought were derived ultimately from the
Neoplatonic interpretations of the philosophy of Plato*
supplemented and modified by the mystical philosophy
of the Oriental scriptures and the Kantian idealism
as interpreted and reported in the writings of Carlyle*
Coleridge* Goethe* and others.

The differences of

opinion within this group concern primarily the
question of priority and the proportionate amount of
Influence each of these particular sources exerted
in the formulation of Emerson's philosophy.)
^ Thus John S. Harrison argues in The Teachers of
1
Emerson that* although German idealism and Eastern

*New Xork: Sturgis & Walton Co., 1910.
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mysticism may have influenced Emerson somewhat, by far
the most Important force in his intellectual development
was Greek thought, and consequently he believes that
Emerson*s philosophy is essentially Platonic.

Frederic

I. Carpenter, in Emerson and Asia,2 states, however,
that it was not so much Platonism that appealed to
Emerson as Neoplatonism, a combination of Eastern and
Western thought the study of which served primarily
as a preparation for and an introduction to the Oriental
literature which he was to study later and adapt to
his own philosophy.

Carpenter adds that even though

the major influence on Emerson's thought from about
1845 on, as evidenced by his later works, was exerted
by the Oriental scriptures and related literature, the
chief elements of his thought had been suggested earlier
by the Neoplatoni© writers.

He agrees with Harrison

that the development of the Kantian school of German
idealism paralleled th© growth of American Transcendentalismj but exerted little or no direct influence upon
it.

Arthur E. Christy, in The Orient in American

Trans cend entailam,^ differs with both Harrison and
Carpenter in that he believes the Oriental writings
were the predominant influence on the formation of
2

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1930.

\ e w York: Columbia University Press, 1932.
vlli

Emerson's philosophy and the development of the
Transcendental movement.

Whereas Carpenter believes

that the fundamental principles of Emerson1s philos
ophy, such as the Over-Soul, intuition, and Unity
and Variety, are essentially JMeop latonic in concep
tion, Christy contends not only that the idea and name
of the Over-Soul are Oriental in origin but also that
its related concepts of Reality and Illusion, the
balance of Good and Evil, and the law of Compensation
derived from the Orient*

Other scholars have ade

quately demonstrated the Important but relatively
minor Influence on Emerson's intellectual development
exerted by Montaigne, Carlyle, Goethe, Wordsworth,
and Coleridge*
This group contains the majority of Emerson
scholars, and they have presented excellent critical
and analytical studies showing the weight of the
various sources on the development and expression
of Emerson's philosophical concepts; yet they have
left unanswered the important question as to the
primary source of his basic principles*

up to a

certain point, each is able to support his thesis by
showing that a number of ideas in his particular
"source" parallel those in the Essays and that
Emerson used a wealth of paraphrases and quotations
from the source, but each is eventually faced with the

ix

unalterable fact that the germs of the same ideas appear
in Emerson's Journal*, letters, and early sermons, which
were written before Emerson had more than a superficial
acquaintance with any one of these particular sources*
It would seem to be for this reason that the majority
of such studies of Emerson have been more concerned
with assertalnlng the amount of Influence exerted by
individual authors or movements on his intellectual
development than with definite determination of the
origin of his fundamental principles*
ifhe question of origins has been recognized by
many Emerson scholars as Important to an understanding
of his thought, and the note of perplexity expressed
by E. I. Carpenter In Emerson and Asia i® perhaps
representative of the feeling© of others who, after
finding what would seem to be conclusive proof of a
definite source, are confronted with the fact that the
main tenets of Emerson's philosophy were apparently
fixed In his mind long before he had come into serious
contact with the source under consideration«j In his
examination of the Influence of Oriental philosophy
upon the development of Emerson's thought. Carpenter
says, lt*##in his later life he was to explore this
mysterious literature for himself, and to appropriate
much of its rich wisdom; but he was not an Orientalist
from the outset, and throughout his early life, Oriental

x

literature was known to him only indirectly*

His

philosophy was formed In ignorance of it, and not
until his mature years did it strongly affect his
thought*wi* Again, in treating the Neoplatonie
influence on Emerson, he adds:
Many of Emerson*s chief philosophic ideas
correspond strikingly to those of Neo
platonism, and some may be traced directly
to that philosophy* Since Nature has been
said to contain most of Emerson** philosophy
in miniature, and since it was his first
published work, an investigation of the
Neoplatonic ideas in it may be of especial
Interest* But since moat of Emerson1*
reading in the Neoplatonists was of a later
date, their effect on his more mature
philosophic ideas can be clearly seen only
In his later essays* indeed, at the time
of writing Nature, Emerson had not yet come
on XaylorTs translations of the Neoplatonists*
All phrases in it suggestive of Neoplatonism
seem to be derived indirectly from secondary
sources. And yet many Neoplatonlo borrowings
occur*5
The second school of opinion, without the aid of
aueh factual evidence as identifiable paraphrases and
direct quotations to support their theories, have
endeavored to go beyond the findings of the first group
in an attempt to identify either the original source
of or the primary Influence upon Emerson*s early thought.
With slight shades of personal difference, they agree
in general that Emerson and his philosophy are natural

5P. 67.
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products of his time, place, and Immediate heritage.
They feel that ultimately the source of Emerson’s
philosophy Is New England Calvinism.

Although many

of the fundamental Ideas which make up the body of
his thought seem to be directly descended from Calvinism,
they say* some are apparently the result of a reaction
against the older religion, having passed through the
alembic of Unit&rlanlsm and Emerson’s own discriminating
mind*

Thus, his New England C&lvlnlstle heritage, his

Unitarian environment, and his early religious training
under the influence of such a notable Unitarian thinker
as William Ellery Charming, all played a part In the
formation of Emerson’s philosophy*

Since Unltarlanlsm

was a reaction against Calvinism, and since Emerson in
turn revolted against Unltarlanlsm, assuming that two
negatives make a positive, the theory Implies that
Emersonian transcendentalism is a romantic and idealistic
re-Interpretation of the Calvlnlstle doctrines and con
cepts with which he was familiar*

Although obviously

over-simplified, this statement Is not really as specious
as it may at first glance appear*
/Perry Miller, for example, in the article wJonathan
gt
Edwards to Emerson,*1 In which he analyses the conti
nuity of New England thought, shows both Unltarlanlsm

^The New England Quarterly, Kill (December,
1940) , 589- 517•
xll

and Transcendentalism to be lineal descendant® of
earlier Calvinism, each representative of one aide of
its dual nature.

The tenet of Intuitive Knowledge,

for Instance, may- go back to the Calvinistic doctrine
of regeneration, the theory that the spiritually
reborn soul is Joined to God by a direct infusion of
the divine spirit.

From this doctrine it la easy to

deduee the possibility of receiving all instruction
through mystical communion with the spirit within exactly the belief of the Quakers, who began as
Calvinists.

Since the regenerate soul is thus Joined

to God, it is likewise a logical conclusion that God
Imparts his instructions directly to the individual,
without the aid of an intermediary.

From other

Calvinist doctrines of divine creation and providence
may be deduced the idea that God is Immanent In nature,
a resident sovereign who rules according to a law of
Justice, granting rewards and retributions to all his
subjects.

It is not difficult to perceive, therefore,

that the Emersonian doctrines of the Over-Soul and
the Intuitive Perception of the Individual, if not
exactly the same, are at least extraordinarily similar
to certain Calvlnistlc concepts.
Heedless to say, the clergy, who were responsible
for the maintenance of a disciplined church, frowned
upon the more liberal interpretations of Calvinist
xlli

doctrine© and whenever possible drove out and persecuted
those who favored such beliefs#

Thus the conservative

side of Puritanism held a© its ideal social conformity,
law and order, and regulation and control#

To the

liberals* contention that the doctrine of Cod1© imma
nence implied that man also 1 © divine, since he too
is part of the universe, the conservatives answered
with the orthodox theological argument that man is
Inherently evil as a result of Original Sin,

Thus,

when the liberal element argued that man9© divinity
entitles him to practice complete self-reliance, which
would be reliance upon the spirit within, the conserv
ative partyfs reply was that such self-reliance would
be a deceptive reliance upon man*e own evil nature#
Therefore, all that seems to prevent a general accept
ance of the liberal Interpretation of the calvinist
doctrine© ie merely the orthodox theological argument
of the Inherent evil nature of man and it© corollary,
the complete separation of Cod and nature#
In time, the Unitarian revolt against Calvinism
removed the greater part of the theological dogma©
from Calvinism#

Thus, in effect, although It repre

sented the conservative element of the New England
tradition, Unitarianiem opened the way for the
development of the liberal element of Puritanism#
With their new-found freedom, the liberal Calvinist©
xlv

rapidly sat about organizing themselves into various
sects and churches representing their respective views.
Many reorganised as Gongregatlonalists# others followed
new prophets, such as Joseph Smith and Brigham young#
to form the new Ghurch of Latter Day Saints# and some#
following their particular Inclinations# became Quakers
or Shakers*

A few# turning away from the cold for

mality of Unltarlanlsm# developed a heterogeneous
rellgio-phllOBophy which has generally been Identified
as Transcendentalism*

With this group Ralph Waldo

Emerson was for a time associated*
7

( In his book American Idealism* 1 Floyd Stovall
likewise claims Transcendentalism to be for the most
part a product of the evolution of Puritanism*! Agreeing
with the findings of Perry Miller in general# he differs
with him by defining Transcendentalism as an evolution
ary outgrowth of Unlt&rianism# rather than as a separate
lineal descendant of Calvinism* •/ Although his account
of the evolutionary process is somewhat condensed# it
ably confirms Millerfs thesis that Emersonian idealism
has as its logical source the wellspring of Hew England
Puritanism*
Since the evidence of Emerson's letters# Journals#
and early sermons# indicates that the fundamental

T k orman# Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press#

1943.
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element* of hi* thought were fixed long before he made
the acquaintance of either Neoplatonism or Orientalism,
it would seem that the more logical theory of the
original source of his philosophical concepts and the
primary influence on their development is that advanced
by the second school of opinion, in spite of the evi
dence presented by the first group to show the Neoplatoniets and the Oriental writers as possible sources•
To paraphrase Emerson1s comment that of the two
political parties in the land, on® had the best men,
whereas the other had the best cause, it might perhaps
be said that of the two theories concerning the pri
mary source of his concepts, the first has the more
factual evidence, but the second has the more logical
hypothesis*
The two schools of opinion are reconcilable, it
may be said, in that the one singles out various
philosophical Influences on the shaping of Emerson’s
mature thought and the other attempts to go back of
those influences and discover earlier and hence more
significant directing forces in the religious and
philosophical climate closer to BImerson in his early
years, the years in which the evidence makes it clear
the bent of his mind became fixed*

The present study

begins with the assumption supported by the second
school, that Emerson’s general philosophical outlook

xvl

was determined by the currents of thought which touched
him as he grew up, studied for the ministry, and preached
in the Second Church of Boston.

Important In this

thought were the bequests of New England Puritanism
and the evolution of Unitarlanis® as reflected by
William Ellery Channlng and his contemporaries.

But

central in the thinking of the early Puritan divines
and Ghanning alike was, of course, the Bible, partic
ularly the New Testament; and It is not difficult to
assume that, aware of the individual’s responsibility
to arrive at religious truth and with the independence
of mind we know Emerson had, h© turned to the New
Testament with more seriousness than to the volumes of
conflicting and bewildering commentary.
That the Bible was an early and valuable source
for Emerson’s thought and phrasing ha© been acknowledged
by several scholars, but non© have attempted to deter
mine the real extent of its use or its influence on his
thought and writing.

Certainly Harriet R. Zink’s
Q

admirable study, '’Emerson’s Use of the Bible,"

is a

step in this direction, but she I® concerned more with
specific Instances of quotation, paraphrasing, and
parallel phrasing than with any influence the Bible
may have exerted on the formation or development of his
Q

University of Nebraska Studies in Language,
Literature, and Criticism, Ho. l5 (Lincoln, Nebraska:
1 9 3 5 7 7 ^ 1^

5 .------------------
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thought,

perhaps Arthur Cushman MeOlffort, in his

introduction and notes to Young Emerson Speaks,^ goes
further than anyone else in his assumption that Emerson
found all his principles rooted in the Bible and that
as a minister he dealt In his early sermons with themes
which were to characterize his thinking throughout his
life^

Pointing out possible parallels between the

sermons and the essays, he states that Emerson often
returned to both the Journals and the sermons for
material to use in the lectures and essays.

Unfortu

nately, he provides no documentation and offers no
evidence for his assertions.

Although such studies as

these confirmed my earlier conviction that there was a
closer relationship between Emerson** philosophy and
the mystical teachings of Jesus than had hitherto been
demonstrated, they failed to present any satisfactory
evidence for or against an ideological affinity.

The

unanswered question and the lack of any adequate
Investigation of that particular aspect of the formation
and development of Emerson's early thought provided the
Immediate suggestion for the present study.
It is the purpose of this study, therefore, to
explore Emerson#s thought in relation to his religious
heritage and environment, and to give special attention

^Boston* Houghton Mifflin Co., 1938#
xvlii

to the Hew Test ament.

Since Emerson apparently held

basically the same fundamental ideas before he came
in eontaet with the Neoplatonlsts, and the main body
of his thought was determined well before the publi
cation of Nature in 18^6, a careful investigation has
convinced the writer that the New Testament of the
King James Bible was Emerson's earliest source, for
in it he would have first met many elements of Oriental
thought as well as its Ne©platonle-Christtan philos
ophy.

The importance of the Bible in Emerson's early

life and the fact that his basio philosophical tenets
are entirely consistent with the fundamental principles
of Jesus would seem to support the belief that the
New Testament was the earliest and most Important
influence on the formation of his thought.

That other

sources exerted an important secondary influence on
the later development and expression of his philosophy
is net to be denied, but their influence seems to have
been important only as they confirmed or added to the
already fixed primary principles•
Since the aim of this work is to show that the
New Testament is the most probable original source of
Emerson's basic thought, a three-fold plan of approach
has been adopted which, it is believed, will reveal,
first, the importance of the New Testament not simply
as a source but as the primary influence upon the
xlx

formation of his thought as recorded in the early
journals; next, the amount of Emerson's expansion of
these fixed principles in his early sermons; and,
finally, the extent of his repetition and formal
presentation of the same concepts in the published
essays as a philosophy and a way of life.

It will

be seen that the fundamental ideas remain essentially
the same throughout the records of his intellectual
development and that the principal difference between
the sermons and the essays, besides a more mature
style in the latter, Is that whereas in the sermons
his basic concepts are supported by textual quotations
from the Hew Testament, in the essays, although often
presented in the same words, they are Illustrated by
select quotations and paraphrases from such secondary
sources of influence as Plato, the Keoplatonists,
Eastern literature, or the English Romanticists.

The

reason for Emerson's substitution of quotations from
secular works for the former supporting texts from the
New Testament is dwelt on at greater length later;
briefly, however. It was that the conventional and
often-heard ministerial phrases had for his orthodox
congregations and audiences such a limited and restricted
connotation that they failed to convey the larger thought
he intended.
Specifically, the plan Involves the tracing of each

xx

©f the major elements of Emerson's thought from the
first evidence of Its conception In the journals*
through the sermons* and Into the published essays.
Each of these concepts Is then traced directly to
the New Testament and compared to strikingly similar
or identical ideas contained therein* and evidence
is presented from Emerson's letters or journals to
show that he had indeed encountered the Idea in the
New Testament before he was well acquainted with
either the Neoplatonic writers or Oriental literature.
The actual organisation of this study* however*
does not follow the chronological pattern indicated
by the plan of approach described above, for even as
the phllosophleal concepts of Emerson are correlative
and cyclical* so the organisation of the present study
should parallel as nearly as possible the organic
nature of his thought.

An attempt to treat Emerson's

philosophy as a collection of separate and distinct
ethical and moral observations would be not only
misleading to the reader but also disastrous to the
conclusions of this study*

Therefore* in individual

but mutually dependent chapters* each major element
of Emerson's philosophy* as well as some of the more
closely related minor oonoepts* will be presented *
first* as it stands in its final form in the essays;
then* as it parallels an identical or like idea In

xxi

the New Testament; and , finally, as it appears in th©
Journals and early sermons in its incipient stages of
transition from its New Testament sources.

This

arrangement has the advantage for the reader, who is
probably more familiar with the New Testament and the
published essays of Emerson than with his lesser known
letters, sermons, and Journals, that he will perceive
at the outset the identity or the closeness of
Emerson*s ideas to those in the New Testament before
viewing them in the transitional stages which reveal
th© process by which Emerson interpreted and gradually
adapted the Initial ideas into a philosophical system.
The first chapter surveys briefly th© results of
the more recent investigations by Emerson scholars
and points out their general agreement on a number of
secondary influences which may well have affected th©
later development of Emerson*® concepts.

Following

the chapters on the main elements in Emerson*s thought,
a chapter is included to Indicate the singularly close
relationship of th© teaching methods employed by Jesus
and Emerson, and a brief chapter summarizing th© result©
of this investigation conclude© the study.
The Centenary Edition of 1903 has been used
throughout for references to Emerson*© collected works.
Similarly, all references to his letter© are to the
excellent collection edited by Ralph L. Rusk.
xxli

Arthur

Cushman MeGlffert *» young Emereon Speaks is the best
edition to date of selected early sermon® by Emerson
and has been used for all material quoted from the
sermons.

It i© regretted that this study has had

to be made without the advantage of the forthcoming
edition by Robert £• Bpiller and George Whloher of
all Emerson’s manuscript sermons* for It is believed
that they will present further corroborative evidence
that Emerson held the principal concepts of hi©
philosophy long before they found expression in
Mature and th© Essays and even before he had begun
his intensive study of the generally acknowledged
"sources**

References to other edition© of works by

Emerson are shown In footnotes* and all books used in
the course of this study are listed in the bibliography*

xxlll

I

THE NEW TESTAMENT AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF EMERSON ’$ THOUGHT

Biographical facta make It clear that In hia
early years Ralph Waldo Emerson9a life and thought
took the courae dictated by his heritage and his
environment •

Descended from a long line of Puritan

settlers and Hew England pioneers, many of whom were
ministers, he was horn In Boston, May 25, 1803, the
son of a liberal Unitarian minister.

After the death

of his father, William Emerson, In 1811, the family
attended the church of William Ellery Channlng, the
outstanding Unitarian preacher and critic, and with
the help of Ohannlng, Emerson was admitted in 1825
to the newly established Harvard Divinity School.
Encouraged by their mother, Ohannlng, and Aunt Mary
Moody Emerson, Waldo and his older brother William
had determined early to become ministers, following
the tradition of their family.

From 1825 to 1828,

with frequent Interruptions occasioned by ill health,
Emerson pursued his studies at Harvard In preparation
for the ministry.

By 1829, when he was able to acoept

the call to become pastor of the Second Church in
Boston, he had already begun to outgrow the narrow
1

2
restriction® of orthodox unltarlanism* and his
sermons reveal that although he at first avoided
attacking any of the more cherished beliefs of his
congregation he had early Insisted on his right to
speak the truth as he saw it*

For the next three

years the parochial duties of a resident minister
became Increasingly irksome* and the punctilious
performance of empty ceremonies* the petty politics
Involved in handling church committees* and his
seeming inability even to dent the armor of his
listeners * orthodox preconceptions with a new thought
as long as It had to be presented in conventional
Christian terms made him increasingly aware of the
necessity far his complete separation from the church
and the regaining of his Independence •

In 1832*

with the good wishes of his congregation* he resigned
from the pulpit and began what was in effect a
lifelong ministry as a layman lecturer* preaching
essentially the same views but without the hindrance
of the orthodox connotations generally inherent in
any sermon preached from the pulpit*

Four years

later he published* In a small volume entitled Mature*
the results of years of thoughtful meditation#
Although the book attracted little attention* its
publication marked an important phase in his life*
for in it he demonstrated that he had reached the end

3
of the first step 1 n his philosophical studies, the
determination of fundamental principles •

Every major

concept of the Emersonian philosophy is contained in
this thin volume, and the later essays are hut
expanded and reinforced treatments of these individual
elements of his thought*
The basic tenets of Emerson’s philosophy, the
primary beliefs which are consistently evident in the
works he published as well as the Journals, letters,
and sermons he 1 eft in manuscript, are familiar to
even the casual student of Emerson*

^he chief

element of his thought and the fountalnhead of his
whole philosophy is his conception of God as the
Immanent and sustaining soul of the universe*

The

universe, he says in his introduction to Mature * is
composed of nature and soul*

Elsewhere ^he states that

the visible world of nature Is the apparition of God*
vi?hus the apparent duality of the world is an illusion,
for in reality all is o n e ^ The Universal Soul, or
Over-Soul, is the life-giving force of the Invisible
spirit of God, and the material world of nature is
the visible apparition of God*

^ill in the universe

is therefore of and from God, but God Is not to be
thought restricted by this universe*

God is the

unlimited, eternal source of all life and power*v
&ince man, to©, is a part of the universe, he also

*
^mwst fee &tm%»esed of nature and animated by soul*
mua^»a»,*ib» integral parV"ef the divine creation,
but a separate entity, not only is divine In both
feed? and soul but le alec important ae an individual^
i$e i* net the haphazard result of chance and heredity,
appearing for a brief period of consolcue existence,
only to he obliterated by death and disintegration*?
he la a necessary part of the whole and purposely
incarnated In order to fulfill a part of the divine
plan*

For the physical defense, maintenance, and

preservation ef his body, he is endowed with a
practical conston sense or tenderstending.

For his

moral guidance, perception of the divine plan, and
spiritual communion with $s&* he is horn with Beacon
or divine intuition*

His Understanding enables him

to comprehend the material laws of cause and effect,
and, through experience, to avoid dangers, to
anticipate the future, and to master his environment*
Els Beacon, or intuition* on the other hand, is
metaphysical and enables him to pierce the material
surfaces of the visible world to perceive the under
lying and sustaining spirit of (led and his attributes
of truth, beauty, Justice, and love*

In a more

personal sense, Beacon reveals moral truth and serves
as law-glver and guide*
Having innate within himself the ability to perceive
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intuitively truth and Ood# man has no need to receive
knowledge or instruction at second hand*

indeed# he

shoo 2d not# for only the knowledge and instruction
received fcy the individual through communion with &©d
is true for him and for him alone*

He can know to he

true only what he himself perceives to he true or
what ha can confirm# through his own experience# of
the findings of ether* *

therefore it is necessary

for the Individual to he completely self-reliant#
that is# te he reliant upon the *0 e& within ,0 the
lunate intuitive perception*
Am mentioned previously# duality In the universe
is an illusion ef the Understanding*

Trained and

intended to witness the working of cause and effect
In the physical world# under*tending sees only variety
in a universe composed of Individual parts*

Reason#

however# perceives the essential unity of all in $od,
since all is of and from Sod*

Duality# polarity#

undulation# and the common distinctions made between
good and evil arc apparent to the Understanding In
this world# hut Reason perceives that all are hut
different aspects of the One Truth# that Unity prevails
ever apparent variety# and that good is the Intended
end ef all things*

It is man’s limited perspective

which prevents him from perceiving the final good
resulting from events which appear to his understanding
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to be evil,

Such, distinctions as good, evil, better,

and best, that man is prone to make, are In reality
but lllusionary and arbitrary classifications of
events which his restricted Understanding falls to
comprehend.

All things proceed according to the

divine plan for the good of the whole 5 hence the
individual parts of the whole share in this common
good,
Thus the well-known law of Compensation, which
partakes of duality, is likewise an lllusionary law
of the Understanding,

Apparent in the physical

world as a law of nature, as polarity, undulation,
action and reaction, when considered in the light of
Boas on as a spiritual law, it is seen to lose its
dual character of plus and minus, give and take, and
its essential unity is clearly visible.

Although It

is one and the same law, it appears differently to
the Understanding and to Reason,

The understanding

says that a virtuous act is compensated by an
appropriate reward; Reason says virtue rewards itself,
meaning that the act and the reward are one, even as
two sides of a coin are one ooin.

Thus, says

Kmerson, in the material world of the understanding
every good must be bought and paid for, ©very evil
is compensated for by some good; but in the spiritual
world of Reason, virtue is not bought by a loss of
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any kind, but rather it reward® not only by giving
peace, Joy# and contentment, but alec by giving even
more virtue 0 0 that every virtuous act make® possible
an even greater virtuous aet, which in turn bring®
an even greater reward#

Hence, In the material world

of Understanding the law of Oompeneation works tit
for tat, give and take, in even balance; but in the
spiritual world of Reason the cards are stacked in
our favor, and an active interest in our personal
good is shown by a benevolent Deity,
Emerson’s first extensive acquaintance with the
Neoplatonio and Oriental writers had begun approximately
two years before the publication of Mature, a fact
whleh has produced the general assumption that the
ideas contained In Mature are ipso facto Meoplatonlc
or Oriental#

The following pages of this chapter

will survey the evidence for these and others as
sources of Emerson's thought#

Chronology will be

noted In an effort to fix the points at whleh these
influences first appeared In relation to the initial
formation of his own Ideas in order to assess their
proper weight in shaping the eourse of his thought#
Before surveying the acknowledged secondary
sources of influence on the development of Emerson's
philosophy, however, something must first be said
about his peculiar method of reading and assimilation
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of ideas,

Brought up in a Unitarian family, and

having a Unitarian religious training, he read and
studied the Bible from the Unitarian point of view:
that the Bible contains divine truths but that these
truths are expressed and presented by fallible men
and, therefore, must be interpreted by the individual,
This subjection of the Bible and all other sources
to personal interpretation become not only a lifelong
study habit but also a basic ingredient in his
concept of self-reliance and the importance of the
individual.

The manner in which he read the Bible

was no different fro© that in which he later read all
books.

All Emerson's reading, beginning with the

Bible, apparently served primarily to confirm and
verify his own ideas.

It brought hi© evidence of

the universality ©f hi© own Intuitive perception ©f
truth,
Many references to this method of reading for
confirmation are scattered through Emerson's journals,
letters, and published works, of which only a few
need be cited to Illustrate hi© use and Justification
of the method.

For example, in the eesay on ^Character,1'

he admits that, ’'Borne men's words I remember so well
that X must often use them to express my thought.
Yes, because X perceive that we have heard the aame
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truth, but they have heard it better*w

1

Again, in

a passage in the Journals, he comments* wXf X stole
this thought from Montaigne, as is very likely, X
51
don’t ears# X should have said the same myself*rt
But perhaps his best illustration and Justification
of the method is found 1 m '’Spiritual L&wst" "A man
Is a method, a progressive arrangements a selecting
principle, gathering his like to him wherever he
goes*

He takes only his own out of the multiplicity

that sweeps and circles round him****

What attracts

my attention shall have it**,*

Xt is enough that
15
these particulars speak to me*
Xt is Interesting

to note, furthermore, that in 1 8 3 ©, when he wrote to
the Reverend Henry Ware, «fr*» to answer questions
concerning the recent "Divinity School Address" and
to acknowledge receipt of Ware’s sermon In reply, he
found it necessary to reassert his independence of
action In practically the same terms;
1 shall read what you and other good men
write, as X have always d e w , - glad when
you speak my thought, and skipping the page

gbc goiaaiete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson,

ed. Edward W* Emerson, Centenary Edition (Boston and
Hew fork* Houghton Mifflin Ce*, 1903-04), X, 99-100.
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* d * Eawarfl

V. Emoroon and Waldo E. Forbos (Boston and New Yorkt
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1909-14), IX, 441.
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that has nothing for mo* 1 shall go on,
just as before, seeing whatever 1 can, and
telling what I see; and, 1 suppose, with the
same fortune that has hitherto attended me,
• the joy of finding that toy abler and
better brothers, who work with the sympathy
of aoclety, loving and beloved, do now and
then unexpectedly confirm my perceptions,
and find my nonsense is only their own
thought In motley***
Emerson has often been criticised for his lack
of scholarship, his unquestioning acceptance of
Thomas Taylorfs misinterpretations of Plato, his
partial borrowing from various sources of only ideas
which agreed with or confirmed his own, and his
complete disregard of ideas in the same sources
which were contradictory of his own.

Yet, these

objections are in actuality irrelevant, for objective,
scholarly criticism of his sources was not Emerson's
intention.

Often, if not always, he read not so

much for th© thought of the author as for the thought
Inspired by the author.

Thus, using his own intui

tive recognition of truth as a test, he accepted a
few of th© ideas offered by the author to serve as
a foundation for perhaps an entirely new and different
train of thought of his own creation.

Therefore, in

all his reading, as much depended upon what he himself
4
Frederic X. Carpenter, Ralph Waldo Emerson;
Representative Selections (New York: Am©r1can Book Co.,
1934), pp. &-9. See also Ralph L. Rusk, The Letters
of Ralph Waldo Emerson (New York; Columbia University
^essrT93577~xi; T66-67.
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read Into the text as what had actually been said or
Intended by the author*

'This personal method of

reading has been best described by Charles Lowell
Young In Emerson’s Mont alane t
•••It Is certainly true that his genius was
more creative than critical* The methods of
criticism were not his affair* Me did not
read closely* He did not concern himself
overmuch with chronology* He was not given
to the analysis of texts* the comparison of
one with another* or other procedures of that
sort* If he discovered In his reading a
strain of thought too discordant with his
own* he did not pause upon It* Oftener than
net he let It drop out of his mind* and the
author with It sometimes * and passed on to
the more congenial*5
In the essay '’Quotation and Originality**4
Emerson justifies his method as the method of all
genius*

Admittedly he borrowed from many men and

boohs* but even as **A foolish consistency Is the

£ so too "Our very

hobgoblin of little minds *44

abstaining to repeat and credit the fine remark of
our friend is t h i e v i s h * I n fact, the borrowing is
honest enough and Is creditable both to the borrower
and the lender* for* HA great man quotes bravely* and
will not draw on his invention when his memory serves

®Mew York: Macmillan Go*, 1941* p* 187*

^"Self-Reliance /* Works * XI* 57#
7
Works* V1XX* 189.
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him with a word as good,*® and *Th© capitalist of
either kind 1 © as hungry to lend as the consumer te
borrow} and the transaction no more indicates
intellectual turpitude In the borrower than the
simple fact ©f debt Involves bankruptcy,**^

indeed,

“Next to the originator of a good sentence Is the
first quoter of It ,*
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and “We are as much Informed

of a writer1© genius by what he selects as by what
n
he originates•“
A study of great literature teaches
us that “original power Is usually accompanied with
IQ
assimilating power,*
and that “denies borrows
nobly,** ^

for# “If we confine ourselves to literature,

*tis easy to see that the debt Is immense to past
thought.

None escapes it,

original,

the originals are not

there Is Imitation, model and suggestion,

to the very archangels, if we knew their history,
the first book tyrannizes over the second ,H^

8Ifeld # P ♦ 133.
9ibia # P. 189,
10iiai4 » Pm 191,
ix
SPM

ibid
13Ibid
14Xbld

# P. 194.
#

P. 190,

0

P* 191.

9

P* 180,
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“H® that co®«» sec end must seeds quote him that comes
first."15
So mush for th© general statement of a truth®
Specifically# however# Emerson says# *$&© profit of
beotcs la according te the sensibility of the rood#?*
fhe profound©st thought or passion sloops as In a mine
id

until an equal mini and heart finds and publishes it •**
For, *i
fruth is always present t It only needs to lift

the Iren lids ef the mind9# eye to read Its oracles®**^
He gees on to say that rt•*.truth is the property of
no individual# hot Is the treasure of all men#***® for#
^fhe ashler the truth or sentiment» the less imports
the question of authorship•*

in effect he says that

a truth is a truth regardless of who first puts it
Into words# sad a* such It la no mors the property
ef the original writer than it is the property of the
borrower of his phrases $ truth is common property®
Indeed# *tfe aspect a great man to be a good reader;
or in proportion to the spontaneous power should be

m & * * *>• a°3.
ltfi » m ..

9

, m .

17» > M .. P. 193.
Ibldt.. #. 198.
X9m A -
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the assimilating power ^ 2 0

MXn literature*** he says*

**quotation is good only when the writer whom 1 follow
goes my way* and* being better mounted than X* gives
me a east* as we say...*,i2^

Often too we give credit

to another for our own thought* and 11In hours of high
mental activity we sometimes do the booh too much
honor* reading out of it better things than the author
wrote* - reading* as we say* between the lines.
Thus the manly scholar* whenever he peroelves
in his reading a truth whleh he oft has thought but
ne'er so well expressed* should not hesitate to borrow
the phrasing for his own use and advantage.

Yet* this

should be no stealthy or shame-faced act but rather
a proud claiming ef one's own* for all thinking men
share an Interest in and ownership of truth*

Again*

although it is common courtesy to give honorable credit
to the originator of the phrase* the scholar should
not become a slave to the pedantic process of footnoting
everything not completely his own*

In reality* the

quotation or idea is no longer the originator's* for
the scholar by employing it in a new context has
synthesised the original idea with his own* so that

2 0 Ibld..

p. 178.

2 1 Xbid..

p. 189.

2 2 Ibid.,

pp. 196-97.
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th# resulting Idea ie hut a more advanced expression
ef a truth, properly belonging to neither, which both
were seeking to express*

There is likewise an art

or ekill required in borrowing and adaptation that
lends credit to both the borrower and the source*
Since this, then, is the method used, acknowledged,
and Justified by Emerson, all present-day students
of his works who seek to Identify the specific
sources of influence upon his philosophy must carry
on their labors Intensely conscious of Emerson*s own
words ©n the subjects "whoever expresses to us a Just
thought makes ridiculous the pains of the critic who
should tell him where such a word has been said before*t#2^
That Emerson borrowed and adapted much from the
Bible is well shown in Harriet R* Zink*© excellent
study, “Emerson's Us© of the B i b l e , i n

whleh she set©

forth Emerson's manner of using the Bible a© a direct
source for many metaphorical figures and allusions
employed in his poems and essays*

Making no attempt

to trace the Influence of the Bible on th® development
of Emerson's thought, she concentrates on citing
speeifle instances of parallel phrasing, liberal

2 3 Ibld..

p. 1 9 2 .

24University ©f Nebraska Studies in Language,
Literature * and' O r i t l ^ s m * M o* 14 (Lineoln* Nebraska:

1935), 1-75.
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paraphraslug # and frequent unacknowledged quotatlorn#
Owe of the moot interesting seet 1©ns of her book
treats of the maimer in %fhtch Emerson gains greater
foroo for the pressntetion of an idea by paraphrasing
a pertinent Biblical passage* making a now application
of it* and thus benefiting from the as*©elation and
eoEuaotation that it already bad for hla audience*
In this way* ao a result of th* synthesis of his own
thought with that of the original passage* Emerson
achieves a third-dimensional of fact which forces hlo
listeners or readers to look at an old idea In a new
light *
Emerson9* early practice of reading for the
confirmation of hla own Ideas may indicate the first
practical application of a basis principle In his
personal philosophy# for it implies a rellano# open
the M i within# a self-reliance* and a belief in a
universal pivine intellect whleh ©e-inspires all great
writers and their perceptive readers*

as he relates

later 1m *$he Over-Soul*" *ln the book I read* the good
thought returns to me* as every truth will* the image
ef the whole soul,

To the bad thought which X find

in it* the same soul becomes a discerning# separating
sword* and lops It away*11^®
25
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well read In Plato and Plotinus •

Emerson spent as

much time and ear© In wrlting and correoting those
letters to Aunt Mary as he would fe&v# spent on any
college exercise, and It seems likely that his
references to Plato do not suggest a personal Interest
In Platonic philosophy so much as his diplomacy,

At

this time Emerson was more concerned with the practical
problem of saying enough money from his teaching to
enable him to quit the unsatisfactory work and to
begin hie divinity studies*

a ceme nt made In one of

hie letters he Aunt nary is especially interesting to
the student ef Emerson net only for the easualnesa of
hie reference t© Plat© but ale© for Its specific
expression ©f an Intention not to remain orthodox
but t© devise a better system of religious belief for
himself,

in a letter dated January, 18&3, having

eunmerited that th© writings ©f Plat© and Gicero had
probably made the pre~Ohr1 stlan pagans familiar
enough with the law© of morality and the doctrine of
the immortality ©f the soul s© that they were a matter
©f common belief, he states that he sees no urgent
necessity for the last revelation*

fhe best that ©an

be said ©f orthodoxy, he writes, Is that it has
Introduced some novelties whleh were worth unfolding
to the ignorance of men*

Having stated his ease against

orthodoxy, he confidently adds: “When 1 have been to

Cambridge d studied Divinity# X will toll you whether
I ©ah make out for myself any hotter system than
Luther or Calvin# or the libera^, hesoma of modern
days**a^
In 1 8 3 0 Emerson first made the acquaintance of

the .gifttsya suma&u

$& sm IpsmU m.m&

&• 2 & Gerando, a book whleh was to Inspire in him a
lifelong interest in both the Greek and the Oriental
philosophies*

At first# however# hia interest was

primarily attracted to the Greeks# and he began a
serious study of their works*

Emerson was not quick

to assimilate Into his own thought ideas which were
not Immediately verified by his perceptive intuition*
Only after much study and modification did he jot
down the significant aspects of an idea repeatedly
encountered in his reading and gradually work it into
his own philosophical system*

ffeis process of modi*

flection and gradual assimilation may be traced
repeatedly through the Journals and on into the
essays*

Consequently# then# It may be supposed that

Emerson’s beginning study of the Creeks# even though
it preceded the publication of Mature by four or five
years * did net Influence to any great extent the basic

a^su«fc <•*.), imtfvm. I. 108
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philosophical concepts advanced in that little volume.
There is evidence of his Neoplatonic reading in the
illustrations of his philosophic principles, to he
sure, hut not in the tenets themselves, in spite of
suggestive resemblance®.

In the later essays in

which he expands and develops the germinal ideas
contained in Nature, the influence of Neoplatoni©
writers is more evident, and quotations and paraphrase©
from their works are often incorporated in these essay®
to support hi© argument© and to serve a© illustrations
of the universality of truth.
C The greatest influence of the Neoplatonists on

Emerson began, however, In 1642 or 1843 when he first
met with Thomas Taylor's translations of Plato and the
Neoplatonists.

In 1642, Henry Wright and Charles Lane,

two English mystics known by Emerson, brought to America
their libraries which contained various Oriental works
and the Taylor translations.

In 1843 the Harvard

Library also acquired Taylor's translations. Although
it Is not known which of the sets Emerson first used,
it is certain that hi© acquaintance with Taylor's works
dates from this period.

Taylor*© Identification of

Platonism with Neoplatonism and hi© manner of inter
preting Plato in the light of H©oplatonic idea© were
both adopted by Emerson and became an Important
influence on th© development of his philosophy.

Thus

In raylor *8 translations# as l&aerson read and under*
stood them# Plotinus# Proelua# Porphyry# and Xambllchus
wore Interpreters and exponents or Plato’s philosophy
rather than speculative philosophers in their own
right*

The philosophical concepts of the hooplatonic

school were attributed to Plato and were so thoroughly
blended and mingled with the original Platonic creed
that the resulting interpretation was true to neither
Plato nor the Heoplatonlsts*

But regardless of the

inaccuracy of such an interpretation# the Important
fact is that it wae adopted from Taylor by Emerson
and became an Important influence on his own philos
ophy*

later# Emerson read other and more accurate

translations but for his own use and enjoyment always
returned to Taylor*

He read for * lustres#** not for

a scientifically accurate analysis of Platovs thought#
and he appreciated the wor&lngs of a lively imagination
similar to his own on the philosophic concepts
expounded in the writings of Plato and his successors*
He sought for confirmation of his own ideas or for
ideas whloh he himself could confirm as truth through
spontaneous recognition and intuitive perception*
In the opinion of John S. Harrison#
He was not a philosopher building up a
system ef thought* Hence he did not study
the sources of his Platonism as a professed
student of that philosophy whose chief aim
is the understanding of all the minutiae of
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Platonic doctrine* Xt is impossible therefore
to reconstruct from Emerson1® writing® a
system of Platonism; hie mind was constitu
tionally unfitted for the performance of
such a task* His Independent spirit, too,
forbade such a proceeding* He used his books
for their service to hi® own spiritual needs ••*•
And thus in the reading of hie Platonic
books he attends only to those portions that
appeal to him*®*
Although Emerson read and studied the Greeks
Intermittently for the rest of his life, they made
only a small portion of his wide reading*

Consequently,

In the development of his Ideas Neoplatonlc thought
Is never used exclusively but Is modified by his own
thinking and merged with similar Ideas from other
sources*

The mixed nature of neoplatonism, partaking

as much of Oriental thought as of Greek, thus lent
Itself readily to this sort of modification and
adaptation*
Emerson1® beginning interest in Oriental
literature coincided approximately with his early
interest in the Greeks*

Aunt Mary Moody Emerson

was interested in Eastern books as well as in Greek
philosophy, and in June, 1822, her nephew wrote her
a letter expressing interest in her Hindu mythologies*
Ho great knowledge of Oriental literature is indicated
in the verses and entries In the Journals of this
period, and it seems evident, as Carpenter has noted,
27
The Teachers of Emerson* p* 25*

that Emerson 'a formative years were spent In compar
ative ignorance or oriental thought *

Hi® acquaintance

with Do O©rando *s Histoire in 1830# however# led hist
to study not only th© Greeks hut also th© Oriental®#
An Increasing interest in Oriental thought and
literature Is Indicated by th© inclusion of scattered
articles and hooks about the Bast in his annual
reading lists#

The Greeks had attracted his attention

first tod received th© greater study# but about 1334
Emerson commenced his serious and more consistent
browsing in the Orientals#

A® has been mentioned

previously# however# he was slow to assimilate new
ideas into his own philosophy and did so only after
long consideration and modification; therefore# his
early works contain only vague references to the
Orient and its literature#
Although by 1840 he had read Zoroaster# Confucius#
the Vedas# the Vishna S a m e # the Koran# and others#
his Oriental reading hardly affected his own
published writings at all#

In 1842-43 he Joined

Thoreau in publishing in Tty Dial a series ef
'’Ethnical Scriptures#H selections from the sacred
books of the Orient#

In spite of his great interest

in the Orientals# however# there was as yet little
adaptation or assimilation of their thought into his
own philosophy# for even the Essays # Second Series (1844)
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contain little ©violence of Oriental influence*

Yet,

apparently» by 1345 Emerson had become an Orientalist
In earnest, for from that time on he not only makes
use of Oriental Ideas to Illustrate his own thought
but transmutes and adapts them to extend the range
of his philosophic thinking*

The poems "Hamatreya"

<1847) and "Brahma** <1857) have been called the
culmination of his ability to interpret Oriental
thought, and his transmutation and adaptation of
Oriental ideas are clearly evident In He present at 1ve
Men (1850), especially In the "Plato*”

Most of the

ether "representative men” are likewise In some way
compared with the Orientals*

Shakespeare, for

example, is said to have shared the supreme poetic
quality with the Orientals, whereas Montaigne is
cited as a striking contrast to them,
(Perhaps the most "Oriental*1 of all Emerson’s
published works, however. Is Tfts Conduct of U f e
(1860), which contains his m&turest wisdom and
displays the depth of his Interest in Oriental
philosophy.

Beginning with "Fate" and ending with

"Illusions," both of which are filled with quotations
from Oriental literature, the book is Interwoven with
Oriental philosophical Ideas*

Even this book, though,

is no exception to the rule, for the Oriental thought
contained In It Is far from being pure and unadulterated*
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Emerson remained true to hie own thought throughout
hie life of study*

He took from the Orientals only

what he recognised intuitively as the truth* even as
he had done earlier with the Greeks and the Hew
Testament writers*
These brief surveys ef Emerson’s acquaintance
with and study of the Platonlsts* the Heoplatonlsta,
and the Orientals may thus serve to point out an
Important faet which is often obscured by the over
emphasis on superficial similarities between the
Essays and the ‘’sources***

There Is a consistency ia

l&erson’s borrowings and adaptations from his reading
that should not go unnoticed*

Whether his reading is

In the Bible* in Plotinus * or in the Oriental scriptures*
he takes only what is his own* what he himself recog
nises by intuitive perception to be true*

The same

may be said for the Innumerable ether sources cited
by scholars at various times*

Thus Montaigne* Coleridge,

Wordsworth* Carlyle* and Goethe* to cite only a few
writers on Emerson** reading list* although read and
studied assiduously by Emerson* exerted little discern
ible Influence upon the formation of his personal
philosophy but rather served as sources in which he
found his own ideas repeated and confirmed•

Suggestive

ideas found in them which seemed to be logical corol
laries of his own basic concepts were studied* and if
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confirmed by bin intuitive perception, were modified
end adapted to his philosophy, and thus did contribute
to the development and enlargement of hla philosophical
system,

In view of Emerson9e peculiar method of study,

confirmation, modification, and adaptation, the
difficulty Involved In attempting to dee Ignat© any
particular author or work ae a specific source la
obvious.
It is net known exactly when Emerson first made
the acquaintance of Montaigne's Essays, but by 1832
he had acquired a familiarity with them which was
peculiarly Intimate If not complete.

For the next

fifteen years, the meet creative period In Emerson’s
life, Montaigne had a quickening effect on his thought
and action, for much in Montaigne confirmed his own
thought and experience.

Be intimate was this reading

experience that Emerson was moved to say, HIt seemed
to me as If 1 had written the book myself In some
former life, so sincerely it spoke my thought and
experience.

No book before or since was ever so much

to me as that
As was true of all his other sources, the Influence
exerted by Montaigne’s Essays depended as much on what
Emerson read into the Essays as on what he read out of

^Journals, VI, 371-72*
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them, for h© continued to road for the **lustres**
for the flashes of Insight inspired by his reading*
Primarily* Montaigne* s appeal to Emerson’s Yankee
practicality* however* was as a moralist rather
than as a skeptic* and Emerson liked host in Montaigne
his broad tolerance* warm humanity* and sound common
sense*

Yet he was quick to see and to acknowledge

the restrictive limits of Montaigne’s philosophy*
The center of interest In Montaigne’s system of
morality is the rational control of nature to make
a graceful balance or proportion of virtue in a life
of ordered completeness*

Emerson too claims naturalness

in morals to be the mark of sanity and wholes oneness *
but he disagreed with Montaigne’s view that virtue Is
the result of a self-directed discipline, a rational
control of the senses and natural Instincts*

Emerson

felt that no Individual will should Intervene between
the divine will and Its actions; therefore* no conscious
discipline is necessary but only complete reliance on
the eonsolsnes or the God within*

Thus, although

Emerson liked Montaigne’s tolerance and common sense*
and accepted his concept of naturalness as the basis
of sound morals* he chose to disregard completely
Montaigne’s self-regulatory discipline as a path to
virtue* for the yamkee-mystie could not conceive of
the moral life as a struggle involving the conscious
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interference or the will with the spontaneous action
or the divine force of individuality*
^ Emerson was# ae Bliss Perry has called him* a
\
combination of Yankee and Dream©r-Seer* or what
William James has called a Nhealthy~mlnded** mystic*
Montaigne *s naturalness and common sense appealed to
the Yankee side of his nature* but for the mystic
they were net enough*

Although Emerson's own

philosophical system goes far beyond that of Montaigne*
it is probable that he accepted Montaigne's system as
a reasonable guide for the practical conduct of life*
Thus Montaigne contributed to the development of
EmerBon's philosophy* at least cm its lower levels*
by commending the use of a natural common sense*
native to Emerson* which consequently limited his
mysticism* organised it* and made it more efficient
for the development of a practicable personal philosophy*
Coleridge was known to Emerson directly through
the Aids to Reflection* Xhe Friend * and the Bloaraphia
14.teraria* and indirectly through the works of
Wordsworth and Carlyle* for Coleridge the philosopher
had influenced both Wordsworth and Carlyle before
Emerson knew their works.

In the early journals*
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For an excellent study of Emerson and Montaigne
see Charles Lowell Young* Emerson's l^ontalgne (New York:
Macmillan Co** 19tl>*
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•specially In the year 1826, there Is extensive
criticism of Wordsworth's and Coleridge's effort t©
writs a new type ©f poetry, but Emerson's Interest
In Coleridge began In the Tall of 1829 when he read
the Aids to Reflection and The Friend •

Xn 1834 he

returned to The friend and began also t© read the
Biographic Llteraria,

There Is little doubt that

as a result of his reading and study of Coleridge
Kmers on accepted and adopted the terms "Reason" and
HUnderstanding" and that Coleridge fixed the
distinction between them In his mind, but It Is
likewise evident from many passages In the journals
that Emerson was familiar with the ideas behind these
terms long before he read the works of Coleridge,
fin 1822, for example, he discusses the Moral Sense
as differing from the rational faculties of the mind
In that It Is not a result of experience but is
"coextensive and coeval" with the mind; It Is man's
Inborn guide to perfection and his proof of the
existence of G©d,^°
Even after his adoption of the Oolerldgean
terms he often uses the terms Moral Sense, Moral
Sentiment, and Reason Intorchangoably•

The Idea,

of course, goes back as far as the earliest history

Journals, I, 186-88,
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of mysticism Itself*

The pivine Inner Light* Intuition*

dod-Within* Divine Inspiration* and the Father-In-Me
are all terms synonymous with Emerson’s '*Reason” as
adopted from Coleridge* and that sense of communion
with and Inspiration from Cod or the Eternal One Is
always the distinguishing mark of the mystic*

The

Coleridge-Emerson ”Reas on* Is no different from the
Inner Light of the Quakers* of whom Emerson once saldi
HI believe I am more of a Quaker than anything else*
I believe In the still small voice* and that voice is
Christ within
Wordsworth* although considered by Emerson to be
the sanest and most original poet since Milton*
contributed little to the formation or development of
his philosophy.

Emerson found little that was

philosophically new or startling In the poetry of
Wordsworth* but he liked and appreciated the poetic
restatement of mystical or transcendental ideas with
whleh he had long been familiar*

Most of all he

appreciated the originality of Wordsworth’s poetic
form and the sanity with whleh he translated the
universal laws perceived beneath the surfaee of the
natural world*

The Individualistic and revolutionary

self-relianee of the elder poet in rebelling against

^Bllss Perry* Emerson Today (Princeton, N. J*i
Princeton University Press, l93li # P • 73*
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the conventional poetic form and hie mystical
interpretation of the lavra or nature could not fail
to atrike a re apensive chord in the mind of the
younger philosopher*

Although Wordsworth remained

Emersonfe favorite poet* even after the eye-*opening
first continental visit during whleh Em©rson became
aware of the limitations of his literary heroes*
Wordsworth's influence was again primarily confirmative•
All that Wordsworth said* Emerson approved of* but
there was much that Wordeworth left unsaid.

Oonse-*

quently* while retaining hie respect for Wordeworth
the poet* Emerson early recognized and acknowledged
the limitations of Wordeworth the philosopher*
Emerson's firet real interest in Carlyle and
acquaintance with his works began In the early 1330's
with the reading of Carlyle's translation of Goethe's
Wilhelm Mels ter* His interest was aroused even more
In 1832 at the appearance of the “Corn-Law Rhymes•"
Primarily he was attracted by Carlyle's determination
to develop an individualistic style suited to express
the Inner man*

It was also in 1332 that he first

became acquainted with the clothes philosophy in
Carlyle's Jean Paul Friedrich Richter*

In the fall

of 1 8 3 3 he again met this philosophy In greater detail
in Sartor Resartus* published in Fraser *s Magazine *
In 183^ Emerson's letter of praise In appreciation
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3artor Hecartue Initiated the famous correspondence
which was to result in a lifetime friendship "between
these almost completely unlike men, a friendship in
which each was to preserve his own unique individuality
and at the same time maintain respect for the individ
uality of the other*

Even a casual readins of the

correspondence, which passed between them from 1834
to 1 8 7 2 , reveals the difference between the two men*
One of the earliest critics of Emerson ha© summarised
this difference in the following observation*
Emerson was the champion of the Ideal; Carlyle
asserted the absolute dominion of Fact*
Emerson declared that Truth is Mighty, and
will prevail; Oarlyle retorted that Truth is
mighty, and has prevailed* Emerson looked
serenely at the ugly aspect of contemporary
life, because, as an optimist, he was a
herald of the Future; Carlyle, as a pessimist,
denounced the Present, and threw all the energy
of his vivid dramatic genius into vitalizing
the Past* Emerson was a prophet; Carlyle,
a resurrectionist• Emerson gloried In what
was to be; Oarlyle exulted in what had been*
Emerson declared, even when current events
appeared ugliest to the philanthropist» that
*ths highest thought and the deepest love Is
born with Victory on his head,** and must
triumph in the end; Oarlyle, gloomily surveying
the present, insisted that high thought and
deep love must be sought and found in generations
long past, whleh Dr* Dryasdust had so covered
up with his mountains of mud, that it was only
by Immense toll he (Carlyle) had been able
to reproduce them as they actually existed*
Look up, says Emerson cheerily; flhitch your
wagon to a star ;*4 Look down, growls Carlyle,
*and see that your wagon is an honest one,
safe and strong in passing over miry roads,
before you have the impudence to look up to

the smallest star In the rebuking heavens*^2
In view of the vast difference between the two
men# who were by nature opposite , It la evident that
Carlyle exerted little or no direst influence on the
format ion ©r development of Emerson*# battle philosophy,
for Carlyle watt antipathetic to certain Platonic
concept a whleh were of vital interest to Emerson.
It la noteworthy that at the very time he was moat
Interested In Sartor Resortua Emerson returned to the
clearer distinctlone of Coleridge, who had helped him
reconcile Platonism with Transcendentalism*^

fhue ,

Emerson was primarily attracted by the uniqueness and
Individuality of CarlyleT» style, his Independent and
self-reliant attitude* and his bold stand for spirit*
uallsm* but in general Oarlyle was earth-bound * and
Emerson, who wished to soar* soon recognized the
philosophical limitations of his friend.
One widening of Emerson's mental horizon, however.
Is dlreetly attributable to Carlyle, for it was
primarily to the effort# of Carlyle that Emerson owed

^E d w i n Percy tffclpple, &%&£!£&&
iQS&fflBI
(Beaten* Tielmor and Co,, 1887), pp. 241-42,

"Emerson
and *Eme;

tv* tdBinblt studio* by I b u k T. Thompson*
XXXV (July, 1927). 438-53*
to Colerldg.,” gg, XXIII

(January, 1926), 55*T6.
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hie awakening Interest in Goethe. ( From 1834 to 1840
Emerson became increasingly interested in Goethe as
man and poet. ^During this period he read not only
almost all Goethe *s works but also many books by
German writers which bore directly or indirectly
upon the life and works of this poet.

It was not long*

however* before he became aware of the same fault in
Goethe that he had noticed in Carlyle.

Although a

man representative of his era* one who comprehended
all human knowledge and shared the subjectivity of
the time* Goethe too was earth-bound and egoistic*
for he sought knowledge only that he himself might
benefit.

He did not devote himself to pur© truth;

rather* he devoted himself to truth for the sake of
culture,

this eolossal egoism* although it did not

detract from his writings* lowered the moral influence
of the man* and in Emerson's opinion the basis for
the criterion of all literary criticism is the moral
value and not the intellectual.

Thus* although

Emerson admired Goethe's poise and easy self-reliance*
he felt that he dwelt too much in the world of sense
and too little in the world of spirit

J

It is evident* therefore* even in a necessarily
Incomplete survey* that Emerson continued his method
^*Bee Frederick B. Wahr* Emerson and Goethe
(Ann Arbor* Mich.« G. Wahr* 1915>•
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or reading for confirmation, and that, though not
averse to the practical and the common-sensie&l, he
consciously sought for the mystical, the spiritual,
and the transcendental.

In the works of Montaigne,

Coleridge, Wordsworth, Carlyle, Coot he, and other
writers, he found much that he could approve and
accept or that confirmed ideas of his own, hut he
found also that in spite of transcendental and spir
itual leanings most of these authors chose to make
use of their power to perceive certain aspects of
Universal Truth underlying the world of natural Fact
only to apply these truths to the partial improvement
of the culture and society of this material world*
His recognition of the restrictive limitations which
had hound most thinkers of the time to the earth
merely confirmed to him the value of his own faculty
to pereelve intuitively truth of a purer nature*
Much that he believed he had found confirmed by
other thinkers, but there was likewise much that he
perceived to be true for which he could find no
confirmation other than that of his own intuition*
Finding that there was Indeed no other guide, with
implicit self-trust and complete reliance upon his
perceptive intuition, he proceeded to develop and
expand his philosophical system by organising and
assimilating the truths that his intuition perceived
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to underlie the world of material fact.

This process

could not produce a logical, architectural construction
of a perfect pyramid of Inductive truth* founded on

a broad base of perceivable facts and rising to the
crowning glory of the Over-Soul*

Hather it Is an

expansive process* beginning with the recognition of
the unity of all things centered in the source of all
energy* God or the Over-Soul* and then expanding
outward in a series of concentric circles of revelatory
truths* all emanating from the common center but each
differing in degree from the previous one.

Thus* all

Emerson's philosophical concepts are the results of
his applying to them his primary principle of the
unity of all things in 0od*

Since all things* both

tangible and Intangible* emanate from the source of
all power and energy* Q-od or the Over-Soul* then
duality in the universe Is only an illusion* for the
One can not in reality be the opposite of Itself.
Therefore* although a fact may seem to be either good
or evil* in reality it Is neither! it is merely a
fact* no more and no less.

From one vantage point

It may seem evil* but from the opposite It may seem
good*

The fact Itself remains unchanged* containing

the elements of both wgoodw and "evil*1* Unity is
likewise evident In the law of Compensation* for every
fact contains within Itself both good and evil.

The
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apparent evil ©f a fast is not Ions attendant upon
Its ae©ompanying good; thus# In Emerson1© meaning,
good does grow out of evil,

that the opposite is

also true Is clearly Implied by Emerson.

It Is

therefor® evident that since a man Is himself an
Individual fact, containing within himself an even
balance of good and evil# he should rely only upon
himself and his own individual conscience or intuition
as a guide for his actions.

As the healthy animal

instinctively seeks the food its body requires, so
man# by relying upon his innate Intuition# would do
naturally what is right for him.
It would be possible to continue in this vein
and to show the essential unity of Emerson's whole
philosophical system based on the concept of the
Over-Soul and the unity of all things.

Basically,

it is a system almost without an end# for one could
go on and on# finding truth related to truth throughout
all the affiliated systems of theology# natural science,
economics, and astronomy# eventually finding that a
comprehension of the "all" leads back to a realization
of the One•

For this reason Emerson never claimed to

have developed a philosophical system in the ordinary
sense of the term.

The primary realisation of the

essential unity of all things# the comprehension of
the all in one# was his system.

Following the
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realisation of that fundamental principle, Emerson
spent his lifetime applying it to all the truths of
experience, to all the facts of the visible world,
as they happened to present themselves.

There was

no necessity for the development of a *fsystem*’ when
all facts, regardless of their nature, fit equally
well into his comprehensive scheme.

This explains

also the eclecticism of hi® reading and study.

To

all his sources he applied the primary principle of
the unity of all things, taking only what his per
ceptive intuition recognised as truth,
fThe importance of the Bible a© the first of the
long list of Emerson’s sources must not be underrated*
Harriet R, Zink has shown that Emersonfs many allusions
to the Bible were possible only to one whose mind was
saturated with knowledge ©f the Bible,^

Edwin P.

Whipple has pointed out that the Emersonian concept
of the Over-Soul and the Idea of divine influx
actually differ little from Jonathan Edwards’© orthodox
belief in an omnipresent God who communicates with
the awakened mind of man.
There are numerous passage® in hi© works which
with a simple change of terms would make his
doctrine of the **Over-Soul" agree with the
orthodoxy of Jonathan Edwards, Substitute
35wEia©rBon,o use of th© Bible,' University of
Nebraska Studies in language, literature, and Criticism,
No. 14 (line oln, Nebraskas 193£>>» 1-75*
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rtHoly Spirit” for “Over-CSQul” in his affirmation of the communion of the divine with the
human mind* and the heretic becomes almost
a Calvinist. “
Ferry Hiller feels that Emerson1* tenet of
Intuitive Knowledge does Indeed go back to the Calvinist
doctrine of regeneration* 14the theory that a regenerate
soul receives an Influx of the divine spirit and is
joined to God by a direct infusion of His grace.”
Citing this doctrine as the source of the Quakers *
belief in the possibility of dlreot mystical communi
cation of all instruction from the spirit within* he
shows that there was likewise & mystical element in
the Hew England Calvinist tradition itself which
flowered in Jonathan Edwards*

Miller finds a distinct

strain of mysticism implicit in the thought of Edwards*
with suppressed tendencies toward pantheism.

Summarising

the thought of the mystical element In Calvinism* he
finds that once it is assumed that God Is diffused
throughout the universe and that therefore the substance
of man is also the substance of God* then It naturally
follow that man too is divine and that nature Is but
/

the garment of the Over-Soul.

Since man's spirit is

therefore divine* he should be “s e l f - r e l i a n t t h a t Is*
reliant on the divine spirit within.

The only

obstruction to this conclusion Is the orthodox thee-

Amerlcan Literature, p. 277
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logical concept of' the inherent evil of man, thus
making his self* reliance a reliance upon hl« own
evil nature*

fhe development of Unitarian ism by

abanning an# Norton, however, although It represented
tbo wore cautious an# aobor aid# of tho Wow England
tradition* opened the way for the development of the
mystical and spiritual aide of Puritanism by removing
sueh theological dogmas from oalvinism*

Emerson,

who* after idwards* was to represent the see end
flowering of the mystical element In Calvinism,
rewelted against the conservatism of untiarlanlsm
to develop hie own philosophy outside the Ghwreh,
but still within the traditlon,^^
fkat a man is the preduet of his age and
heritage is a sound# logical, Emersonian doctrine
that seems applicable to Emerson himself*

In view

ef the evidence presented* It would seem probable
that Emerson developed his philosophy in line with
one element* at least* of the Hew England tradition*
Seorge if* Cocks, Emerson's earliest biographer and
one ef his generation, as s u m e as a matter of course
that Emerson is as mush Intellectually and spiritually
the ehlld of his Puritan ancestors as he Is physically,
and at the close ef Cooke fs chapter on Emerson's
W|r
*Jonathan Edwards to Emerson,11 NEQ, XIII
(December,1940), 59^617*
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influence of hie reading In the Oriental scriptures
Is not apparent in his works until after the publication
of the Essays, Second Series In 1644•

Consequently,

sine© Mature is acknowledged to contain the essence
of his philosophy, It seems evident that nothing read
after 1636 can he said to have exerted any influerne
on the formation of his basic concepts} hence it is
logical and proper to look more closely at the Bible
as the probable source of these beliefs.

Even though

it might be argued that Emerson's reading from 1634
to 1836 may have influenced the formulation of his
thought in Mature, the following chapters will show
that eaeh of his major philosophical concepts was
advanced in his sermons. Journals, or letters well
before 1834 and even before 1830, when he first read
D© Gerando.
In view of Emerson's thorough acquaintance with
the Bible, a vital part of the New England tradition,
his early ministerial training, and the presenoe of
concepts In the Bible similar to those found in
Neoplatonism and Orientalism, it seems logical to
assume that the Bible, and especially the New Testament,
is the most probable Moriginal*4 source of his basic
beliefs and exerted the greatest influence upon the
formation and early development of his idealistic
philosophy.

Because of Emerson's background and early
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Unitarian religious training, it la essential to the
purpose of this study that the New Testament he read
and interpreted from the Unitarian point of view,
regardless of the personal beliefs of the reader,
for it is not the rightness of the interpretation
that is in question hut the presence of “transcendental"
ideas in the sorlptures when they are read and studied
from Emerson's point of view*
The central core of Emerson's philosophy and the
first principle upon which all his other concepts
depend is his fundamental belief in the Over-Soul.
The purpose of the following chapter is to show that
there is a striking similarity and no substantial
disagreement between Emerson's conception of the
Over-Soul and Jesus's conception of the Father in
heaven.

When supported by the evidence of the Journals

and sermons. In whleh Emerson habitually wrote of the
Divine Spirit in Christian terms, this close similarity
would seem to be conclusive proof that his conception
of the Over»*Seul is fundamentally Christian in origin.

XX

fHE OVER-SOUL

Much significance has been attaehed to Emerson*8
use of the term Over-Soul ae an indication that his
ooneept of the Universal Spirit or World Soul came
from the Oriental scriptures, as the term Itself may
well have come*

Actually, though, it seems to have

been but a convenient means of avoiding the use of
the word God, which too often failed to convey to
audiences prevailingly orthodox his larger conception
of the Divine Spirit that pervades and animates the
universe*

In his private conversations, in his

personal letters, and in his Journal entries, however,
Emerson rather conslatently used the terms God or
Holy Ghost to indicate the World Soul, but because
of the limited connotation of these words he seems
to have taken pains to substitute the more expansive
and unlimited transcendental terms, such as OverSoul, Supreme Mind, Divine Essence, Universal Spirit,
or Eternal One, in hie lectures and written works.
For example, compare two passages similar in spirit
but deeldedly different In terminology, one from his
private journal, the other from his published essay
rtThe Over-Soul* rt The passage from the Journal for
44
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the year 1831 i® written predominately in conventional
Christian terms s
Paul says that his preaching was made effectual
to the (lentlies by the same spirit as Peter *s
preaching to the Circumcision* He salth
rightly* There Is one light through a thousand
stars* There is one spirit through myriad
mouths* It will not do to divide or bound
what Is in Itself infinite* Every word of
truth that is spoken by man*® lips is from
Cod* Every thought that is true Is from Cod*
Every right act is from Cod* All these are
as much done by his Spirit as the miracle of
the Pentecost# they are of the same sort as
that influence* * * * The reason why 1 insist
on this uniformity and universality of spiritual
Influence Is because any other view that can
be taken of the Holy Chest is idolatrous* * • •
Men are made to feel as If they ate their
dinner and committed their common sins some
where In the purlieus of the creation# behind
a screen* for the Spirit of dod works in a
church, or in Judea* and not in the vulgar
affairs of every day* The Spirit of Cod
teaches us* on the contrary* that not a star
rolls in space# that not a pulse beats in a
single heart* not a bird drops from the bough*
not an atom moves throughout the wide universe#
but is bound in the chains of his omnipotent
thought# ~ not a lawless particle* And least
of all can we believe * Reason will not let
us - that the presiding Creator commands all
matter and never descends into the secret
chambers of the soul* There he la most present*
The soul rules over matter* Matter may pass
away like a mote In the sunbeam* may be
absorbed into the immensity of Cod# as a mist
Is absorbed into the heat of the Sun; but the
soul is the kingdom of dod? the abode of love*
of truth* of virtue**
The passage from 14The Over-Soul/’ without the
New Testament allusions or Christian terminology but
containing an identical philosophical conception of

^Journals * II* 358—61*

the nature of the Divine Spirit, provide® an apt
Illustration of the manner In whleh Emerson translates
his basie beliefs Into transcendental terms with the
aid of multiple synonyms to denote aod:
When 1 watch that flowing river, which* out
of regions X see not, pours for a season its
streams into me* X see that X am a pensioner;
not a cause but a surprised spectator of this
ethereal water; that I desire and look: up and
put myself in the attitude of reception, but
fro® some alien energy the visions come*
Supreme Orltle on the errors of the past
and *tne present, and the only prophet of that
which must be, is that great nature in which
we rest as the earth lles l i ihesdft arms
of the atmosphere; that Unity, that OverSoul* within whleh every man's particular
being Is contained and made one with all other;
that common heart of which all sincere conver
sation is the worship, to which all right action
is submission; that over-powerims reality which
confutes our tricks and 1talents’, and'c oh®trains
every one to pass for what he is, and to speak
from his character and not from his tongue,
and whleh evermore tends to pass Into our
thought arid hand and become wisdom and virtue
and power and beauty. We live in succession,
in division. In parts, in particles. Meantime
within man is the soul of the whole; the wise
silences the universal Seaul.lr»""to' imioh every
e is 'equally related; the
This belief in Unity or the Over-Soul is the
fundamental concept In Emerson*® philosophy of whleh
all his other philosophical ideas are but logical
corollaries and extensions.

Although the nature of

the Over-Soul is not explained or elaborated on in

2works, II, 268-69 (Italics mine).
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detail until It is treated at a separata topic in %be
essay of that nan*, there are numerous references tc
It throughout his ether works whleh shew that It Is
the underlying principle ef all his thinking and
that his conception ef it was newer substantially
changed in his later essays*

Even though the term

Over-Soul prewed to he convenient for Indicating the
all-inconclusive mture of the Divine Spirit*
Emerson seldom makes use ef it even In the essay .
Itself* preferring to use innumerable synonyms *_ such
as Universal Mind* PIvine Intellect# Supreme Spirit*

Unity* Sod* or soul*
The fundamental proposition of his concept of
the Over-Soul* as it appears In his mature works*
Is that ef Unity and Identity*

The Over-Soul is the

central Unity which pervades all things* all thought*
all living creatures* and Is the universal Spirit of
Truth* Justice* Beauty* and Goodness*

It Is the

Heart ef the Universe * the Source of all Energy from
which emanates the life or essence of all things^
The ultimate fact we reach* says Emerson in “SelfReliance** Is “the resolution ef all Into the everblessed GKE.*^

And In “Compensation** he addsi “under

all this running sea of circumstance* whose waters

9m & * « *• T°*
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ebb and flow with perfect balance, lies the aboriginal
abyss of real being*

Essence, or God, la not a relation,

or a part, but the whole*

Being la the vast affirm

ative, excluding negation, self-balanced, and swallowing
«4
up all relations, parts, and times within itself**1
(led, then, is the center of the universe from
whleh all things emanate*

in figurative language,

all creation is but the manifestation of the will of
God who radiates power and energy to become the
sustaining spirit of the universe*

HThere is never a

beginning, there is never an end, to the inexplleable
continuity of this web of God, but always circular
power returning into itself."^
Net only is the material world an emanation from
God, or a manifestation of hie will, but so too the
spiritual, esthetic, and abstract qualities are
manifestations or reflections of the One*

"Truth,

and goodness, and beauty, are but different faces of
the same All.

Thus all creation, both body and

soul, is of God, Incarnate or of the spirit*

Man's

body is a fact emanating from the mind of God, which
is sustained and animated by the spirit of God*
4

Ibid** pp* 120-21*

^rtThe American Scholar,11 Works * I, 85*
wNature,,# Works, I, 24.

The
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material world which man calls real Is but a world
of Illusions, of shadows, seeming real to him only
because he himself is a shadow*

From his limited

point of view, man sees himself and the world as
real, but onoe he attempts to penetrate to the center
of all being, to align his point of view with the
beams emanating from the central source, all substance
loses its former opaqueness and beeernes translucent.
As a symbol of his conception of the universal scheme,
Emerson uses the image of a sphere, with dod as Its
central cere.

On the outer surface of this sphere

is the world of illusion or apparent fact In which
the emanating rays from the central Unity take on
form,

to man this world seems to be of solid substance,

for, being himself a part of the visible creation, he
sees only what appears to be a solid phalanx of threedimensional surfaces,

Oeometrleally speaking, he

views the world of parallel planes and surfaces from
right angles, and all to him therefore seems to be
solid.

Moreover, says Emerson in "nature,14 14There

seems to be a necessity In spirit to manifest Itself
In material forms,,,,
of spirit.

A Fact is the end or last issue

The visible creation is the terminus or

the clreumferenee of the invisible world

^Ibld,, pp, 34*35
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Once man changes his point of view and turns his
eyas toward the canter, toward &od, he no longer Is
looking at right angles to the world of reality, but
the world of appearances becomes transparent, and he
la able to see along the trajectory to the Immediate
center of all being, the heart of the universe Unity and clod.

He Is enabled to do this by virtue

of the fact that within him lodges the highest
developed form of Divine Reason, for he too is an
emanation from Q-od and is sustained by the Divine
Spirit,

With the application of Reason, he no longer

views the world as a composition of individual parts;
he sees the All emanating from the One, the visible
world sustained by invisible spirit.

By relying

completely upon his faculty of intuitive perception,
or divine revelation, he may collect hints of the
transcendent simplicity and energy of the highest
law.
At first, however, man can collect only hints
of the law; he is unable to see the whole truth.
Where he eatehes a fleeting glimpse of Oause, he
sees causes; of Effect, effeets.
to be variety.

Thus Unity appears

With the passing of time, his vision

will ©leer; if he oontlnues to seek, he shall find,
for from his new vantage point he stands '’before
the secret of the world, there where Being passes
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into Appearance and Unity into Variety.**

With com

plete reliance upon the intuition rather than upon
intellect, Tor “ •..the blindness of the Intellect
begins when it would be something of itself ,**^ he
abandons himself to the influx of the Supreme Kind
which reveals to him hi© relationship to all it® works
and provides him “a royal road to particular knowledges
and powers.1*^®

“in ascending to this primary and

aboriginal sentiment,*1 concludes Emerson, “we have
come from our remote station on the circumference
instantaneously to the centre of the world, where,
as in the closet of God, we see causes, and anticipate
the universe, which is but a slow effect.11^
Thus man collects his hints of the One law,
fragmentary glimpses of truth, and Imperfectly
interprets them as scientific laws.

Even though

these laws of matter mirror the laws of moral nature,
they are no more than imperfect reflections of the
One Law, the will of God, the Over-Soul.

For, “That

soul which within us is a sentiment, outside of us
is a l a w / 12 “ ...a Law which is not intelligent but
8*The Poet,*1 Works, III, 14.
^**The Over-Soul,** Works, II, 2 7 1 *

1QIbld«, p. 276.
11

Ibid .

^ “Compensation,*1 Works. XI, 102.

sa

Intelligence! - not percooal saor Istparsomi - it
disdains word© and passes understanding; it dissolves
persons; it vivifies nature; yet solicits the pur©
in M a r t be draw on all its omnipotence #«*3

leaking

use or his spherical symbol for Truth# Emerson oar©
in "Nature**
■**

The moral lav lies at the centre of nature
ana radiates to the circumference. • • •
A rule of erne art# ©r a law of ©no organisation*
held* true through out nature • 0o intimate io
thl* Unity# that# it Is easily seen# it lies
under the undermost garment of nature# and
betrays its source In universal Spirit* For
it pervades Thought also* Every universal
truth which we mispress in words# implies or
supposes every ether truth**** It is like
a great elrele on a sphere# comprising all
possible olrelesf which* however# may be
drawn and comprise It In like manner* Every
sueh truth is the absolute Ens seen from one
side* But it has innumerable sides
Therefore duality is not the real law of the world
that it may seem to be; it is but two views of the one
fast*

Ones the primary principle of Absolute Unity

is perceived and understood# time and space are seen
to be but imperfect hints of eternity and infinity*
for "The soul circumscribes all things •«• f it abolishes
time and space

He therefore learn that "Before

the revelations of the soul* Time* Space# and Nature

^ p a t e # * works * VI# 49.
X*Werfcs. I# 41* 44.
Over-Soul*" Works. II* 27 a.
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shrink away/1*® and that *With eaah dlvino Impulse
the mind rends the thin rinds of the visible ant
finite* ant comes out Into at amity, ant inspires
ant empires Its alr.***^

£he baste ©on®apt of the Over-Soul la recognised#
0# ® o u m , a# another statement of the mystical union

with <*©d experienced by practicing mystics throughout
the ages*

to these men the experience of the presence

of Gtod or of union with Sod 1* ee overwhelming that
time and spas# are obliterated» 'The few seconds*
minutes * or hours of direst aommunlon with dod
becomes the only reality, the only true ItfSf afterward, mundane life seems unreal in a world composed
of illusions and shadows of reality,

to many the

experience Is so all-consuming and so desirable that
they devote their lives to experimenting with various
disciplines designed to Indue# the mystical state.
To others the experience is so enlightening in Its
revelation of the truths of eternal Ilfs* of the
unity of all things in the universe* of the inexpress
ible Joy that sueh communion with the father brings*
and of the possibility of sash and all sharing In
this Joyful experience If they but open their hearts

l 6Ib ia . . p.

273.
17W a . , p. 275.
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to receive it, that they are Impelled to spread the
good n e w to their fellowen#

The good n e w or gospel

lies in the fact that anyone ean participate in this
experience, 11* he earnestly desires to do so.

There

Is no complicated procedure of incantations, ablutions,
or offerings required| one has but to open his heart
and mind and the Divine Spirit f l o w in, unobstructed.
The Spirit, however, does not enter wherein there is
no rooms therefore, one must prepare for the experience
by ridding himself of all worldly thoughts and cares
that might obstruct the influx of the Divine Spirit#
All the insignlfleant things that make up the mundane
life, such as trivial preoccupations with sex, food,
money, and social position, must be eliminated in
preparation for the mystical experience#
Mysticism, as a rule, is Individualistic and
radical, for, although it may accept the forms and
practices of the established religion, it considers
its own goal, direct communion with God, the heart
of all religious experience#

Consequently, most

practicing mystics, who have felt impelled to
announce their revelations and to teach their Way
to Eternal life, have gathered around them a school
of sympathetic disciples which, in time, is either
re-absorbed into the established religion or breaks
away to become a new sect#

Of this class of mystics.
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one was Buddha, whose teaching of the Way became a
world-wide religion; another was Jesus of Nazareth,
who ao loved hia fellowroen that he gave his life to
prove the truth of his teaching*

Others, aueh as

at. Augustine and St. Francis of Assisi, were to
report their experiences and to promote the partic
ipation of others, hut only within the restricted
limits of a theological system.

Still others,

probably in the majority, are those who, although
enjoying occasional mystical experiences, believe
that they are not an immediate end in themselves
but are intended to reveal to the participant
the real purpose of his existence and thus enable
him to lead a better and a fuller life in this
world.

To this group of practical mystics, Ralph

Waldo Emerson would seem to belong, for there is
evident in his philosophy some elements of mysticism,
and it is not improbable, as some have noted, that
he shared in the mystical experience to some extent.
Bliss Perry has observed, for example, that
Emerson was a mystic by nature, a combination of
Yankee and Dreamer-Seer, and that his primary
philosophic beliefs originated in mystloism*

All

later influences were therefore secondary and merely
confirmed the truth of his earlier revelations. / In
support of his view of Emerson as the natural mystic.
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hedged In and Influenced by hi® religious training,
hi® ministerial heritage, and hi© New England
environment, he write©}
If he had never been educated beyond the
primary school, had never read Plato and
Plotinus, St# Augustine and George Fox and
Coleridge, he would still have been a mystic
by nature#,•• The fact that Emerson happened
to be well educated, and that all the Influences
surrounding his early life and hi® professional
studies tended to emphasize the significance
of philosophy and religion, are secondary
Influences confirming, but not originating,
the natural bent of hla mind#*8 ;
Although possibly the case for Emerson*® mysticism
is somewhat overstated here, the evidence of an under
lying mysticism in his philosophy 1© obvious enough
to warrant at least partial acceptance of Bliss Perry9©
theory#

Emerson*s own description® of hi© occasional

and Irregular Inspiration or communication with the
Over~$oul resemble so closely the accounts of recognized
mystics that it would seem evident that he enjoyed,
perhaps involuntarily, the mystical experience#

If

accepted, this theory would account for Emerson9© early
dissatisfaction with orthodox interpretation© of the
message of Jesus, and his satisfaction with his own
mystical perception of the truth of the principle©
expounded by Jesus, for, as he would have expressed
it later, the same Spirit that had Inspired Jesue to
Id
Emerson Today# pp# 59-60#
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utter these truths also Inspired Emerson to perceive
their meaning*

With the widening of hia readies alter

entering Harvard# moreover# he soon found confirmation
In the writing* of the ancient* of the truth* that he
had perceived and that Jesus had taught*

Such booh*

often exported hi* idea* more by suggestion than by
actual statement# for a* Ferry has noted further#
"Emerson** Inborn capacity for certain states of the
mystical consciousness vac doubtless confirmed by
• W M of th* books which baoamc his lifelong oottpwBlon•.,•19
Throughout hie life Emerson retained great love
and admiration for the man Jesus, but he felt that
the exaggerated importance which had been attached
to the person of Jesus had raised a barrier between
man and Osd*

The figure of Jesus had replaced the

graven images against which Moses had warned his people*
Admirable as was his character and worthy of imitation
as was his life# his elevation to the rank of God by
over-zealous followers had subverted the truths that
he taught and had Interposed the tragic symbol of the
cross between the mind of man and his perception of
0ed*

The Son, who had sought only to reveal the truths

shown him by the father# had been raised up as a rival
to the father# through the misunderstanding of his words*
*9iT3ia.. j>. $4 .
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In "The Divinity School Address#“ Emerson unhesitatingly
orthodox cshrtotl^alty of having tuhordimtod
th# doctrine of tb*» soul to a worship of the person
of Jesus.

Disregarding his teachings, hut reverencing

Jesus the teacher# orthodoxy has imposed its own
narrow-minded interpretation of his message upon all
who profess themselves Christians * and hy Its astions
has made the friend of man the insurer of man#
(Emerson felt# however# that he had penetrated the
veil of orthodoxy surrounding the words of Jesus in
the Mew Testament, had recognised the mystical kinship
of Jesus# and had perceived the underlying truth of
his actual statements.

Jesus belonged to the true

race of prophets, says Emerson in the “Address#** and
saw with open eye the mystery of the soul#

As such

Jesus was unique in history for his estimation of
the potential greatness of the common man#

In short#

continues Emerson#
One man was true to what is in you and me*
He saw that Cod incarnates himself in man#
and evermore goes forth anew to take possession
of his World# He said# in this Jubilee of
sublime emotion# “X am divine# Through me#
Cod acts; through me, speaks. Would you see
God# see me; or see thee# when thou also
thlnkest as X now think.
But what a
distortion did his doe trine and memory suffer
in the same# in the next# and the following
ages2 There is no doctrine of the Heason
which will bear to be taught by the Under*
standing# The understanding caught this high
ehant from the peetfs lips# and said# in the
next age# “This was Jehovah come down out of
heaven# 1 will kill you# if you say he was
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a man.1* The idi om® of hi® language and the
figure® of hi® rhetoric have usurp©# the
place of hi® truth* an# churches are not
20
built on hi® principle®, but on hi® trope©•
That Baser®on early felt the principle® taught
by Jesus to be mystical an# eternal truth® is evident,
for they are noted In hi® early Journal®, they form
the theme® of hi® seraone * and they are the fundamental
concept® around which he build® hi® whole personal
philosophy, a form of mystical idealism to be identified
later with transcendentalism.

Throughout his written

work these basic concepts do not appear to change
substantially; they grow and develop, but the principles
remain the same.
It Is true that in hi® early sermon® these ideas
are clothed In conventional ministerial language, but
they are never concealed beneath their orthodox garment®.
A® he continued to preach he became increasingly aware
that such conventional term© could never convey hi®
real ideas to an orthodox congregation, and in the
later sermon® he made greater use of mystical or tran
scendental terms.

Following his separation from the

church in 1832, he continued to preach the eame
doctrines in the form of lectures, but from a different
text, abandoning the Bible almost completely because
of Its orthodox limitations.

It ha© been well said

2°HThe Divinity School Address," Works. I, 128-29.
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that Emerson, although h© surrendered hie parish,
never abandoned hie profession, for he resigned from
the Unitarian church only to become minister to a
larger congregation, the World Church of the Soul.
The most noticeable difference between the
early sermon and the later lecture la that, whereas
In the former his ideas are supported by Biblical
texts, in the latter they are supported by quotations
from secular sources*

The ideas are recognizably the

same, only developed furtherf the organization la
similar, seemingly haphazard and ooneisting mainly
of a series of apothegmatle sentences all turned
toward the central concept of his discourse.

The

lectures, after further revision and development,
became the published essays which represent the final
stage in the growth of the central principles of his
philosophy.

Thus, the fully developed philosophical

concepts presented by Emerson in the Essays are seen
to be the natural fruit of the seeds implanted In his
mind by his early study of the New Testament, having
undergone a certain amount of refinement and expansion
but no radical change*
These fundamental principles, which seem basically
mystical, may be easily perceived in the New Testament
when it is read and interpreted from the point of view
which seems logically to have been Emerson's.

First,
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It may be seen that Emerson and Jesus agree on the
nature of the Divine Spirit, and that essentially the
Over-Soul and the Father In heaven are the same*
Jesus, having undoubtedly experienced often the
mystical union with God, has perceived, as have other
mystics, that God is not the distant and formidable
law-giver that the priests have proclaimed him to be,
not the passionless Creator of animated puppets, but
is instead the loving Father of all hie creation*
Neither is he a distant king enthroned in the faroff heavens, but rather he is a spirit with whom men
may commune if they but know the way.

The universe

is composed of the World of the Flesh, or the
material world, and the World of the Spirit, which
is the kingdom of Cod*

Man, too, is of the flesh

and of the spirit, of body and of soul*

Thus, the

kingdom of God is within, and to enter the kingdom,
to commune with God, man has but to live the life
of the spirit, to live in the soul rather than in the
body*

Man*s soul is divine, is of God, and the

divinity of the souls of all men is the golden link
which unites them in brotherhood*

The Divine Spirit

is within all men, if they will but recognize it.
f In words now long familiar, Jesus announced his doctrine
that:
God is a Spirits and they that worship him
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must worship him In spirit and In truth*

21

It Is the spirit that quickeneth: the flesh
profiteth nothing; the words that X speak
22
unto you# they are spirit# and they are life*
And X will pray the Father# and he shall
give you another Comforter, that he may abide
with you for ever; Even the Spirit of truth*
whom the world oannot receive# because It
seeth him not# neither knoweth him: but ye
know him; for he dwelleth with you# and shall
be in you#2 -'
For as the Father hath life In himself; so
hath he given to the S'on to have life In
himself.2^
In a passage in "nature#* Emerson repeats the
thought and echoes the very words of Jesus in his
description of the Universal Soul*
Man is conscious of a universal soul within
or behind his individual life# wherein# as
In a firmament# the natures of Justice# Truth*
Love# Freedom* arise and shine* This universal
soul he calls Reason**** That which Intellect
tually considered we call Reason# considered
in relation to nature* we call Spirit* Spirit
is the Creator* Spirit hath life in itself*
And man in all ages and countries embodies it
in his language as the FATHER*2^
Emerson's concept of Unity and the Over~Soul is
even more explicit in Paul’s Interpretation of the
message of Jesus*
21
John 4*24*
^ J o h n 6*63*
23John 14«16-17.

Jobn 5*26.
2*Vorlc*, I. 27.
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There Is one body* and one Spirit* even as
ye are called In one hope of your calling;
One Lord* one faith* one baptism* One God
and Father of all* who Is above all* and
through all* and In you all .^6
Thus the mystieal Jesus has perceived that behind
this material world is the world of spirit and that
God himself is a spirit* a spirit of truth* Justice*
and beauty*

Jesus continually disclaims authorship

of the divine truths he utters and proclaims the
divine origin of his thoughts.

His truths oome not

from philosophical reasoning but from Mthe Father
thatdwelleth in me;** in

terms less poetloal* they

may be said to come from the divine faculty of
intuitive perception of truth* which is within*
That Jesus does not restriot this intuitive faculty
to himself* but recognizes that it is within the power
of all men* if properly encouraged* is evident from
the advice he gives to his followers s
And when they bring you unto the synagogues*
and unto magistrates* and powers* take ye no
thought how or what thing ye shall answer*
or what ye shall says For the Holy Ghost shall
teach vou in the same hour what ye ought to
say.2 *
That the term Holy Ghost refers to the Spirit of God
and not to the last third of the trinity is made clear
og
Ephesians 4;4~6.
27lAik* 1 2 j11-12.
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in another Instance by the scribe, who adds,
(But this spake he of the Spirit, which they
that believe on him should receives for the
Holy Ohost was not yet givens because that
Jesus was not yet glorified*)2 8
And en still another occasion, Jesus says:
Believest thou not that X am In the Father,
and the Father in me? the words that I speak
unto you X speak not of myselft but the
Father that dwelleth In me, he doeth the
works.29

Paul is the Hew Testament writer most often
quoted in the Journals and the one most often mentioned
in the essays*

The reason for Emerson9s admiration

of this energetic apostle may well lie In the essential
agreement of their interpretations of the message of
Jesus, for Paul, when read as Emerson would read him,

seems to anticipate many of the **transcendental'9
concepts advanced by Emerson In his essays*

He

repeatedly preaches the doctrine of the Father-within
to the members of the new church in terms suggestive
of the language later used by Emerson*
What! know ye not that your body is the temple
of the Holy Ohost which is in you, which ye
have of Ood, and ye are not your own?30
But the manifestation of the Spirit is given
to every man to profit withal* For to one
is given, by the Spirit, the word of wisdom;

28

John 7*39#
29
John 14:10*

^°I* Corinthians 6:19*
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te another the word of knowledge , by the
earn Spirit..*,33*
All scripture is given by Inspiration or <3ed,
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction* for instruction in righteous
ness* That the man of 0 ©d may be perfect
thoroughly furnished unto all good works *5
According to these statements, Paul and Emerson
seem t© agree in their Interpretation of the message
of Jesus, that every man has within him a faculty
which, If properly encouraged, will enable him to
perceive the troth*

In most men. If not all, the

divine Intuition has been so long unrecognised and
has been so long smothered by the ways of the world
and the desires of the flesh that it Is but a spark,
yet

It cannot be completely quenched*

to the

Xhe way back

life of the spirit Is not hard, for one need

only ask and It shall be given, seek and it shall be
found*

For,
If ye then, being evil, knew how to give good
gifts unto your children* hew much mere shall
your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to
them that ask him?”

It is net enough merely to ask, however* the
spark of divinity within must be encouraged and
exercised.

Every victory over the flesh and the

Corinthians 12iT»S*
■*11. Timothy 3« 16-17.

Lute* 11(13.
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material world furnishes strength for th© next struggle
until finally the Individual has developed to the stage
at which he may enjoy th© mystle experience.

When that

•tat© of being at one with the Divine Spirit has been
attained* then the kingdom of Sod is at hand* for th©
material world has ceased to exlet as a barrier
between the soul and eternal life.
Unity with Sod, therefor©* to Emerson* as to
Jesus* is the desired end of all human life* for it is
the elimination of th© material world and th© living
of the spiritual life.

It may be accomplished in the

hereafter* but the good news of the gospel is that it
can be attained now.

The purpose of Jesus in preaching

his doctrine was to bring eternal life to the world
of m i k i n g dead and to open the eyes of those blinded
by the physical wants of the flesh to perceive the
true Bood* the life of the spirit.
Verily* verily* I say unto you* He that heareth
my word* and belleveth on him that sent me*
hath everlasting life* and shall not come into
condemnation! but is passed from death unto
life. Verily* verily* I say unto you* The
hour is coming* and now is* when the dead shall
hear the voice of the Bon of Bod; and they that
hear shall live.
This is the theme of all the sayings of Jesus*
that the doctrine he teaohes* verified by his own
experience* brings true life to man* the life of the

^John 5i24-25*
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spirit, whioh is eternal, for th© one who follows it
la at one with the Eternal One.

Convinced of the

divinity of hi a own aoul aa well as the divinity and
potential infinity of the eeuXs of all men, he doea
not hesitate to call himself the Son of Sod.

And aa

he carefully explains to a group of angry Jews who
resent his identl float Ion of himself with the Father,
all those who do the will of Sod are likewise Sons of
Sod.
Is it not written in your law, I said, ye are
gods? If he called them gods, unto whom the
word of Sod came, and the scripture cannot
he broken; Say ye of him, whom the Father hath
sanctified, and sent Into the world, Thou
blasphemeat; because 1 said, I am the Son of
Sod? If I do not the works of my Father,
believe me not. But if 1 do, though ye
believe not me, believe the works; that ye
may know, and believe, that the Father is in
me, and I in h i m . "
That Paul interprets this saying of Jesus in a
similar manner is evident in his advice to the
Phillippianss
For it is Sod which worketh In you both to
will and to do of his good pleasure. Bo all
things without murmuring® and disputing©;
That ye may be blameless and harmless, the
s one of Sod.•.• “
All men are therefore potentially Bons of Sod,
if they but follow th© dictates of their divine

55jobn 10t34-38.
Phil lpplans 2 s13-15.
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conscience, their Innate ability to know the will of
God*

the cause for rejoicing lies in this fact, that

the kingdom x& at hand, that it is possible to enter
the kingdom here and now, for the kingdom of God is
the attainment of complete union with God.
And when he was demanded of the Pharisees,
when the kingdom of God should come, he
answered them and said, the kingdom of God
cometh not with observations neither shall
they say, Lo hereI or !o thereI **££# behold,
the kingdom of God is within you
The spiritual essence of God and the infinitude
of man are the two major factors common in the teachings
of Jesus and the philosophy of Emerson*

Beneath the

Emersonian phraseology of his published works, these
fundamental Christian ideas are readily apparent, often
echoing the very words Jesus used*

In the concluding

portion of "Nature,** both Emerson and his "certain
poet" seem to paraphrase the central doctrine of
Jesus's teachings and his definition of the kingdom
of heaven*

Having lamented the fact that man now applies

to nature only half his force by working on the world
with his Understanding alone, Emerson cites the history
of Jesus as one of those "gleams of a better light, occasional examples of the action of man upon nature
with his entire force, - with reason as well as under
standing*"'*®
37—

Then, in a mixture of Ghrlstlan and
17*20-21.

Works. i, 7 2 - 7 3 .
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transcendental terminology* b* states his doctrine*
which agrees substantially with that of Jesus*
The problem of restoring to the w o r H original
and eternal beauty is solved by the redemption
of the soul* The ruin or the blank that we
see when we look at nature, Is In our own eye.
The sale of vision is net coincident with the
sale of things* and so they appear net trans
parent but opaque. The reason why the world
lacks unity* and lies broken and In heaps* Is
besause man is disunited with himself. He
eanmet be a naturalist until he satisfies all
the demands of the spirit..*, then shall
e w e to pass what ay poet said? *gfature is
net fixed but fluid• Spirit alters* moulds*
makes It. The Immobility or bruteness of
nature is the absemse of spirit.... Every
spirit builds Itself a house* and beyond its
house a world* and beyond its world a heaven.
Knew then that the world exists for you....
Build therefore your own world, as fast as
you conform your life to the pure idea in your
mind* that m i l unfold Its great proportions••••
The kingdom of man over nature* which eemeth
net with observation, - a dominion such as now
is beyond his dream of Clod* - he shall enter
without mere wonder than the blind man fee la „
who is gradually restored to perfect sight.
ffhe knowledge of truth* therefore * Is to be attained
by the passive yielding of the human Intellect to the
educated Will* to the instantaneous in-streaming power
of Hess on.

Tbs aim Is the redemption of the soul* the

creation of the kingdom of the spirit through the
purification of the soul.

The worlds of the flesh and

of the spirit are* to Emerson* the worlds of Understanding
and of Reason.

The moral life* or the kingdom of heaven*

is tobe achieved only through the exercise of

39Xtal<a..

pp. 73-77.

the &od~
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Given faculty of Rea©on.
Thu© It may be seen that the Ov©r~Soul and the
Father In heaven differ only ©lightly In the mind©
of Jesus and Emerson*

In both oases, God Is a spirit,

the divine essence that permeates all things and the
souls of men#

To be at one with this Divine Spirit

is the greatest happiness of men, for it Is to enter
into the world of true reality, the Kingdom of God*
The spiritual realisation of one«*ness with God, or
of union with the Eternal One, Is to be achieved
only by following the dictates of the divine promptings
from within*

Onoe achieved, it Is the source of

eternal happiness and life; It I© both th© moral life
and the Kingdom of heaven*

All evil or ugliness of

the apparent world has been erased or shown to be
nonexistent, and only truth, beauty, justice, and
virtue remain, all attributes of the On© God/
It has been said that Nature contains all
Emerson's philosophy in miniature*

The same should

be said of his early sermons, some of which precede
the publication of Nature by ten years.

The publi*

cation of Nature in 1836 began the public oareer of
Emerson as writer, lecturer, and philosopher, it is
true, but It also marked the end of an earlier period
of intensive thought, extensive reading, and crucial
decisions*

All the major philosophical ideas contained
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In Emerson’s first publication may be found in various
stas®* of development in his early sermons*

Hence

Kature is the compendium of all his fundamental
philosophical ideas , marking the end of his first
period of study and determination of basle principles,
and serving as an index to his later philosophy,
which was mainly an extension and development of the
primary principles contained in nature and worked out
still earlier in the sermons*
The basic concept or doctrine of Unity or the
Over-Soul is explicit throughout the sermons of
Person, although the terms employed are usually
conventional enough•

In fact, the reader often

feels that Emerson*a occasionally vehement sincerity
is due to a sense of frustration at not being able to
make the conventional terms mean more to his orthodox
congregation, for whenever he speaks of «fesus and his
message, he varies these terms with suoh "transcendental1*
terms as “Divine Mind,rt “Supreme wisdom,* and “Eternal
One*"

On one occasion he confesses to the congregation,

**My friends, you are so familiar with the words *faith
In $od* and so accustomed to hear as things of course
what is said in the pulpit, that 1 hardly can hope to
get for this thought that freshness of effect which
even the oldest thought will derive from the effort
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to bring It home t© our own mind*

Aa

The doctrine of th© Over-Soul is most clearly
Indicated in Emerson *s accounts of Jesus in his
presentation of the teachings of Jesus*

It is apparent

that Emerson’s Jesus is not the orthodox Messianic
Ood on earth, but is Instead a fellow man elevated
to the rank of Son of &od because of the purity of
his life, the universal truth of hla utterances, and
his attainment of the closest possible human approx
imation of the nature of &©d.

In 183$ , in a sermon

©a "The Authority of Jesus ,* he asks why it was that
Jesus spoke with an authority which others of more
worldly power and prestige had never obtained, and
replies, *X conceive it was because he taught truth,
and the supreme kind of truth, ...with greater
fidelity and distinctness than any other; •••because,
speaking on his own convictions, he expressed with
unexampled force, the great laws to which the human
understanding must always bow, whilst It retains Its
own constitution, ••*«41
Speaking of Jesus’s message and its accompanying
authority and power, he says in the same sermont
40

"The Choice of Theisms" (1831 >, founds Burnerson
Speaks, ed. Arthur Cushman McOlffert, Jr. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Go*, 1938), P* 158*

41Ibld., pp. 91-92.
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He Bp ok® ©f Ged in a new tongue, not a© th©
philosopher® had don©, as an intellectual
principle, nor as th© vulgar had done, as a
cruel or sensual demon, hut In terms of earnest
affeetlon as being best understood by us as
th© Father of the human soul, th© ©rand object
of all thought, and that th© end of life was
a preparation of the soul to approach him by
likeness of character. Humility, love, selfdenial, were th© means of approaching him....
To have them was to have life ....*1'2
Whosoever, therefore, teaches this truth
participates of its authority, whosoever
speaks it out of a soul over which it has full
dominion, must speak as a God unto men, for he
utters the word of God.... A ton© of authority
cannot be taken without truths of authority....
It proceeds directly from th© perception of
great principles.... Mo, real power is in that
command of truth which can pour light through
th© soul. He that can reveal to me the great
secrets of my own nature which 1 see to be
true the moment they are disclosed, will have
a deeper Influence on me than he who chains .
my limbs or feeds me or who heal© my disease .*3
Having assigned the authority of th© doctrines of
Jesus to the truth contained In them and not to the
person of Jesus, Emerson then defines the Messianic
office of Jesus as that of a divine messenger of Truth
rather than that of a God on earth arbitrarily com
manding men to do his bidding.

rtA great error to

which we are liable on this subject,11 he says, wls,
that we are apt to separate the truth taught by Jesus
from his offloe, and suppose that it was his divine
authority, his peculiar designation to th© offloe of

4 2 Ibld..

p. 92.

Ibid., pp. 95-96.
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Messiah that gives authority to hi© word®, and not
hi© words that mark him out as the Messiah*
utterance of that truth i® his office*

The

It 1® hi®

truth that mad© him Messiah**^*
Jesus, then, in Emersonfs opinion, was hut the
human channel through which Moral Truth made Itself
known to men*

Such truth, he claims, Is common

property, "belonging to no one pars on j it I© the
property of all who actively seek It, and several
before and after Jesus, have perceived and announced
It*

Of them all, Jesus was one of the most perceptive,

but he was not the only one*
The next consideration of much importance Is
that a© thle authority belonged to this truth
and not to any person, so It Is not confined
to the pure and benevolent Founder of Chris*
tlanity but may and must belong to all his
disciples m that measure in which they
posses© themselves of the truth which was in
him.*** And thus many a disciple In different
ages of the Church hath learned of Christ so
much of his truth, hath had Infused into his
aoul so much of his master1© spirit that he
hath spoken with a large measure of his
master*© authority*••* And all of u© receive
and understand and impart the same truth as
we keep his commandments *»•• At last when
truth has had its whole effect on our minds,
It will gain it© fulness of authority by
becoming to us simply the echo of our own
thought* We shall find we think as Christ
thought* Thus we shall be one with him, and
with him are with th© Father*^

.. p. 96.
45Iblfl.. pp. 97-98.
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The truth that Jesus announces Is neither new
nor particular to his person*

Truth itself is ageless,

eternal, and ever-present, waiting only to he witnessed
and proclaimed by perceptive men*

Many aspects of

truth have been glimpsed and announced in the past,
only to be quickly forgotten by those who were unable
themselves to perceive truth*

It is being revealed

in the present, and further revelation will come in
the future*

To paraphrase the words of Jesus, Before

man was, truth is*

As Emerson states in a sermon of

1831, **Self and others ,rt
This great doctrine that Ood dwells in the
human heart in a manner so intimate that it
is beoause he there is present, that we exist,
so that a man is not so much an individual
as a manifestation of the Eternal and Universal
One, is no new or peculiar doctrine**** For
before Christ had declared the character of
GrOd and his relations to the human mind,
humble and thoughtful men had yet communed
with their Maker and rejoiced in the conviction
that Cod dwelt within t h e m * ™
Emerson feels that the conviction that &od dwells
within and that th© light of the soul Is truth, th©
teacher of mankind, is the central doctrine of the
teachings of Jesus*

He says further that it is the

fundamental principle of all philosophy, all religion*
It had been known before Jesus, It may be perceived
now, and will gradually be revealed even more in th©

p. 133
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future, but, even ae with Jesus, the statement of
this basic principle comes always from the primary
affirmation of the heart.
truth is eternal.

It la ever new because

It is ever present because truth

is the moral law, the sustaining spirit of the universe;
It is of God and is God in that it is an attribute of
God.
In view of his strong and positive Interpretation
of the central doctrine of the message of Jesus, it is
not strange that Emerson should adopt it as the funda
mental principle of his own philosophy.

It Is essen

tially the *transcendental* concept of the Over-Soul
stated in orthodox Christian terms.

In his sermons

of the early 1 8 3 0 * 0 two important facts are evidentt
(1) that the immediate source of hla concepts and
beliefs is decidedly the Bible and specifically the
New Testament, (2) that all the basic principles
of the idealistic Emersonian philosophy recorded in
his published works were by this date fully determined
and firmly fixed in his mind.

In a sermon entitled

rtSelf-Culture," for example, delivered in the year
1830, Emerson presents to his congregation a summary
of his religious beliefs that could well serve as a
table of contents for the lean little volume he was
to publish six years later and as a blueprint for his
whole later philosophy.

The reader easily may find
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In this sermon many of the concepts and beliefs with
which he has Ions been familiar in the published
essays •
The Revelation of Jesus Christ•*.withdraws
man from looking for hi© motives to the
world* outward* and directs him to look
within* It shows him a Divine Eye that
cannot be deceived, that fixed within his
soul* commands a perfect prospect of his
whole being* all he does* and all he wills*
• and passes Judgment upon all* It teaches
him to conform all his actions to this
superior wills for this is Qod working in
him* both to will and to do* It teaches him
that some things perish* and that other
things never die. It show© him that truth
and right are of God everlasting* and impart
their own eternity to the soul that embraces
them with its affections* It is in the
power of man* so far as* obeying this voice*
he puts aside the force of vulgar motives*
and refusing the service of his senses*
subjects himself to the law of his mind* puts off* so to speak* his human nature* and
puts on the divine nature* * it is in his
power to obtain a degree of participation*••
In the attributes of (led? to enter into
that peace and Joy* that unmixed delight In
goodness and that universal love which are
In Him; and* so entirely to apply his own
spirit to the Divine Mind* that he shall be*
as it has been expressed* a drop in that
Ocean* moving with him* acting with him*
partaking of his felicity*^7
At the risk of pointing out the obvious* It might
be mentioned that Emerson* on his own word* has arrived
at these beliefs as a result of his study and Inter
pretation of the revelation and message of Jesus*
main concept, of course* is that of God within* the

47i b i a ., p. 100 ,
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Divine Eye, or the 0vej>*Soul, which Is the animating
spirit of man and the conscience or Judge of all he
does*

Jesus te&ohea true self-reliance, reliance upon

the God within, or conformity of all actions to the
superior will*

Belated to these major belief® are

such secondary ideas familiar to the student of
Emerson as (1) the positive nature of good, (2) the
potential infinitude of individual man, and (3) man1©
close relationship to all creation*

By obeying the

voice within him, his perceptive Intuition, man may
eventually share in the attributes of God.

This very

fact implies also a law of compensation that effectively
rewards and punishes the Individual*s obedience or
disobedience of the law of his mind, by increasing
or decreasing the amount of his virtue and his
participation in the attributes of God.

Thus It may

be seen that the central principles of Emerson's
philosophy, as it is known to the readers of his
later essays, were fixed and fully determined before
he had read to any great extent the writings of either
the Neoplatonists or the Orientals.

Although he first

became acquainted with De Gerando's Histolre in 1830,
there is little or no evidence of any overt Influence
upon his philosophical thought occasioned by De Gerando's
book until after the publication of Nature in 1836.
For the most part, Emerson's reading of both Greek and
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Oriental works at this time was haphazard and desultory.
Therefore, it is all the more Important to notice the
close parallel in idea and phrasing evident between
the excerpt quoted above and random passages selected
from his essay "Self-Reliance."

The ideas are the

same, the phrasing is similar, and the whole effect
is to show Bmerson's own reliance upon the New Testa
ment as the ultimate source of his philosophical
concepts, for he has done little more than to substi
tute idealistic and "transcendental11 terms for the
conventional Christian terms employed in the sermon.
Speaking of the Over-Soul and the Individual, he
says.
What is the aboriginal Self, on whloh a
universal reliance may be grounded? ...
The Inquiry leads us to that source, at once
the essence of genius, of virtue, and of life,
which we call Spontaneity or Instinct....
In that deep force, the last fact behind which
analysis cannot go, all things find their
common origin. For the sense of being which
in calm hours arises, we know not how, in the
soul, is not diverse from things, from space,
from light, from time, from man, but one with
them and proceeds obviously from the same
source whence their life and being also proceed.
... When we discern justice, when we discern
truth, we do nothing of .ourselves, but allow
a passage to its beams.4o
Again, in a virtual paraphrase of the sentence in
the sermon,

.truth and right are of Ood everlasting,

and Impart their own eternity to the soul that embraces

^ w o r k e , XI, 63*64 •
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them with Its affect lone/' he sayst "The soul raised
over passion beholds Identity and eternal causation,
perceives the self-existence of truth and Right, and
ealme itself with knowing that all things go well#H^
Drawing the same moral eonolusion for the benefit
of his audience, and incidentally illustrating the
positive nature of good, the cumulative effect of
virtue, and the workings of the law of Compensation
in the realm of individual goodness, he addst **Xf we
cannot at onee rise to the sanetitles of obedience
and faith, let us at least resist our temptations...
Having shown his congregation that the revelation
of Jesus taught the presenee of truth and moral law
within the Individual soul, Emerson continued to
emphasise In his sermons that the revelation of truth
did not end with the life of Jesus,

the gradual

revelation of truth la a continuous process, without
beginning and without end, for it is both eternal and
infinite.

Anticipating the theme of Nature that all

things in the world are witnesses of the truth if
rightly understood, and that all men may understand
and peroelve the truth if they will but listen to the
divine wisdom within, he informs his audience in a

^ I b l d ♦, p. 69*
5°Ibla., p. 72.
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sermon entitled "Religion and Society,M delivered in
1833# that
Truth endures and Is manifested every moment
from day to day, from age to age, ever since
the crimson light of the first morning awoke
the first man, the Almighty Father accumulates
knowledge in the mind of the race; from endless
sources - from continual communication - from
tradition, from scripture, from comparison of
events, fro© personal experience, from ©very
one of countless occurrences the growing
treasure is poured into the world, as the
globe itself receives the rays of millions
of stars which beam upon it from all the
concave firmament around# The Teacher is one,
namely, the Spirit of truth? but He speaks by
a thousand thousand lips, in all countries,
in public and in private places, to mankind#
• • # The Teacher is teaching but has not
finished his word# That word never will be
finished# It was before the heavens and shall
be after them# But a part of this message is
spoken this day and every day# There are
truths now being revealed #51
In a short sermon on "Astronomy" in 1832, a year
earlier, he had claimed that all the laws and discoveries
of science only reveal and confirm previous revelations
of truth and that one of the most Important results of
the study of astronomy has been to correct and exalt
man's view of God and to humble man's view of himself,
for the final effect of these contemplations upon the
doctrine of the New Testament "is not contradiction
but correction.*••

It proves the sublime doctrine of

One God, whose offspring we all are and whose care we
all are...#

It abridges what belongs to persons, to

51McGlffert, Youn^ Emerson Speaks. pp. 194-99#
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places and to times but It does not touch moral
truth. .. #«52
Thus all thing® and all nature bear testimony
to the omnipresence of the Divine Spirit and gradually
reveal to the mind of man eternal truth.

It is evident

that as early as 1829 he considered everything in
nature to be emblematic of some moral truth, of truth
within the soul of the individual, for in phrasing
as typically "s&iersonlan* as anything In his later
essays he informs his listeners, in a brief sermon
on HSummer, ** that 99there is more In nature than beauty;
there is more to be seen than the outward eye perceives •
...

The Scripture is always appealing to the tree and

the flower and the grass as the emblems of our mortal
estate.,«•

There Is nothing in external nature but

Is an emblem, a hieroglyphic of something in
Seven years later, in 1836, he was often to
repeat the same idea In Nature?

The world Is emblematic;

the laws of moral nature answer to those of matter as
face to face in a glass; every natural fact is a symbol
of some spiritual fact.

Nature is a discipline of the

Understanding in intellectual truths.
What man must realize, urges Emerson, is that the

^ Ibld ., p. 177
53Ibia., p. 44.
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divine Insight which enables hi® to perceive truth
In and throughout all things * and that truth which
is perceived* are both fro® and of Sod*

Thus all

is one* and each is but a variant manifestation of
the Eternal and Universal One.
seen are ultimately on©.

The seer and the

The truth perceived in

nature by the perceptive individual is but the
circular reflection of the truth within hl&self*
Scientists who seek to learn truth through the
exercise of the Understanding and the accumulation
of physical facts* a process generally known as
inductive reasoning* are in the frustrated position
of the dog driven by an Intense desire to pursue and
catch the end of its own tail.

There is great

excitement in the chase* and the exercise is
marvelously beneficial* but the end result is a
tremendous loss of energy without any perceptible
advancement toward the goal.

For more productive

results* one has only to sit quietly in meditation
and contemplate - himself.
seeker.

The truth is within the

Speaking of the personal satisfaction and

comfort that the realisation of this faot brings to
the scholar* and incidentally revealing the key by
which he read and interpreted the Scriptures*
Emerson sums up his beliefs in the sermon “Religion
and Society**

Man "begins to bear a voice in ropiy that rill©
the heavens and the earth, saying, that God Is
within him, that there la the celestial host.
X find that this amazing revelation of my
immediate relation to God, is a solution to
all the doubt© that oppressed me.*,. It is
the door of my access to the Father.•. • It Is
the perception of this depth in human nature this Infinitude belonging to every man that
has been born - which has given new value to
the habits of reflexion and solitude,,,# And
let me add that In this doctrine as deeply
felt by him* is the fcey by which the words
that fell from Christ upon the character of
God can alone be well and truly explained#
Read by the torch of this faith, it seems to
me, those discourses shine with heavenly
meaning, fhe Father is in me ~ I In the ^
Father# Yet the Father is greater than I.
The Spirit of God which is the Father**within is
alsothe sustaining spirit of the

universe, and as

man is composed of body and soul, so too is all the
world composed of body and soul, the material and the
spiritual#

The body and the material world are mutable,

transient, and are limited by the bounds of time and
space#

The soul and the spiritual world are Immutable,

eternal, and infinite#

in one of his earliest sermons,

delivered in 1626, Emerson announces to his congregation
this fundamental concept of his now familiar Idealistic
philosophy: "it ought to be distinctly felt by us that
we stand in the midst of two worlds, the world of matter
and the world of spirit#
thoughts to the other#

Ibia., p. 200

Our bodies belong to one; our
It has been one of the best
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uses of the Christian religion to teach# that the
world of spirit® is more certain and stable than the
material universe.**^
Four years later# In 1830# he develops the thought
even further in the sermon "How Old Art Thou?1* which
contains the essence of the teachings of Jesus as
understood by Emerson.
There is a spiritual world which is immutable#
the kingdom of love# of truth# the kingdom of
Ctod - which is incorruptible and cannot grow
old. The cause of all order# the source of
all good it Is in the world and the world is
made by It# yet the world knows it not. But
the soul of man must live in it or it hath no
life.... Xn the spiritual world only can we
live. Xn this world we die dally. The
Scripture . . . calls nothing else# life# but
that life. It calls the entering on that state
by men# a passage from death unto life.... Xt
teaches the soul 'to seek for life In itself as
the Father hath life in Himself. And what is
the life that Jesus means? His truth alone.
"The words that X speak unto you#" said he#
"they are spirit and they are life." That
sowlonly has entered Into life that has found
out# that &od*s will is better than Its own;
that humility is better than pride; that to
seek another1® good is better than to seek its
own; that to be good is to do good; that a
perfect trust in Ood gives more contentment
than the greatest p o s s e s s i o n s . • Then does
man emerge out of the finite into the Infinite;
out of time Into eternity.58
The central doctrine of the teachings of Jesus#
as Emerson interprets them# then# is that Sod is a
Spirit# a Spirit who is present in all things#

55*pray, Without Ceasing#" ibid.. pp. 1-2
56Xbl«a., pp. 1X3-14.
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especially In the heart© and soul© of men*

The Divine

Spirit i© the source of all energy, the source of all
good, and the soul of the universe*

The individual

soul© of men are hut part of this Universal Soul that
animates the physical world•

All science# all philos

ophy# All religion# all the laws of the material world#
and all nature itself hear witness to the presence of
an eternal, all-powerful, sustaining Divine Fewer
underlying the surface appearances of the material
world.

Truth# heauty# and good are hut different

aspects of this Eternal one*

All thing© are unified

in the Unity of God*
The soul of individual man# that part of the
Divine Spirit which dwell© within him# not only
identifies him with the world of the spirit hut also
enables him to perceive the Immanence of the Spirit
in all things*

The divinity within him recognizes

the divinity without*

Again# since the soul of man

is divine# and einee man ha© a direct channel to the
©ouroe of all truth# by turning his eyes Inward and
by leading the spiritual life# man 1© enabled to
perceive more and more of eternal truth# of divine
wisdom# and of God himself*
Since God is the source of all energy# of all
good# truth# and beauty# and Is the sustaining spirit
of the universe, then the world of appearances 1® only
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an Illusion, a superficial man! fas Nation of the will
of the Spirit that lies behind it*

Thus, there is a

World of the Flesh, a world of illusion, and there is
the World of the Spirit, the world of reality*

The

body of man i» of the flesh, but the soul within him
is of the Spirit*

Therefore the kingdom of Sod, the

World of the Spirit, lies within him*
This, then, is essentially the concept of Unity
and the Over-Soul in its initial stages*

God, the

Spirit that animates the universe, resides in the
hearts and souls of men*

Manfa divine soul in the

fons of Intuition enables him to perceive Truth,
which Is but another aspeet of God*

In his later

essays P e r s o n makes use of the term Over-Soul, which
proved to be more convenient for his purposes, to
denote his conception of the Divine Spirit, but there
is no essential difference In the concept itself.

The

term intuition is but a scientific variant of the
Divine Eye within man, to which he often refers in the
sermons*

The concept ©f the Over-Soul is so clearly

evident throughout his sermons and in his interpretation
of the teachings of Jesus that it would seem to prove
oonolusively that this fundamental principle of his
transcendental philosophy could have originated only
from hie Intensive study of the doctrines presented in
the New Testament, for at this time his acquaintance
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with the Reoplatonle and Oriental writings was only
superficial* and they exerted little or no discernible
influence until well after the publication of mature
In 1856.

XXI

SEI^-H SiaA M C JE

/ (fho doctrine of So If-Reliance ie a natural
corollary and a logical extension of Kmeraon’a primary
concept of the Over-Soul, the Divine Spirit that
sustain® the visible universe and resides In the hearts
of sen*

If the soul of individual man Is the presence

of God within, and If Intuition is a faculty of this
divine soul, as Km©reon*© concept of the Over-Soul
Implies, then man has no choice but to rely on the
dictates of his own intuition as the only source of
real knowledge*

What other® report of the nature of

truth, beauty, and moral virtue may well be true for
them, but it can only be hearsay for him*

A® an

individual he is unique, and he can rely only on
himself, his real self, to ascertain truth,

The real

self Is the soul, the perceiver and revealer of truth,
for according to the law of affinity of like unto
like the divinity within man recognises the divinity
without.

Thus, In brief, reliance on self is reliance

upon the God-within, and individual man must no longer
take things at second hand but must be hi® own witness
to the truth,;
According to hi® son, Emerson's essay on Self-
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Reliance m s

objected to by some of hi® contemporaries

as being the lowest note In hi® philosophy,1 but when
read rightly In relation to hi® concept of the OverSoul it becomes the highest, for hi® point i® not the
reliance upon the egocentric, physical self, but upon
the real self, the soul, the God-within.

That such

1® hi® neaxilng 1® implied throughout the essay and in
other work®, but he explain® specifically in his
address on "The Fugitive Slave law," to the citlaene
of Concord in 1851, that "self-reliance, the height
and perfection of man, is reliance on 0©d.
The faculty of the Individual soul which enable®
man to perceive truth 1® often variously Identified
by Emerson a® Reason, Intuition, Faith, Imagination,
or Intellect, but actually, rather than being
"faculties" of the soul,uthese seem to be more the
"actions" of the soul or the soul itself*

If, then,

these terms are but synonym® for soul, they are like
wise synonyms for the Divine Spirit of which the soul
is but a part, and consequently, from the apparent
variety of "faculties" we return to the starting
point. Unity and the Over-Soul, or God*

Emerson

^Edward W. Emerson, Emerson in Concords A
Memoir (Boston and New Yorks Houghton Mifflin CoT,

13597, P* 250.
2Works, XX, 236.
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makes little or no distinction In his use of the terms
and often uses "soul** as a common denominator for many
of them*

Xn "Nature

for example, he specifically

identifies the various aspects of "soul" as Reason,
Spirit, and God 2
Man Is conscious of a universal soul within
or behind his Individual life*... This
universal soul he calls Reason,... rhat
which Intellectually considered we call
Reason, considered In relation to nature,
we call Spirit,*.* And man in all ages and
countries embodies it in his language as
the FATHER,3

The distinction that he makes between Reason and
Understanding is the same as that bet m e n the Spiritual
and the Material worlds.

As Understanding Is of the

flesh, so Reason Is of the spirit.

Understanding

comprehends truths, but Reason perceives Truth,

Since

every material fact comprehended by the Understanding
is an emblem of a spiritual fact, the function of the
Understanding Is to comprehend and relate the laws of
the visible universe so that Reason may Interpret and
translate these material faots Into its own spiritual
realm of thought.

This is not done consciously by

the Understanding, however, for Understanding is
concerned only with the world of nature.

It Is man’s

faculty of earthly Judgment by which he measures,
divides, multiplies, and Judges the things of this

^Works. 1, 27.
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world •
31 no© tha only agents of the Understanding are
the senses# which ara restricted to the perception
of sensible object© in a material world, all natural
object© appear to the Understanding to be the ultimate
end of their being.

Reason, however, aided by imag

ination and affection, is able to pierce the surface
and to perceive the spiritual cause underlying the
material effect#

Thus, although Reason according to

its divine nature may have intuitive and unconfirmed
hints of truth, it will find actual confirmation of
these hints through its active perception of the
reflection of truth in the laws of the visible universe.
As Emerson says, again in “Nature,* “All things are
moral; and in their boundless changes have an un
ceasing reference to spiritual nature.
The Innate faculty which allows the individual
to penetrate, translate, and interpret material facts
into spiritual laws is variously known, according to
its use, as imagination. Intuition, Revelation, or
simply Reason.

When employed by the poet, it I© known

as poetic Imagination, for it enables him to communicate
in even a higher manner the pleasure felt by the common
spectator who glimpses beauty or spirit beneath the

^Xbld.# p. 40.
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surfaces and outlines of nature*

the poet differs

from the philosopher only in his objective , for both
translate the laws of the visible universe into
spiritual laws^ whloh when viewed in their proper
perspective provide a hint of truth,. beauty. Justice,
and moral virtue, which are but different aspects of
the One, the Over*»Soul,

Although the objective of

the poet is beauty and the objective of the philosopher
is truth, “The true philosopher and the true poet are
one, and a beauty, whloh Is truth, and a truth, whleh
is beauty, is the aim of both.*®

Elsewhere Emerson

identifies this faoulty as intuition, 11The intuition
of the moral sentiment is an insight of the perfection
of the laws of the soul,*^ and as revelation, rtWe
distinguish the announcements of the soul, its manifes tat ions of its own nature, by the tens Revelation***
But always it is soul and the active perceptions
of the soul that is meant by his variety of terms, for,
as he says, wAnd so always the soul’s scale is one,
the scale of the senses and the understanding is another*
Before the revelations of the soul, Tim®, Space and
Nature shrink away,
--------------------

yr 9 ?

p. 55.*
Th* Divinity School A d d r e s s Worke. I, 122.
•r ~*Th* Over-soul,“ Work*. 11, 280-81.

8lbld., p. 273.
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Thus, fro© the variety of terms, we return to
the unity of the ©oul.

Soul is all, and the individual

soul© of men are hut part® or refleetion© of th© OverSoul, or 0od*

Physical man 1© but the temple of the

soul, the organ through whloh the soul nets*

When

it acts through his Intellect, it Is genius; through
his will, virtue; and through his affection, love*
One© man realises that he is the organ of th® soul
and that his soul is part of th© 01vine Wisdom whloh
is within all thins©, then he will learn that there
is nothing great that is impossible to th® spirit of
man.

He will see that
•••the soul in man is not an organ, but animates
and exercises all the organs; Is not a function,
like th© power of memory, of calculation, of
comparison, but uses these as hands and feet;
Is not a faculty, but a light; is not the
Intellect or the will, but the master of the
intellect and the wlll.».* From within or from
behind, a light shines through us upon things
and stakes us aware that we are nothing, but
the light is all,9
This light is the Divine Spirit, the presence of

God in the visible universe.

The profound unity of

the individual soul with the Over^Soul is the reason
for self-trust#

For,

W© first share the life by which things exist
and afterwards see them as appearances In nature
and forget that we have shared their cause. •••
We lie in the lap of immense intelligence,
which makes us receivers of its truth and organs

9ib i a.. p. 270

of it© activity* When we discern Justice#
when we discern truth, we do nothing of
ourselves, but allow a passage to its beams.
Hence man cannot actively discover truth, for by
injecting Into his thought the human olemont, the
Understanding, he raises a material barrier between
himself and his object,

He may well discover truth®

by an active application of the Understanding, and
these truths when Interpreted by Reason may provide
a hint of eternal truth, but eternal truth itself
comes only when the mind of man is clear of all
preconceived and obstructing ideas.

The process of

receiving truth is a passive reception of the revelations
of the divine inspiration within individual man.
Although all men are potentially equal in their
ability to receive divine truth, the Individual himself
is often unable to distinguish whether the reports of
others have been conceived in Reason or in Understanding;
therefore, he ean accept nothing second hand as being
either authoritative or final*

His portion of truth

can be only what he himself perceives,

yet, since

truth is eternal and immutable, and since his own
faeulty of intuitive perception is divine, he can
confirm and verify the perceptions of others, oftentimes,
by his intuitive recognition of their truth, thereby

Self-Reliance ,H Works , II, 64*
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increasing bis own experience and knowledge of truth*
The divinity within him recognises the divine quality
of the perceptions of other individuals*

Primarily#

however# a man's personal portion of truth originates
within himself and is perceived intuitively long
before he meets it in the statements of other perceptive
individuals*

For this reason# Emerson says, a man

should believe in himself# should rely upon the
diotates of his inner guide# and should be aware that
what is true for him in his private heart is universally
true for all men*
Vv

v" Complete reliance on the higher self results in
the economy and unity of action# for the law within
will conform all to the law without#

The Universal

Law apparent throughout the visible world is identical
with that law within man; therefore# by following the
dictates of his divine inner guide* man will fulfill
the law* that is# he will perform the will of Cod* and
he will be in a proper relation with all nature*

"The

law is the basis of the human mind#" says Emerson*
"in us* It is inspiration; out there in nature we see
its fatal strength*

We call it the moral sentiment •**3,1

This union of man's individual action with the
action of the universe brings him both peace and power*

11‘'worBhip,M Works. vi, 221.
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for he no longer swims against the fatal tide, wasting
his strength and Inevitably losing the contest, but,
swimming with the current, he meet* no resistance and
has the entire force of Universal Law added to his
own strength.

He has aligned himself with the Inev

itable , and is, therefore, certain of susoees and
power.

By every ounce of strength that he wastes in

opposition to the 01 vine Will, that which is to be,
he suffers a corresponding loos of personal power.
Within him Is the guide to all action and the key to
the secrets of the universe.; he has but to listen in
order to learn; to obey in order to command.

In

Itaerson*# words:
There Is a principle which la the basis of
things, whleh all speech alms to say, and all
action to evolve, a simple, quiet, undesoribed,
undeserlhable presence, dwelling very peace
fully In us, our rightful lord: we are not to
do, but to let do; not to work, but to be
worked upon; and to this homage there Is a
consent of all thoughtful and just men In all
ages and conditions. To this sentiment
12
belong vast and sudden enlargements of power.
This apparent surrender of the Individual will
to a higher will is but man*® refraining from hurting
himself, for the predetermined end of all Is the good
of all.

Once having perceived the essential unity of

all things in the Divine Spirit and the predetermined
good Intended by the Beneficent Creator, then the

12rbia♦. p. 213 .
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Individual no longer oppose* or resists the Divine
Will* but, with perfect trust in th© grand design
and with complete reliance upon th© direction of the
soul within, he leads his life confident of his
fulfilling the will of dod and oblivious to the
criticism of others.

rtTh© nameless Thought, the

nameless Power, the superspersonal Heart, - he shall
repose alone on t h a t.* ^

As a result, his every action

shall be a prayer, and hie whole attitude of voluntary
obedience shall be a religion, for ^Beligion or
worship is the attitude of those who see this unity,
intimacy and sincerity; who see that against all
appearances the nature of things works for truth and
right forever."^

In terms reminiscent of Jonathan

Edwards’s **limited Free Will,11 Emerson explains
Individual manfs relation to the universe and his
Creators
And so I think that the last lesson of life,
the choral song which rises from all elements
and all angels, is a voluntary obedience, a
necessitated freedom. Man is made of the same
atoms as the world is, he shares the same
impressions, predispositions and destiny.
When his mind is illuminated, when his heart
is kind, he throws himself Joyfully into the
sublime order, and does, with knowledge, what
the stones do by structure.15

1^Ibld.. p. 241.
X*Ibid., p. 219.
15Ibid., p. 240,
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The consciousness of acting according to th®
Divine Will, as it ie revealed to him by hia intuition,
gives the individual a sense of calm peace and the
assurance of doing the right, regardless of the
criticism of others or the number of obstacles met
along the way.

He feels that he is being guided by

something greater than himself, and that he Is being
carried forward to an inevitable good.

The animal

instincts that formerly preoccupied his mind with
thoughts of food, clothing, shelter, and self*.
preservation, are now absorbed Into the higher instincts
of Reason, and he learns that his only duty is to
conform his actions to the dictates of his inner guide.
Such conformity brings Immense personal power, fori
All power Is of one hind, a sharing of the
nature of the world.
The mind that is parallel
with the laws of nature will be in the current
of events and strong with their strength.
One
stan is made of the seme stuff of which events
are made; is in sympathy with the course of
things; can predict It. Whatever befalls,
befalls him first; so that he is equal to
whatever shall happen.'*'®
Thus, a man must be true to himself, true to that
divine idea which he represents and of which he is an
agent, even though in the eyes of the world hie thoughts
and his actions may seem inconsistent, for once he
attempts to compromise the divine principle within him

Power," Works. VI. 56.
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in order to maintain a false consistency for the
■benefit of the world* he loses touch with th© source
and center of all being*

He himself will see that

the inconsistency is only apparent# that the apparently
unrelated thoughts and contradictory actions are united
and consistent in their tendency to converge toward
the central divine truth*

There will be an agreement

in all his actions that are honest and natural In
their hour* for# inspired by one will* all will be
harmonious * however unlike they s e e © . ^

here fore *

regardless of the criticism and the opposition of
society* the self-reliant man must stand alone and
be satisfied only with his consciousness of right and
obedience to a higher nature*

Such self-reliance

partakes of the divine essence Itself* for the complete
reliance on and obedience to his real self* the Divine
Spirit within* helps to make him self-sufficient* selfeons latent * and self-existent* even as is the Over-Soul.
This is the ultimate fact which we so quickly
reach on this* as on every topic* the resolution
of all into the ever-blessed QN3&* Self-existence
is the attribute of the Supreme Cause# and it
constitutes the measure of good by the degree
In which It enters into all lower forms* All
things real are so by so much virtue as they
contain* •*• Power is* in nature* the essential
measure of right* Nature suffers nothing to
remain In her kingdoms which cannot help itself*
The genesis and maturation of a planet* its
poise and orbit* the bended tree recovering

17"S®ir-R»llaneo," Work.. II, 58-59.
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itself from the strong wind* the vital resources
of every animal and vegetable * are demonstrations
of themself-sufficing and therefore self-relying
soul.1®
(Ln studying the New Testament from the Unitarian
and individual point of view* Blmereon would have seen
that ae his own doctrine of self-reliance was a logical
Inference of his concept of the Over-Soul so too wae
the reliance of Jeeus on God-within a natural corollary
of his concept of the heavenly Father* the a11-pervading*
ranipresent Divine Spirit*

Jesus had perceived that

God is a spirit* that the spirit is within* and that
this spirit of God makes its truth known to man*

Thus*

the divine soul or spirit within man is not only the
"real** self* the "inner man*" as JPaul called it* but
also* for the individual* the potential kingdom of
God*

By eliminating the desires of the flesh and the

wants of the material man* the individual is enabled
to lead the complete life of the spirit under the
guidance of the "real" self* the soul* and as a result
enter into the kingdom of God* the world of the spirit*
Therefore* the reliance on self* the God within* in
order for the individual to attain the complete moral
life* is a natural corollary of both Emerson's and
Jesus's concepts of the nature of the Divine Spirit*
The soul or higher self is often referred to by
18

^ s >' '

x Ibid ** pp. 70-71.
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Jesus am wheart,* th© source or all man*® natural and
affectionate actions.

It is to the heart that Jesus

appeals In preaching; his gospel,

Man Is not to he

judged according to his appearances or superficial
and hypocritical fulfillment of the laws* hut according
t© their motivation or inspiration; that is* according
to the heart.
things.

Thus, from the heart proeeedeth all

The heart does not think; It feels, and from

these feelings com® the acts of men./ As Jesus says;
O generation of viper© I how ©an ye * being evil,
speak good things f for out of the abundance of
the heart the mouth speaketh. A good man out
of the good treasure of the heart bringeth
forth good things; and an evil man, out of the
evil treasure, bringeth forth evil things.1#
Later, when rebuked by the Pharisees for allowing
his followers to eat without washing, he replies in
the same manners
Not that which goeth into the mouth deflleth
a man; but that which cometh out of the mouth,
this deflleth a man.... D© not y® yet under
stand, that whatsoever entereth In at the
mouth goeth into the belly, and is cast out
Into the draught? But those things which
proceed out of the mouth come forth from the
heart; and they defile the man. For out of
the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders,
adulteries, fornications, thefts, false
witness, blasphemies ....2°
The method of teaching used by Jesus was to urge
his audience to examine themselves, to look inward, and

^Matthew 12 j34- 35 •
15:11. 17-19.
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thus learn to rely »©r© ©n the natural goodness of*
th© human heart.

This la the fundamental precept

underlying the moat famous and best statement of his
doctrine, the Sermon on the Mount.

It Is in this

sermon that he takes each commandment of Moses and
re-defines It In terms of the feeling® within from
which conduct comes.

As Moses gave them, the old

laws were laws of restraint; the old laws as Jesus
re-Interprets them urge an active goodness springing
from the internal desire to do good*

The capacity

to perform active good come® from utter reliance on
the dictates of the Inner guide, the heart and soul*
Throughout his teaching Jesus constantly repeated
the commands Obey the commandments*

But In his

Interpretation of these commandments, he always so
stated his parables that his hearers had to take each
rule of conduct by its inward side, to understand that
the motivation behind their actions determined whether
the action was good or evil*

Breaking one of the

commandments was indeed evil, but the desire to break
the commandments was equally evil, whether or not
hypocrisy forbade its appearance In action*

Thus,

according to the new doctrine, repression and restraint
of actions in order to keep within the law was not
enough; a conversion of the human heart to an active
desire for all good was neoessary*

No longer should
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they ask and pray for a partial and personal good,
but rather they should say with humble sincerity,
ttXhy will be done!*

Am opposed to the Old Testament

doctrine and the interpretation of the Mosaic law
according to human Understanding, the doctrine of
the New Testament concerns the interpretation of a
higher law in the light of Biwine Reason, which is
Innate in every human heart#

As Emerson notes in

his Journal for 1833k
Jesus Christ was a minister of the pure
Reason. The beatitudes of the Sermon on the
Mount are all utterances of the mind con
temning the phenomenal world# **8leased are
the righteous poor, for theirs is the king
dom of heaven# Blessed are ye when men
revile you,** etc. The Understanding can
make nothing of It# *Xis all nonsense# The
Reason affirms its absolute verity#2*
Utter reliance on the dictates of the heart and
continual communion with the Cod within bring peace,
happiness, and assurance to the Individual that he
Is performing the will of his heavenly Father#

This

assurance is the basis of the personal authority with
which Jesus announced his doctrines#

It was a source

of amassment to his hearers that this apparently
untrained countryman should preach with such authority,
but it was the authority of one who has conranmed with
God and has perceived truth#

Having experienced the

21Journ&I». XII, 236-37
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Influx of the divine inspiration as a result
of total abnegation of fleshly desires, Jesus led the
spiritual life so completely that he had lost his own
identity in the vastness of the Divine Spirit; ho was
but the mouth through which the voice of the Spirit
within uttered its eternal truths*

Hence his authority

was not personal, but spiritual; it was not the pompous
authority of the elevated man, but the authority which
is Inseparable from all Divine Truth*

Having achieved

through discipline the total subjugation of the physical
self to the spiritual self, and the capacity for frequent
Illumination and communion with God# he had dedicated
himself to the active preaching of the Way to Eternal
Life and to the announcing of those divine truths
revealed to him*

The Way m s self*renunciation* the

denial of the flesh* and by its practice he had communed
with God and had experienced the inexpressible Joy
which that union Inspires in the communicant; thus* he
himself was visible evidence of the proof of his doctrines*
Consequently* immersed In th© spiritual life and con
sidering himself only the agent of his heavenly Father
who had revealed these divine truths to him* the man
and his message became one*

He did not hesitate to

identify himself with his message and to say to his
followers s
Verily* verily* I say unto you* He that belleveth
on me hath everlasting life* 1 am that bread of
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11?#• Your fathers did eat manna in th#
wilderness, and are dead. This is th# bread
which cometh down from heaven, that a man
may eat thereof, and not die.22
But th# meaning 1® even clearer when In other
instances he says:
Verily, verily, I eay unto you. If a man
keep ay saying, he shall never see death. 5
It is the spirit that qulckeneths the flesh
profiteth nothing; the words that I speak
unto you, they are spirit, and they are life.
Believest thou not that X am In the Father,
and the Father In me? the words that I speak
unto you I speak not of myselfs but the
Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the
works.25
It would seem that the man Jesus was so completely
at one with his message that the individual had ceased
to exist.

He never identified himself as Jesus of

Hasareth, but always only as one of the human race,
the Son of Man, or as one of the spiritual sons of
God, the Son of God.

Hi® every word was a sermon,

every story a parable, and every act a moral lesson.
He lived, taught, and was his message.

Such seems to

be the view of Jesus held by Emerson, when he says*
Jesus Christ . . . said, In this Jubilee of
sublime emotion, "X am divine. Through me.

22John 6*47-50.
2 3john 8:51.

2*John 6s63*
^^John 14s 10.

10?
God acts; through me* speaks# Would you see
God, see me; or see thee* when thou also
thinkest as I now think#*2®]
To those who had not yet achieved communion with
God and perception ©f all truth* Jesus recommended
faith* as a higher eouroe of understanding and as
trust in God#

Attainment of th© state of being at

on© with God would automatically bring insight into
th© eternal truths* but until then earnest seekers
of th© good should live by faith* an implicit trust
in God as th© omnipotent Divine Spirit and source of
all being#

This trust in and reliance on God as the

Father of all frees the individual of worldly cares#
On a higher level* faith brings divine inspiration
and insight into the ways of God#

As such it is far

different from the worldly understanding of material
things; it is both aspiration for and partial perception
of essential truth.

Paul approaches Emersonfs own

conception of Reason in hie description of this higher
understanding :
Now faith is the substance of things hoped
for# the evidence of things not seen##»«
Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God# so that
things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear#27
Again* Paul affirms that the evidence of faith is

The Divinity School Address#M Works# 1# 128-29#
2^Hebrews 11si-3#
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supported by the manifestation of God within and is
confirmed by laws of the physical worlds
For therein is the righteousness of God
revealed from faith to faiths as it is
written* The Just shall live by faith. For
the wrath of God 1® revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness
of men* who hold the truth in unrighteousnessj
Because that which may be known of God is
manifest In them; for God hath shewed It unto
them. For the Invisible things of him from
the creation of the world are clearly seen*
being understood by the things that are made*
even his eternal power and Godhead; so that
they are without excuse.28
Faith Is the first sign of the real conversion
of the human heart to an active desire to attain the
good and the true.

It Is a sign that the soul has

overcome the body and believes in itself.

A® an

attribute of the soul* faith has no racial restrictions*
but Is common to all men and dwells in all human hearts.
For when the Gentiles* which have not the law*
do by nature the things contained in the law*
these* having not the law* are a law unto
themselvest Which shew the work of the law
written in their hearts* their conscience
also bearing witness* and their thoughts the
mean while accusing* or else excusing* one
another. .•
Consequently* those seekers after the good who
live by faith and according to the spirit shall
eventually commune with Clod* or as Jesus ©ays:
Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall

28RomanB 1*17-20
2®Roawua. 2:14-15
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see God • Blessed are th© peacemaker© s for-,
they shall be called the children of G o d . ™
Paul, in hie exegesis of the teaching© of Jesus,
contracts the worldly life with the life of th© spirit
in terms which clearly anticipate Emerson1* distinction
between Understanding and Reason.

For Paul th© *carnal

mind** is that animal instinct which care© for the wants
of the flesh, and which is subject to the laws of the
material world.
standing*

A© such it corresponds to the Under

On the other hand, that higher instinct,

faith, which corresponds to Reason, is that which
cares only for the soul and the spiritual life,

it

is an attribute of the soul, which is God is us.
For they that are after the flesh, do mind
th© things of the fleshf but they that are
after the Spirit, the things of the Spirit.
For to be carnally minded Is death; but to
be spiritually minded is life and peaces
Because the carnal mind is enmity against
God: for it is not subject to the law of
God, neither indeed can b e .... But ye are
not in the flesh, but in th© Spirit, if so
be that the Spirit of God dwell in you....
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
they are the sons of God.... The Spirit
itself beareth witness with our spirit, that
we are the children of God: And if children,
then heirs; heirs of God and joint-heirs
with Christ.«•.31
In the journal of 1833 Emerson comments:
Various terms are employed to Indicate the
counteraction of the Reason and the Under-

^Matthew 5*8-9.
-^Romans 8:5-7, 9# 14# 16-17.
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standing# with mor® or less precision, according
to th© cultivation of th© speaker* A clear
perception of it ia th© key to all theology,
and a theory of human life* St* Paul marks
the distinction by the terms natural man and
spiritual man* When Novalis says, rtlt is the
Inetlnet of the understanding to counteract
th© Reason,* he only translates into a scientific
formula the sentence of St. £&ul rtth© Carnal
mind is enmity against Sod.**™
Faith without practice of the Way, however, is
not enough*

Faith is that positive quality of the

soul which serves first as a propellant, to start the
individual off on the straight and narrow Way to
eternal life, and later as a sustaining Influence and
source of strength to encourage, to reward, and to
protect him from the temptations of th© worldly life.
The Way as practiced and preached by Jesus was the
renunciation of the physical self*

To Jesus self-

denial or self-renunciation meant the exclusion of
all fleshly desires and their consequent dictation
of actions.

The true way to the kingdom of heaven

was to live the whole and complete life of the spirit
according to the promptings of the divine inner guide,
the Father in us.

Although th© term self-renunciation

is negative in its connotation, the Way Itself is a
positive and conscious assertion of the soul over the
body.

The epitome of all the teachings of Jesus lies

in th© Sermon on th© Mount, in which Jesus advances

38Journal*, ill, 2 3 7 .
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his positive doctrines.

Rather than saying* Thou

shalt not be proud* arrogant* rich* and disdainful,
he says* Blessed are ye who are poor in spirit* meek*
merciful, and persecuted.

He warns that th© Mosaic

law still holds* but that virtue doesnot consist of
the non-breaking of laws; rather it lies in the active
praetlee of th© opposite of that which th© law forbids.
It is not enough not to be evil; one must be actively
good*

Thus* not only must one not kill; he must help

sustain life through love and charity.

And adulterous

lust must be replaced by brotherly love and affection.
The Way* then* consists of the active following
of the dictates of the heart in opposition to those
of the loins* of the soul rather than

of the body.

Although according to the Old law one is entitled to
justice in repayment for an Injury* It is a restriction
of the soul to be continually seeking to balance the
account; therefore* one should love* forgive* and do
more than Is first required In order to rise above
the evils of the world and to free the soul from its
earthly chains.

The goal toward which the Way leads

is the perfection of all th© divine qualities whleh
are the natural attributes of the soul.

To achieve

this perfection requires th© elimination of all the
material dross with which the body encumbers th© soul,
Thus* to the extent of one*s ability* he must seek to
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emulate the Father of All hi me elf*
But X say unto you, Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them that
hate you, and pray for them which despitefully
use you, and persecute you: That ye may he
the children of your Father which is in
heavens for he maketh his sun to rise on the
evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the
just and on the unjust* For If ye love them
which love you, what reward have ye? do not
even the publicans the same? And if ye
salute your brethren only, what do ye more
than others? do net even the publicans so?
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect*33
Above all the novice must declare himself
wholeheartedly for the spiritual life, for no man
can serve two masters*

Once this declaration is made

and accepted, his overwhelming love of G-od leaves no
room for earthly fears, worries, or vexations*

With

complete reliance on God, the Individual takes no
thought for life, food, clothing, or physical well
being, but concentrates on seeking the kingdom of God,
in faith and trust that he shall be provided for by
the Father*

Thus the essence of the Way is the

complete renunciation of the physical self, the leading
of the spiritual life according to the dictates of the
soul or the Father within, and absolute reliance on
and trust in God*
Essentially, Emerson^s doctrine of self-reliance
agrees with the teachings of Jesus as presented and

^^aatthew 5 *44-48*
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Interpreted "by hie early disciple© In the Hew Testament*
Reliance on self, in Emerson*© philosophy* is reliance
on the real self* that is, Reason* Intuition* or Soul*
which is the presence of th© Over-Soul, or God * within*
The essence of this self-reliance is complete freedom
and independence of action ©n the part of th© individual
in his pursuit of th© moral life.

To be true to him

self he must be not only unhampered by the restricting
conventions of society but also independent of his
physical self*

The mind and the soul must be com

pletely free of importunate fleshly desires and material
wants in order to be properly prepared for the influx
of the divine spirit*

Thus* renunciation of the

physical self is an integral part of th® doctrine of
self-reliance.

The individual must renounce all that

is personal and selfish*

He has but to listen to the

directions of the divinity within him in order to know
the will of God.

He has but to obey these revelations

and communications in order to achieve peace and power*
By perfect obedience to the will of God and by renun
ciation of all that is personal* he shall align himself
with the forces of the universe* shall share the Divine
Secret* and shall experience perfect peace*
The forces are infinite.*.. But if you wish
to avail yourself of their might* and in like
manner if you wish th© force of the intellect
and the force of the will* you must take their
divine direction* not they yours. Obedience
alone gives the right to command*••• So this

1X4
child of the duet throw* himself by obedience
into the circuit of the heavenly wisdom and
shares the secret of God.34
A study of Emerson 's early sens oris reveals that
essentially his concept of Self-Reliance then was no
different from that later advanced in his published
works*

The idea that true self-reliance is reliance

upon a higher self# the God within# is the same* hut
in the sermons he makes almost exclusive use of biblical
texts to support his conclusion*; whereas in his later
essays practloally all references to the Bible have
been omitted to make way for confirmative quotations
and paraphrases from other sources*

Once this fact

is clearly seen# it would seem only logical to assume
that the primary source of Emerson's concept of SelfReliance must have been the teachings of Jesus as
presented in the Hew Testament*
In the very first sermon that he preached as an
active minister* "Pray without 0easing/* in XS26#
Emerson clearly defines his belief in the God within*
He denotes conscience as "God’s viceregent enthroned
within*** and echoing Jesus's emphasis on the heart as
the souroe of all action* he exclaims* "The heart* the
heart is pure or impure* and out of it* are the issues
of life and of DEATH *"5 5
^"perpetual Forces#" Works * X# 83-84*
^McG If fert # young Emers on Speaks * p . 12 •
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In a aariBon on **Self-Culture*** in 183$» Emerson
again Interpret© the doctrines of Jesus in terms of
self-reliance* or reliance on the soul within.

He

sayss
The Revelation of Jesus Christ...withdraws
man from looking for his motives to the
world, outward* and directs him to look
within.... It is in the power of man* so
far as* obeying this voice* he puts aside
the force of vulgar motives* and refusing
the service of his senses* subjects himself
to the law of his mind...to obtain a degree
-g
of participation.*.in the attributes of 0 od....
Later in the same year* he expands the theme of
dependence on 0o&-within in the sermon 11Trust Yourself***
which contains all the essential ingredients of the
later essay "Self-Reliance.11

He advances as one of

the chief effects of Christianity the enhancement of
the individualfs self-respect* and* as in the previous
sermon* he claims that Jesus#s doctrine of the presence
of Cod within the seul justifies self-trust.

Essentially,

the theme of the sermon Is no different from that of
many of his later essays* for self-trust is not Justi
fied on the humanist level as a trust in one's own
physical and mental powers but rather as a trust in a
higher self* a trust in th© divinity within.

In

everything except name* it is the doctrine of the OverSoul.

First* he makes the point that a man must accept
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himself for what ha Is and as God has created him,
believing that he la unique and that as a being
created b y God he hae within him all th© elements
necessary for his physical, intellectual, and moral
existence.
If God has made us with such intention as
revelation discloses, then it must be that
there are in each of us all the elements of
moral and intellectual excellence, that is
to say, if you act out yourself, you will
attain and exhibit a perfect character...*
X wish to enforce the doctrine that a man
should trust himself; should have a perfect
confidence that there is no defect or
inferiority in his nature; that when he
discovers in himself different powers, or
opinions, or manners, from others whom he
loves and respects, he should not think
himself in that degree inferior, but only
different; and that for every defect there
is some compensation provided in his system;
and that wherever there is manifest imper
fection in his character, it springs from
his own neglect to cultivate some part of
his mind • * * • X am afraid of the great evil
done to so sacred a property as a m a n ’s own
soul by a n imitation arising out of an
unthinking admiration of others. X believe
God gave to every man the germ of a peculiar
character.
The ends of action are the same,
but the means and the manner are infinitely
various .37
A few lines further, Emerson continues s
In like manner, men fail in neglecting the
intimations of their own Inborn intelligence
out of an unlimited deference to other
characters,
bet them on the contrary have
greater confidence in the plan yet to them
unknown which the moral Architect has traced
for them*...
When X look at the vegetable
world, X admire a tree, a flower, and see

37Ibld.. p. 106
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that each oak and each Illy la perfect In Ita
kind though different In Its proportions and
number and arrangement of branches and leaves
from every other oak and lily In the field#
And shall I not believe as much of every mind}
that It has its own beauty and character and
was never meant to resemble any other one and
that 0od pronounced it good after its own kind.'3
With reliance on this higher self comes power,
and with loss of trust and reliance comes loss of power,
for when the Individual no longer follows the law within
him but attempts to follow the law of another, he has
wandered off the path Intended for him; he wastes his
strength overcoming obstacles which were never Intended
to obstruct him#

When the Individual follows the law

within, however, the way Is smooth and easy, for he
has been given a specific force, a capacity, or an
ability to overcome any and all obstaoles that lie
in his way#

Lying potentially within every Individual

is the capacity to attain perfection; he has but to
trust in the dletates of the soul and to employ the
forees allotted him#

In a passage strikingly similar

to many employed In the later essay, Kmerson writess
Let him scorn to Imitate any being#
Let him
scorn to be a secondary man* Lot him fully
trust his own share of aod's goodness, that
If used to the uttermost, it will lead him
on to a perfection which has no type yet in
the universe, save only In the Divine Mind*
One measure of a man's character Is his effect
upon his felloween#
And any one who will
steadily observe his own experience will X
think become convinced, that every false word

38ltald.. pp. 107-00.
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he has uttered, that 1 b to say* every
departure from his own convictions * out of
deference to others has been a sacrifice of
a certain amount of his power over other men*
•*• Now what is it to speak from one’s own
conviction, to trust yourself, - what is it
but to keep one's mind ever awake, to use
the senses and the reason, to rely on your
birthright of powers which 0 od bestowed?39
Individuals who trust In and follow the direction

of the divine spirit within them become agents by
which the will of (led Is made known and performed*
By consulting the oracle within, man perceives divine
truth, and through his expression of it, he may assume
all the power and authority properly belonging to such
divine wisdom*
For when men converse on their pressing affairs
they do not so much seem to speak as to become
mere organs through which facts themselves
speak* Now that is precisely the way in which
Sod seems to justify those who withdraw their
eyes from everything else, and fix them on
their own thought only* They become, as it
were passive, and are merely the voice of
things*
If a man would always as exclusively
consult his own thoughts as men do in these
things, he would always speak with the same
force, a force which would be felt to be far
greater than belonged to him or to any mortal,
but was proper to Immortal truth*^°
As he continues. Kmeraon indicates clearly that
the self in which we must trust is by no means the
physical self*

The physical self Is not to be trusted,

for it is ever seeking through its infinite wants and
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petty desires to enslave the soul#

Therefore * since

It is not oneself, properly speaking, in which one
must tr u s t , hut rather a higher self, then th© doctrine
of self*trust and self-reliance is not centered around
the ego and is not "selfish."

Rather, through the

realisation that God is in every man, the soul
peroelvee that the proper use of th© physical self
is to serve both God and man*

In so doing one

p e r f o r m the will of God here ©n earth and Justifies
his existence*

In such a self-reliance, says Emerson,

there is nothing inconsistent with a spirit of
dependence and piety toward God, fori
In listening more Intently to our own soul we
are not becoming in the ordinary sense more
selfish, but are departing farther from what
is low and falling back upon truth and upon
God.
For the whole value of the soul depends
on the fact that it contains a divine principle,
that it is a house of God, and the voice of the
eternal Inhabitant may always be heard within it.
As a result of his greatly increased independence,
the individual becomes even more dependent on God and
on God's representative within him*

This independence

of soelety and conventionality, however, is not anti
social, in spite of its possible appearance, for it
In no way relieves one of his duties toward others*
Yet, th© Individual must insist on hie right to perform
this duty according to his own conviction and not that
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©f another.

Indicating that the direct source of his

concept of Self-Reliance 1© the Hew Testament# Burnerson
continue© g
It 1© Important to observe that this selfreliance which grow© out of the Scripture
doctrine of th© value of th© soul is not
inconsistent either with our duties to our
fellow men or to (Jod..#. Certainly it i©
our duty to prefer another*® good always
to our own, and gratefully to borrow all
th© light of his understanding as far a©
it agree© with our®, but the duty i© quite
as plain the moment our own conviction© of
duty contradict another*©# we ought to
forsake his leading# let him be of what
wisdom or condition he will# and without
fear to follow our o w n , ^
In another sermon of that year# '’How Old Art
Thou?#* Emerson reiterate© the same thought!
•• .G-od ha© manifested that we must make
this choice for pure©lvea. It is the ©tern
call of his moral order that each must be
wise for himself.... The knowledge that has
been accumulated by others Is of no use until
it ha© been verified by u©. For all the
learning and sound judgment and rich experience
that has been in the world no man Is wiser
by on© poor thought who is not wise in him
self. ... Nbne can by any means redeem his
brother# all past wisdom is nothing but a©
far as it is Identified In our own. Our own
is nothing till our will directs it. But Ood
is continually presenting excitements# sug
gestion© to startle us into attention and
beseech men as Christ besought them to be
reconciled to Cod
Although he must maintain his independence # the
self-reliant man# In his obedience to the law of G*od
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revealed to him from within, will seek to advance

the good throughout th© universe In accordance with
God*b will.

Thus, he will love and serve God first

©f all hy loving and serving hi® fellow men, who are
likewise the children of God*

His independence and

self-reliance will not serve to advance self-interest
but to promote the interests of all men*

Th© truths

revealed to him are to be communicated, and the power
or authority which accompanies this influx of divine
wisdom is to be used in the servie© of humanity*

This

is the theme of one of Emerson*® sermons delivered in
the winter of 1831, ,9&©lf and Other©,* and it will be
recognised to be identical with that of Jesus #s
commandments, to love one9® neighbors and to serve
one's fellow men, as well as with that of many of
Emerson9® later essays in which he urges action as
the right end of thinking*

He says in this sermons

It might be shown that he who withholds his
aid from his fellow man is more a loser than
his fellow man from whom he withholds it?
that the soul of man was made to act for
others as much as his body was made to breathe
the air; that speech and reason and knowledge
and grace and beauty and power are all worth
less whilst they are confined to one, and
were given to be communicated; that all hi©
improvement is from a selfish to a social
life - a development of power to act with
and for others •
And a few lines further, he adds: "The love of

^ i b i a ., p. 130
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God is the principle on which the love of our neighbor
stand*.

The reason why I must help him when X can,

ia becausehe is God's child* as
Father**••

I am....

God is my

Hiswill is the good of the Universe*

and

that I must promote* and my neighbor's as a part of it*f' ^
In the following year* 1832, Emerson returns to
what is by new one of his favorite theme® In the
sermon

11The Genuine Man** He repeats much of what

he has

s&Id before* speaking of th© inner man* the

soul* and the necessity for self-cons latency without
regard to social conformity* and th© rewards of those
who give themselves up to a complete reliance on the
God within*
higher

Describing the distinction between the

and the lower self*

he

explains:

There are two ways of speaking of self; one*
when we speak of a man's low and partial self*
as when he is said to be selfish; and the
other when we speak of the whole self* that
which comprehends a man's whole being* of that
self of which Jesus said* What can a man give
in exchange for hi® soul? And in that sense*
when you say of a man that he thinks too much
of himself* I say* No* the fault is that he
does not think of himself at all. He has not
got so far as to know himself* He thinks of
his dress* he thinks of his money* he thinks
of his comely person* and pleasant voice* he
thinks of the pretty things he has got to say
or do* but the eternal reason which shines
within him* the immortal life that dwells at
th© bottom of his heart h© knows not.^®
45
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This higher self, then, is th© real self, the
eternal Reason which dwell® in th© heart of the
individual.

It is soul and stands opposed to the

material wants and desires of the lower self, th©
body.

To lead the good life, says Emerson, we must

follow th© dictates of thi® inner guide.
It seems to me, brethren, as if we wanted
nothing so much as a habit of steadily
fixing the eye upon this higher self, th©
habit of distinguishing between our circum
stances and ourselves; the practice of
rigorous scrutiny into our own daily life
to learn how much there is of our own action
and how much is not genuine but Imitated or
mercenary; th© advantage of arriving at a
precise notion of a genuine man such as all
good and great persons have aimed to be,
such as Jesus designed to be and to make
many become, such in short, as in the language
of the Scripture, is rtth© New Man, created
after God in righteousness and true holiness.11 *
This as we shall see is the secret of all true
greatness, the development of the Inward nature,
the raising It to Its true place, to absolute
sovereignty, hearkening to this voice which
to most men sounds so faint and insignificant
above the thunder of the laws and the customs
of mankind. And It Is founded and can only
be founded in religion. It can only prefer
this self because it esteems it to speak the
voice of God
Thus, Emerson continues, the genuine man, by
obeying and living according to his higher self,
becomes a moral agent of th© Supreme Power; he Is selfconsistent because h© lives from the center outward;

47Ibld.. p. 183
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his ©very word and hie ©very act come from a source
greater than himself*

He is an organ through which

the will of Q-od makes itself known and felt*

Emerson

acclaims this higher self the genuine man, for, MXt
is the essence of truth of character that a man should
follow his own thought*.*.

Th© genuine man is always

consistent for h© ha© hut one leader#

He acts always

in character because he acts always from his character*
He is accustomed to pay implicit respect to th© dictates
of his own reason and to obey them without asking why#H^
In this manner, the genuine man aligns himself
with the universe and. In proportion to the degree of
hi© reliance on the divine inner guide, gains a corre
sponding amount of additional strength and power#

As

long as he is true to the universal law revealed to
him, he has the weight of th© universe behind his every
action*

In words that anticipate the very diction and

style of hi© later essay on the Over-Soul, Emerson saysj
it was happily said of a great man f,that he was
content to stand by, and let reason argue for
him#*1 That is precisely the impression left
on your mind whenever you talk with a truth
speaker# that it is not he who speaks, so much
as reason that speaks through him* You are
not dealing with a mere man but with something
higher and better than any man - with the voice
of Reason, common to him and you and all men#
It is as if you conversed with Truth and Justice.
This man has th© generosity of spirit to give

Ibid.. pp. 184-85.
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himself up to the guidance 0f
and lean
upon th© laws of nature; he parts with his
Individuality* leaves all thought of private
stake* personal feeling, and in compensation
he has in some sort the strength of th© whole,
as each limb of the human system 1© able to
draw to its aid the whole weight of the body.
His heart beats pulse for pulse with the
heart of the Universe.
To some this may seem a vague expression.
There is this supreme universal reason in
your mind which is not your© or mine or any
man's, but is the Spirit of God in u© all.
The more it ia trusted, the more it proves
itself trustworthy.^
Finally, in a summarizing paragraph that seems
to contain the essential elements of all Emerson's
"transcendental11 philosophy, h© sayst
1 would add one remark, that th© conviction
must be produced in our mind© that this truth
character is identical with a religious
life; that they are one and ihe^saro© tiling;
that this voice of your own mind is th© voice
of God; that the reason why you are bound to
reverence it, is because it is the direct
revelation of your Maker's Will, not written
in books many ages since nor attested by
distant miracles but in the flesh and blood,
in the faculties and ©motion© of your consti
tution; that Jesus Christ came into the world
for this express purpose to teach men to prefer
the soul to the body. Until this conviction
is wrought and acted on a man can never be
said to have fairly set out on hi© journey
of improvement, for this alone can teach him
how to blend his religion with hi© daily labor
so that every act shall be don© with the full
consent of his head and hie heart and he ©hall
not regard his business as so much interruption
or so much injury to his religious life, and
leave his faith at home, when he goes to hie
store. The Sabbath was mad© for man not man
for the Babbath and Religion is mad© for man's
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benefit not for O od '©*^
As a result of this comparative study. It may
be seen that Emerson*® concept of Self-Reliance
remained substantially the same throughout hi© life*
There is little essential difference between the SelfRe liance preached in the early sermons, a© adapted
from the New Testament, and the more fully developed
concept advanced in the later essays*

Since this

seems to be true, the question of the origin or
source of the idea would seem to be equally obvious*
The sermons were written and preached over a period
of ten years, from 1826 to 1836, and sine© Emerson's
real interest in both Neoplatonism and Orientalism
did not fully develop until th© 1840*©, it would seem
logical to assume that the majority of ideas and
philosophical concepts contained in the sermons must
have come from his reading and personal interpretation
of the New Testament .J It is true that his first
acquaintance with De Gerando'© Histolre Compare© dee
Syeternes de Phllosophle was mad© In 1830, but little
or no Influence of either Neoplatonism or Orientalism
on his own thinking is noticeable in the Journals
until his acquisition of Thomas Taylor*© translations
of Plato and the Neoplatonist© in 1842 or 1843*
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The one Influence* other than that of the New
Testament* which may be evident in some of the sermons
is that of Coleridge* whom he read and studied inten
sively in the late 1830*s* and from whom he undoubtedly
adopted the distinction in terms of Reason and Under
standing*

Yet* the preponderance of biblical refer

ences which Emerson uses to support his textual themes*
and the constant application of the teachings of Jesus
to his own philosophical concepts* to the exclusion
of almost all other references* would seem to indicate
that the New Testament was truly the primary source
from which he adapted and developed the ideas which
made up the basic structure of his whole philosophy.

XV

C QMPE&SATIOM

(Perhaps one of the most familiar Emersonian
concepts, next to the doctrine of the Over-Soul, is
his statement of the law of Compensation,

In effect

these two concepts are one and the same, for if the
Over-Soul 1© the sustaining spirit of the universe,
the law of Equity, Balance, and Compensation is the
evidence of the presence of this invisible spirit or
Divine Intellect in all things,

The causal spirit

may not be seen, but its effects may be duly noted,
and they will be seen to fall into a logical and
consistent sequential pattern Identified by Emerson
as the law of Compensation,

It is the one law of all

life in the universe, for the universe and all thing©
in it are in perfect balance one against the other,
Such is the evidence that the senses and the Under
standing present.

It remain© for the higher faculty

of Reason to perceive the essential unity of all
things, to see that this law, although evident in all
Individual units, is really but on© and the same law
which prevail© throughout the entire universe.

The

Over-Soul 1© the sustaining spirit of all creation;
the law is the effect and the evidence of thl© support.
128
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perceivable to the Understanding In the form of
*•sclent ifle** laws of cause and effect, action and
reaction.
Although Compensation was always a favorite
topic with Emerson and in one form or another is to
be found in any one of his essays or lectures# the
specific essay of that name probably contains his
fullest and most explicit statement of the basic law.
Of all his philosophical doctrines# this was without
doubt his earliest and most original# in the sense of
having been early verified by his own observation and
experience*

He infora© us in the opening sentences

of this essay that from boyhood he had wished to
write on Compensation# for it had seemed to him that
on this subject life and the common sense of the
people were far ahead of the theologians^

Recognising

It as a divine law and as a trustworthy guide to man**
kind # he adds:
It seemed to me also that in it might be
shown man a ray of divinity# the present
action of the soul of this world# elean
from all vestige of tradition**.. It
appeared moreover that if this doctrine
could be stated In terms with any resemblance
to those bright intuitions in which this
truth 1© sometimes revealed to us# it would
be a star in many dark hours and crooked
passages in our journey# that would not
suffer us to lose our way*1

XWorka* XI, 93-94.
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( It

is Emerson #s ©pinion that once the law of

Compensation is fully understood by the Individual,
he will have a firmer grasp on life itself and the
assurance that a solid principle of Justice prevails
in the universe, for man's suffering as a rule stems
from his ignorance of the consequences of his own
actions*

He will learn the fundamental truth that

he can cheat no one but himself, but even more
important he will realise that he cannot be cheated
except by himself*

The most important consolation

of all, however, which results from an understanding
of the workings of this law is the realisation of its
duration.J
it is now***

It 11was always and always must be, because
Xt is permanent, unchanging, and works

for the most part in the her© and now*

In effect it

is the very Justice that man continually laments the
lack of and fails to see in the world*

To understand

it, however, involves his consideration of the question
of values*

Actions are not necessarily rewarded In

kind, and success, virtue, and goodness ar© not to be
evaluated according to the market Index*

Thus, having

Justified his announcement of this law by his practical
purpose, Emerson proceeds to treat Compensation in its
grander aspects and to illustrate its appearance in
all things throughout the world.
On the more material level the law of Compensation
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Is known as the laws of polarity, of opposites, or
as duality.

The fact of duality is obvious to the

Understanding, and it finds repeated expression in
the proverbs of all nations.

Such saying© as wAll

things are double, one against another; tit for tat;
an eye for an eye; a tooth for a tooth; blood for
blood; measure for measure; love for love,

are

common expressions in all languages.
On a slightly higher level, however, Compensation
is apparent as the law of polarity, of action and
reaction, and is often expressed in scientific and
mathematical laws conceived by the Understanding.

In

every part of nature, says lanereon, we meet with
evidence of this law of opposites or polarity.

All

things have their opposites or other halves, as light
and darkness, heat and cold, male and female.

11An

Inevitable dualism biseots nature, so that each thing
is a half, and suggests another thing to make it whole;
as, spirit, matter; man, woman; odd, even; subjective,
objective; in, out; upper, under; motion, rest; yea,
nay.*^
Not only is this dualism evident In the world,
but it is also evident in all its parts, generally
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according to largo section® of the world, specifieally
In regard to individual plants, animals, and men, and
intrinsically in the laws of cities and nations,

in

each individual of every animal tribe, there is some
thing that resembles the ebb and flow of the sea, day
and night, man and woman.

Hone are favorites, for a

certain compensation balances every gift and every
4
defect.
Again, in geographical areas this dualism
is evident in the influences of climate and soil on
political history, for, in spite of physical hard
ships suffered by the Inhabitants, a ©old climate
invigorates, and a barren soil breeds neither fevers,
crocodiles, nor poisonous insects.^

likewise, the

same dualism underlies the very nature and condition
of individual man, for every faculty which is a
receiver of pleasure has an equal penalty put on its
abuse, every grain of wit has as partner a grain of
folly, and everything gained has caused the loss of
something else.

"The waves of the sea do not more

speedily seek a level from their loftiest tossing
than the varieties of condition tend to equalise
themselves.1

The same law applies to groupings of

such Individuals in cities and nations, for things

4ibia
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have a way of adjusting themselves In spite of the
apparent evils and abuses In civil government© of
any kind*

Tyranny Inspires rebellion, cruel and

bloody laws reduce the number of convictions, high
taxes weaken the economy of the nation and soon
produce nothing*

On the other hand, in the too*

liberal democracy the individual citizen is stimu
lated to resist the pressure of the mob; when laws
are too mild private vengeance asserts itself; and
citizens willingly and voluntarily contribute to the
support of a government which perform© a service to
them*^

Thus is dualism apparent in all parts of the

world, in all creatures, and in all men*
Such is the law as seen and comprehended by the
Understanding.
tat.

All things seem to be double, tit for

In reality, however, they are not doubles but

halves; one cannot exist without the other.

The

higher faculty of Reason perceives this essential
unity, that, as the whole reappears in all its parts,
so the part is related to and is representative of
the whole.

The essence of the All Is &od or the Soul,

and as Emerson states, paraphrasing the Scriptures;
All things are moral.
That soul which within
us Is a sentiment, outside of us is a law..**
wIt Is In the world, and the world was made
by It.** Justice is not postponed. A perfect

7it»ia.. p. 100.
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equity adjusts its balance in all parte of
life...* Every secret is told* every crime
is punished* every virtue rewarded* every
wrong redressed* in silence and certainty.
What we call retribution is the universal
necessity by which the whole appears wherever
a part appears.°
(since all is of Q-od* then all is moral* and since
the whole appears in the part, then what is true for
the whole is likewise true for the part.y Therefore,
everything is complete in Itself as an individual unit
because the All which reappears in it is complete in
itself.

There cannot be a half without its accompanying

half* no good without its proportionate evil; no cause
without its effect; and no action without its reaction.
Although these “pairs* are referred to as “halves/* in
reality there is no severance, no division, no duality;
the separation noted by the Understanding is only
apparent and is caused by the limitations of human
perceptions and the false illusions of time and space.
All is of here and now.

The cause and the effect are

one, are here and now, but the effect seems to be
spaced out over the years because It is only gradually
revealed to the growing awareness of the individual.
The effect is coincident with the cause* for they are
Inseparably one and the same.

The Reason, an attribute

of the soul, perceives the one-ness of all things and

Ibid.. p. 102
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the relatione hip of these things to the One.
Every aet rewards Itself, or in other words
integrates Itself, in a twofold manner; first
In the thing, or in real natures and secondly
in the circumstance, or in apparent nature*
Men call the circumstance the retribution.
The oausal retribution is In the thing and
is seen by the understanding! it Is inseparable
from the thing, but is often spread over a long
time and so does not become distinct until
after many years. The specific stripes may
follow late after the offence, but they follow
because they accompany it. Crime and punish
ment grow out of one stem. Punishment is a
fruit that unsuspected ripens within the
flower of the pleasure which concealed it*
Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and
fruit, eannot be severed; for the effect
already blooms In the cause, the end pre-exists
in the means, the fruit in the seed*9
Although no act can be separated from its effect,
good or bad, most of the miseries of mankind arise
from the attempt to do ^ust that.

Man,s fault lies

in trying to separate his selfish and sensual pleasures
from their oosts*

Such penalties as are attached to

overindulgenoe in sensual pleasures, however, are
personal and relatively unimportant.

In a far deeper

sense, man’s real suffering arises from his own selfish
aetlons; by seeking to have power over things for his
own ends and personal satisfactions, the individual
takes on the universe as his opponent and is over
whelmed in the process, for the balance which has been
destroyed Is Inevitably set right, and hie selfish

9Ibld., pp. 102-03.
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actions return "to hurt only himself.

Every act, says

Emerson, rewards Itself, either a© retribution or as
compensation, for the act and its consequence are one.
By way of further illustration of this truth, Emerson
adds* **A man cannot speak but he Judges himself.

With

his will or against his will he draws his portrait to
the eye of his companions by every word.
reacts on him who utters it....

Every opinion

You cannot do wrong

without suffering wrong*H^
Every right action, however, incurs a benefit,
according to th© same law.

As man's sufferings arise

from his own selfish actions, so his blessings flow
from his unselfish actions.

Every action aimed at

the benefit of th© whole, or the rest of mankind, sets
off reverberations which return to concentrate its
blessings on the head of the one who acted.

As a

stone thrown into a pool causes wavelets to circle
outward to a distance proportionate to the disturbance,
after which the initial state of equilibrium is
gradually but inevitably restored by their concentrating
back to the point of action, so universal harmony can
be restored only by th© eventual re-converging of the
consequences of every act upon th© on© who acts.
good deed returns to bless th© doer.

10ibia.. p. 110.
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shall be loved," ©ay© Emerson.

"All lov© i© mathe

matically Just, a© much a© th© two aide© of* an algebraic
equation."11
The law thus works both ways, and it i© evident
in all things*

The observer of the working© of this

law may arrive at one of three conclusions.

First,

as did the ancient Greeks, he may so© In It th© basis
of a practical philosophy of life, a working philos
ophy of th© practice of moderation in all things.

Or,

perhaps, he may conclude that since all things have
two side©, a good and a bad, then all circumstances
and the results of all actions ar© indifferent, for
they will inevitably balance with no concern of his.
But th© inspired observer, the one who make© use of
Reason rather than Understanding alone, will perceive
that this doctrine of indlfferency ie apparent only,
that in reality Unity is th© higher law, and that ©inc©
all things ar© moral, the Ilf© and soul of which is
God, then the law is positive rather than indifferent.
This point is emphasized by Emerson wh©n, having
observed that the doctrine of Compensation is not th©
doctrine of indlfferency, he continue©:
There is a deeper fact in th© soul than
compensation, to wit, its own nature. The
soul is not a compensation, but a life. The
soul 1©. Under all this running sea of cir-

1XItaia.. p. 116
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cumst&nce, whose waters ebb and flow with
perfect balance, lies the aboriginal abyss
of real Being, Essence , or God, is not a
relation or a part, but th© whole. Being
is the vast affirmative, excluding negation,
self-balanced, and swallowing up all relations,
parts and times within itself. Nature, truth,
virtue, are th® Influx from thence. Vice Is
the absence or departure of the same*... It
cannot work any good; It cannot work any
harm. It is harm Inasmuch as It is worse not
to be than to be,***2
The soul, therefore, Is a fact above the law of
Compensation,

It Is affirmative, and virtu© is the

positive action of the soul.

By Its very nature, th©

soul is unselfish in that It works for Itself, for
the good of th© All.y Thus ©very action inspired by
th© soul is positive and contains within it a plus
quality, benefiting th© whole rather than th© Individual*
Every action Inspired by the ©elfish desires of th©
body is negative and benefits only th© individual to
the exclusion and harm of the whole.

Bine© virtue

is th© proper attribute of th© soul, and vice Is
merely th© absence of this quality, then the presence
or absence of soul in the act determines whether it
is virtuous or vicious.

In Emerson*© words, the soul

is; It Is the highest fact, and In the world of reality
it Is not subject to the law known as Compensation,
for it is the One.

Consequently, the attributes of

the soul present to the individual are likewise not

^ i b i d ., pp. 120-21
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subject to the law*

Love, beauty, wisdom. Justice,

and truth are not bought by any loss; there 1© no
penalty or prleetag attached to any attribute
properly belonging to the soul*
; Not only is th© soul positive and affirmative,
but its aetions are accumulative*/

One step taken

by the individual toward possession of a proper
attribute of the soul makes the next step easier*
A virtuous action generates additional power for th©

successful accomplishment of future actions*

"in

general,*1 says Emerson, "every evil to which we do
not succumb is a benefactor * " ^

Likewise, ©very

evil to which we do succumb weakens and betrays the
soul within*

Thus, the natural law of th© soul is

progressive growth and amelioration, for "the sure
years reveal the deep remedial force that underlies
1A
all facts,
and the human soul perceive© in fable,
history, law, proverbs, and conversation, " A plain
confession of the in-working of the All and of its
moral aim. ><15
In summary, then, th© law of Compensation,
revealed in the natural world as polarity, duality,
action and reaction, is the evidence of the invisible

13Ibld.. p. 118.
l4Ibld.. p. 126.
^■^Tbld., p. 106.
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support and presence of God in th© visible universe.
Th© Understanding sees only th© effect of a higher
cause and calls it a physical law.

Th© Reason sees

beyond th© effect to perceive the cause itself, God
or the Over-Soul.

Since all is of the essence of God

and is sustained by God in the form of soul, then th©
moral aim of soul is the good of th© All.

When the

individual performs a selfish act, seeking only a
private good and disregarding the good of the whole,
he 1b inspired by the lower self and consequently
suffers a loss of the moral sentiment which is an
attribute of the soul.

Th© loss of virtue is immediate,

and the penalty attached to the selfish action is the
misery incurred by the sense of this loss.

On th©

other hand, an unselfish action by the individual
benefits the whole, and there is an Immediate increase
in hie portion of virtu© and moral sentiment.

Although

in th© material world the law is tit for tat, ©very
good having its bad and ©very bad its good, in th©
world of reality or the soul th© law does not apply,
for the soul is positive, self-existent, and in-working.
The Individual may aspire to the possession of any
attribute of the soul, such as virtue, love, justice,
and beauty, without having any penalty attached.

In

addition to his enjoying this easy access to th© proper
qualities of th© soul, the individual1© positive efforts
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toward the attainment of these attributes are accu
mulative, each successful effort bringing an increase
in power for the next effort, for th© soul grows and
increases in power with its every addition of soullike qualities,
( That Emersonfs doctrine of Compensation is an
integral part of his over-all philosophy may clearly
be seen in the fact that once this law is perceived
and understood by the individual it leads him in
evitably to praotlee complete self-reliance, for,
since all aets ar© rewarded according to their nature,
he is assured that Justice prevails in the world,
and as a result of this basic confidence in the Just
ness and rightness of things, he is also assured of
success if he will but follow the dictates of the
soul within him.] He can accept no interpretations
of the right from others, for he himself must rely
only on the revelations from within.

Consequently,

he will be completely independent of all churches,
creeds, rituals, and orthodox practices or conven
tional doctrines, for his worship of God will not
consist of the punctual performance of ritualistic
ceremonies or th© repetition of formalized prayers
but will be th© dally performance of the will of God,
There will be no difficulty in determining God#s will,
since the individual will adopt as a guide for action
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what he has perceived to he the moral ale of the soul,
th© greatest g00a

greatest number.

Hie reward

is perfect peace and equanimity, for, conscious of
a©d*s good will toward him, he realizes also the justice
of any penalty he may receive for wrong-doing*

Reason,

or hie higher understanding, enables him to perceive
the cause underlying the effect, and he knows that th©
present effect is the logical and inevitable result of
the original act*

He may even feel joy in th© fact

that through the freedom of his will he can consciously
improve himself and his character by eliminating all
self-centered thought and action by loving Gcd with
all his soul and his neighbor as himself*
Since the doctrine of Compensation is undoubtedly
the earliest of Emerson*® philosophical belief©, on©
which was soon verified by hi© own observation and
experience, there would seem to be no possibility that
it was greatly influenced by his later reading in the
Platonists, lleoplatonlst©, or Oriental scriptures,
even though he borrowed liberally from these sources
to provide textual support of his idea© in the essays
and lectures.

It would seem logical, however, to

assume that the idea of Compensation should have com©
from the book with which he was most familiar during
his early years, th© Bible, or more specifically, the
New festainent*

For example, having Included a brief
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statement ©f the principle of Gomp© neat ion in hi©
Journal of 1823 at the age of nineteen, in 1826 he
develops this principle into a fullfledged philosophical
concept which contains essentially all th© elements
later embodied in th© essay of that name*

Although

many of the Journal passages were later incorporated
in the essay on Compensation, there is on© noteworthy
change that took place in th© transposition; many of
th© unidentified aphoristI© phrases used in the essay
ar© shown in th© Journal to have come directly from
th© Bible.

In the opening lines of th© Journal entry,

for instance, he identifies the source of a phrase
familiar to the most casual reader of the essays “All
things ar© double one against another, said Solomon.
The whole of what we know is a system of compensations.«16
The study of the Hew Testament, th© Journals, and
the early sermons of Emerson, has convinced th© writer
beyond any doubt that Emerson found the doctrine of
Compensation in th© New Testament, that he thought it
an important element in arid fundamental to the whole
teachings of Jesus, and that much of what Emerson
later said and wrote on th© subject he had said earlier
in sermons addressed to a more or less orthodox
congregation and framed in a biblical context.

^Journals, XI, 72 •

Although
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the doctrine of Compensation Is not spec1fieally
preached by Jesus as a belief essential to one*s
salvation, he often mentions it as an established
fact and universal law*

Even when it is not explicitly

stated, it underlies and supports th© truth of his
teachings.

Knowing Emerson*© manner of reading for

**lustres,** for truths and fact®, on© can hardly
believe that he failed to notice and to make use of
these evidences of the law of Compensation In a book
he knew so well*

The fact would have reappeared with

his every repetition of the Lord1© Prayer; forgive
us our debts, as w® forgive our debtors; forgive us
our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass
against us*

And in reading th© prayer in th© Hew

Testament he would have found Jesus*s own explanation
to his disciples;
For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your
heavenly Father will also forgive you. But
i f ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither
will your Father f o r g i v e your t r e s p a s s e s * 1 *?
Jesus, like Emerson* realised that all actions
are rewarded, and warned his followers not to he
satisfied with a material recompense*

In fact, a

good argument could be advanced that the Way leading
Into the kingdom of heaven is based essentially on
the inevitability of Justice and compensation as a

^Ifatthew
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universal fact.

In a confessed overs impli float Ion

of Jesus's doctrines, eould it not b© claimed that
basically they rely on the established fact that all
actions, good or bad, are rewarded In kind, and that,
therefore, th© Way to win entry to the kingdom of
heaven Is through th© elimination of all evil and the
performance of all good In the absolute faith that
the accumulated reward must be proportionately great?
As Emerson has phrased it, the object is to 11Put Bod
In your debt.rt^®
In the advice to his disciples which follows the
Sermon on the Mount, Jesus emphasises th© necessity
of performing all good actions in secret lest they
be rewarded materially by the admiration, praise, or
respect of their fellow men*

He warns:

Take heed that y© do not your alms before men,
to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no
reward of your Father which is In heaven..*.
But when thou doest alms, let not thy left
hand know what thy right hand doeth: That
thine alms may be in secret: and thy Father,
which seeth in secret, himself ©hall reward
the© openly...* But thou, when thou prayest,
enter into thy closet, and when thou hast
shut thy door, pray to thy Father, which is
in secret; and thy Father which seeth In
secret shall reward thee openly....
Moreover,
when y© fast, be not, as th© hypocrites, of a
sad countenance: for they disfigure their
faces, that they may appear unto men to fast.
Verily I say unto you. They have their reward. y

^"compensation,** Works, II, 119

^Matthew 6*1, 3# 4, 6, 16.
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Such warnings, however# are more or leas incidental
to his teaching of a way of life and pertain more to
the personal actions of the individual in everyday
life than to hie leading of th© spiritual life*

yet

the fact of Compensation is evident even in Jesus's
announcement of a higher social code of human relation
ships# for in telling his followers to to© generous and
forgiving in their opinions of their fellow men# he
warns t
Judge not# that y© to© not fudged*
For with
what Judgment y© Judge, y© shall to© Judged*
and with what measure ye mete# it shall toe
measured to you a g a i n . 2 0
Or as Luke records th© warning, keeping the
spirit but changing the words:
Judge not, and ye shall not to© Judged: condemn
not, and y© shall not to© condemned: forgive#
and y© shall to© forgiven: Give# arid it shall
toe given unto you....
For with th© same
measure that y© mete withal, it ©hall to©
measured to you a g a i n .
ftot only must one perform his good deeds in
secret and toe generous in his Judgment of mankind#
he must also tilt th© balance in his favor by always
doing more than is required of him.

H© will thus

conquer all selfish personal desire© and will have
no thought for himself tout will act from th© center

^Matthew 7*1-2.
21

Luk© 6:37-38.
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outward, always thinking of and doing for others.
In doing this he will rise above the realm of Understanding and the law of Compensation into th© world
of reality.

He will perceive the one-nees of all

things, and like th© Father in heaven, who m&keth
his sun to rise ©n the evil and ©n the good, he will
love and do good to all mankind.

Having risen above

the law of Compensation to the law of Unity, he will
find his reward in the act itself and in th© Increased
goodness and power within himself,

The apparent evils

of the world will not affect him, for- he has a complete
disregard of his lower or physical self, and the
apparent joys of the material world will not be missed,
for th© essence of all earthly joys is contained in
its purest state and many times over in the presence
of virtue itself.

The aim of the individual, according

to Jesus's teachings, should be to be as perfect and
as unified in every act and thought as is the Father
in heaven.

As Jesus says, referring to th© old law

of Compensation and the higher aim of th© individual*
Y© have heard that it hath been said, An eye
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: But I say
unto you, That ye resist not evils but whosoever
shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to
him the other also. And if any man will sue
thee at the law and take away thy coat, let
him have thy oloke, also. And whosoever shall
compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain....
Ye have heard that it hath been said. Thou
shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy:
But X say unto you. Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them that hate
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you, and pray for them which despltefully use
you, and persecute you; That ye may be the
children of your Father which is in heaven**•
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect*22
Luke reports these Baying® in a less lyrical
fashion but perhaps more clearly by showing the
necessity of the individual1© rising above the
ordinary give and take of dally life which makes up
th© law of Compensation in the material world*

Like

wise, he show® the antithetic qualities of this law
by illustrating both ©ides of th© scale, for he says 5
Blessed ar© ye that hunger now: for ye shall
be filled* Blessed are ye that weep now: for
ye shall laugh***. But woe unto you that are
rich! for y© have received your consolation*
Wo© unto you that are full* for y© shall
hunger* Woe unto you that laugh now! for ye
shall mourn and weep... * But love ye your
enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for
nothing again; and your reward shall be great,
and ye shall b© th© children of th© Highest:
for he is kind unto the unthankful, and to
merciful, as your
Although the way of life preached by Jesus may
quite properly be identified as self-renunciation,
In actuality the eseentlal doctrine of all his
teachings is th© positive nature of good, of virtu©,
and of the kingdom of heaven.

The affirmative manner

in which he teaches his doctrines is a standIng

^Matthew 5:38-41, 44-45 , 48.
25Luke 6:21, 24-25, 35-36.
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contrast to the negative “thou ehalt nots“ of the
016 testament• (Self-denial, then, becomes primarily
the increasing absorption of the individual with the
whole rather than the continued centering of his
\

thoughts only on himself,) Thus, when one perceives
the Eternal On© and th© universal laws which sustain
the world, these higher thoughts leave no room for
the petty, insignificant desire® and cares of th©
physical self,

Self-renunciation, therefore, is not

so much th© conscious renouncing of anything as it
is the making room for the further expansion and
development of th© soul-like qualities within, often
identified by Jesus as the Father-withln or as th©
kingdom of heaven*

Truth, when heard and understood,

or seen and perceived, by the individual, expands th©
soul,

Jesus always describes th© Word, the Kingdom,

and the Way in positive terms, usually comparing them
metaphorically to the smallest of things which have
nevertheless th© greatest value or growing power.
For example, in several parable© he compares the
kingdom of heaven to a mustard seeds
Which indeed is th© least of all seeds; but
when it is grown, it is the greatest among
herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the bird©
of th© air come and lodge in th© branch©®
thereof*22*

^Matthew 13 s32
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Likewise fee compares the kingdom of heaven to leaven,
"which a woman took, and hid in three measures of meal,
till the whole was leavened."®-*

Furthermore, he adds:

...the kingdom of heaven Is like unto treasure
hid In a field; th© which when a man hath found,
he hideth, and for Joy thereof goeth and ©elleth
all that he hath, and buyeth that field. Again,
the kingdom of heaven I© like unto a merchant-*
man, seeking goodly pearls; Who, when he had
found one pearl of great price, went and sold
all that he had, and bought it. **
Xn a like manner Jesus emphasises th© positive
quality of good throughout his teaching, for as he
Informs his followers at th© end of th© Sermon on th©
Mount, one© the heart has been converted to a desire
for goodness and virtue, then:
Ask, and it shall be given you: seek, and y©
shall find; knock, and It shall be opened unto
you: For everyone that asketh receiveth; and
h© that seeketh findeth; and to him that
knocketh it shall be opened.2 *
On another occasion when he explains to his
disciples the difference between those who understand
his parables concerning the kingdom of heaven and those
who do not understand and continue to place their trust
in the things of the material world, he says:
Because it is given unto you to know the
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to
them it is not given. For whosoever hath.

25H»tth*w 13s33.
26

Matthew 13:44-46.

27Matth»w 7:7-8.
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to him shall he given, and he shall have more
abundance: but whosoever hath not, frog him
shall be taken away even that he hath.33
Thus virtue Is above the law of Compensation, for
those who lead the spiritual life and place their
trust In God and the soul shall progressively Increase
their knowledge and amount of virtue; whereas those
who plaee their trust in the things of material life
fall under the law of Compensation and shall
slvely decrease In virtue.

progress

The difference between

those who have virtue and those who have it not is
essentially the same as the difference between virtue
and vice.

As Emerson has Interpreted it, not only is

virtue positive and gained without a compensatory cost,
but vice is negative and is merely the absence of
virtue.
Usually, however, it is only to his disciples
that Jesus emphasizes such a distinction.

In the

majority of his parables he speaks of common things
In terms of common understanding.

To make his points

clear and easy for his audience to understand, he
often makes use of the law of Compensation as an
illustration, for the law is a part of folk wisdom,
of common sense, and Is In the realm of Understanding.
Thus he teaches that all the commandments against such

28Mattbew 13:11-12
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sine as covetouBneee, murder# and theft can be summed
up in the positive commandment# "Love thy neighbor/1
for an active love of others would certainly negate
all such sins*

The active good that one does would

consequently influence all the relations of man with
man and would Inevitably return upon the individual*
Again* he says:
Therefore all things whatsoever y© would that
men should do to you* do ye even so to them:
for this is the law and the prophets*^9
These are but hints for the leading of a better
way of life# spiritual yet practical in that the sine
of man against man would be eliminated and all men
would benefit from the active practice of the golden
rule*

This teaching* however* is but a corollary of

the real message and serves primarily as a necessary
preparation for the leading of the complete life of
the spirit*

The real message concerns the renunciation

of worldly desires* the denial of the physical self*
and the reward or compensation of spiritual peace*
Joy# and communion with Q-od# which the practice of
self-renunciation brings*

Implied throughout his

teaching is the fact that the law of Compensation is
inevitable* that what a man wants he may get if he
but pay the price.

Riches may be gained by diligence

^Matthew 7:12
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and ©harp trading; renown and reputation by public
prayer and fastings power by suppressing and Intim
idating one's fellow mens but the price must be paid,
and ta© rich man with his love of money will with
difficulty enter the kingdom of heaven; the Pharisee
will be called a hypocrite; and the powerful will be
hated as well as feared.

In spite of the great price

paid for these things, none of them will endure or
give eternal satisfaction and Joy, and never will
they bring peace.

Therefore, the wise man, rather

than lay up treasures which cannot endure for long
on this earth, will store up future reward© for
himself in heaven and will enjoy the additional
power and peace her© on earth that the practice
of the spiritual life of self-denial gives as compen
sation*

By avoiding in this world th© material rewards

for virtuous actions, which, according to the law,
must Inevitably be recompensed, then one must neces
sarily be requited with spiritual blessings in both
this world and th© next.

Therein Is th© reward great,

for virtu© is positive and above the law; it Is
rewarded in this life with great inner peace and Joy,
and with eternal blessings in the kingdom of heaven.
In th© Journal of 1831 Person returns to hi®
favorite theme, th© perfection of th© law of Compen
sation, and his conclusions are a summary of th©
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message of Jesus:
•••exactly proportionate Is the merit of the
self-denial and the power It confers.• •• By
that sacrifice of body to soul, of the apparent
to the real, have you not given body and fact
to a sentiment, which, If It Is not recognised
on 'Change, is sterling with Cod and his
creation? Have you not been filled, spiritualised,
exalted by a delicate, rare magnanimity which
constitutes you a nobleman In the kingdom of
heaven? Have you not given firmness to your
brow, an unquestionable majesty to your eye
when you meet other eyes, a serenity to your
solitude, - yea, just so much of assured
presence of Cod to your soul?*** The adoption
In act of a great sentiment gives you assurance
on the faith of Him that llyeth that you have
made exactly that progress that you seem to
have made; but my rlehes add nothing to me*3®
Paul, In his propagation of the gospel, repeats
and emphasizes even more the law of Compensation
Implicit in the teachings of Jesus, citing the Old
Testament in support of the law*

In explaining to

his Homan converts the duties of a Christian, he
shows
and

the fact of Compensation as a law of justice
a reason for men not to seek to avenge their

injuries:
Recompense to no man evil for evil* *** Dearly
beloved, avenge not yourselves; but rather
give place unto wrath: for It is written,
Vengeance Is mine; I will repay, salth the
Lord* Therefore If thine enemy hunger, feed
him; If he thirst, give him drink? for in so
doing thou shalt heap ooals of fire on his
head* Be not overcome of evil, but overcome
evil with good.31

^journals» II, 390-91*
31Romane 12:17, 19-21.
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Again, in writing to the Corinthians, he makes
use of th© law of Compensation to illustrate his
points, sayings
Now he that planteth and he that watereth
are ones and every man ©hall receive his
own reward aeeordlng to his own labour.”
And when he urges them to make up a collection for
the saints in Jerusalem, he reminds them:
But this I say, He which soweth sparingly
shall reap also sparingly; and he which
soweth bountifully shall reap also houn~

tlfully.33

Once again in the epistle to the Galatians he
makes use of the same image in his summary of Jesus's
message in terms of the inevitability of the law of
Compens at i on;
Be not deceived: God is not mocked: for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also
reap. For he that soweth to hi© flesh, shall
of the flesh reap corruption; but he that
soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit
reap life everlasting.34
Thus, the essential doctrine of the Way seems
to be closely linked with if not actually based on
the law known as Compensation.
Attention has already been called to th© fact
that Emerson early perceived and formulated a theory

. Corinthians 3*8.
33j i . Corinthians 9*6.
^oalatians 6:7-8.
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©f Compensation*

As he informs the reader in th©

opening line© of his essay on the ©object, he had
wished to writ® a discourse on Compensation since
boyhood, a statement which is evidently true, for
at the age of nineteen he includes in hi© Journal
for 1823 a statement of the principle of Compensation
as a law obvious in the workings of nature and the
material world and clearly perceived by the common
sense*

He claims th© perception of the principle of

Compensation to be the essential element of folk
wisdom, preserved through the ages in the proverbs
of all nations*

Three years later, in 1826, he

develops th© concept further, in terms of both
common sense and higher reasoning, but now, perhaps
as & result of his ministerial studies, the principle
is perceived to be more than Just an element of folk
wisdom, evident in the world of nature; it is a moral
law which in theological terms he identifies as
Retribution and Providence.

Claiming that everything

we know is but a system of Compensation, that ©very
defect is compensated for, every suffering rewarded,
every sacrifice made up, and every debt paid, he
writes, in obvious preparation for a sermon;
The history of retributions 1® a strange and
awful story; it will confirm the faith that
wavers, and, more than any other moral feature,
is perhaps susceptible of examination and
analysis, and, more than any other, fit to
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establish th© doctrine of Divine Providence.
A few lines further he speaks of those who have
sold themselves for personal gal** and success t
they have paid the price and by the laws of
Providence they shall receive their purchase*
But by the laws of Providence they shall
receive nothing more* They have.•.asked no
more of the Intellectual Principle than how
to east thgir drivelling balances of loss
and gain.^®
In such a manner does the law work In the material
world, and as for those who sell themselves so cheaply,
MIgnorance shall curse them with a leaden cloud on
their understandings, their hours shall drag by In
stupid darkness, unvlsited by Thought, th® daughter
of God....**^ But

the law also work® on a higher

plane, for the compensations ordained

by God are not

confined to a single class of moral agents but play
their part in the adjustment of the uneven balance of
condition and character*

It is common knowledge that

fearful crimes bring fearful remorse, that love of
money is punished by the care of money, that honest
poverty Is cheerful, that riot produces disease*
Therefore, says Emerson, in applying this doctrine
to th© individual's efforts to earn his character in

^Journals, II, 72.
. p. 73.
37Ibla.
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the sight of 0od* "X say that sin 1® Ignorance* that
the thief steals from himself; that he who practices
fraud Is himself the dupe of the fraud he practice©*
that whoso borrows* runs in his own debt; and whoso
gives to another benefits himself to th© same amount
Man has* he continues* two duties In this world*
toward himself and toward society* and whether or not
he has fulfilled th© second duty can only be determined
b y hie conscience* "th© man within the breast*"

He

addss "it is not the true estimate of a man's actual
value that is made from the balance of figures that
stands In his favour on his ledger*

This is to be

corrected from th© book of Life within him* " 3 9

Ana

with the oratorical flourish of a newly installed
minister* he concludes: "We have* we trust* made it
apparent* that In the aspect of self* our doctrine
that nothing in th© Intercourse of men can be giyen*
is sound*

The doctrine is no less true* no less
a,
q

important in its respect to our social nature*
Perhaps the most important point© to be noticed
in this entry are those which are easily recognisable
as permanent fixtures In Emerson's theory of Compensation*

3^ibld.. p. 75.
39I b i d ., p. 76.
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For example. Compensation is identified with Frevi
dence as a law of God which hold© true both in this
world and the next*

Furthermore, he claims that sin

is ignorance, of a negative quality, implying, as he
makes clearer in later writings, that virtu© 1® positive
and is the attribute of Reason, or Thought, "the
daughter of God,"

But th© main point of hi© argument

is that the law of Compensation is consistent and
works without fail throughout the universe, there
being a personal gain for ©very unselfish act, a loss
for every selfish one,
^In the first sermon that Emerson preached to his
new congregation, In the same year, 1826, he makes use
of Compensation as a principal support of hi© theme,
"Fray Without Ceasing*## Since every secret wish is
a prayer, he says, then all men do pray without ceasing.
Likewise, it is of the nature of Providence that every
individual has within himself th© capacities and capa
bilities of mind and body to accomplish any and all
things that he earnestly desires,) And he adds,
"Unceasing endeavors always attend true prayers, and,
by the law of the universe, unceasing endeavors do
.41

not fail of their end,"

Thus it behooves th© indi

vidual to desire only virtue and to perform only

^McGiffert, Young Emerson Speaks, p, 7*
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virtuous actions , for all prayer® are answered, and
they bring with them their inevitable compensations
according to the law of Providence.

Because of the

inevitability of this law, he says, the prayers of
the individual, **in a certain sense, are like the
will of the Supreme Being.*1^
Although virtue and vice reap their respective
rewards on a lower level in this world, he continues,
the true compensation comes in the after-world.

If

the individual can rid himself of vice and selfish
ness In this world and cultivate high thought and
noble virtue, then he will, by having lived th©
spiritual life here, cross over th© barrier Into
the eternal life of the spirit with no difficulty,
for *Xt Is plain that as we die in this world, w©
shall be born into that.

It is plain, that, it is.

If It be anything, a world of spirit; that body, and
the pleasures and pains appertaining to body can have
no exercise, no mansion there; that it can be the
appropriate home only of high thought and noble
virtue.And

a few lines further, he adds;

Of this mysterious eternity, about to open
upon us, of the nature of its employments
and our relation to It, we know little.

4 2 Ibi d. ,

p. 6.

^Ibld.,

p.

10.
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But of one thing be certain* that if th©
analogies of time oan teach aught of eternity,
if th© moral laws taking place in this world,
have relation to those of the next, and even
th© forecasting sagacity of the pagan philos
opher taught him that th© Laws below were
sisters of th© Laws above - then the riches
of the future are dealt out on a system of
c ompensat i one.^
Of this law of Compensation, active both here
and hereafter, Bmerson has more to say in his sermon
rtOn Showing Piety at Home1' in the following year,
1827,

Speaking of the positive nature of goodness

and virtue,* he says s
•••not an hour of the longest life but may
be signalised by a virtuous action, by some
sacrifice though small and unknown to another's
wish or of our own inclination to our dutyj
and as It la the consequence of all goodness
to increase th© power of him that has it, that
one of us, my brethren, by a rigid study of
himself may ©very hour become a richer and
mightier moral a g e n t •••• One well spent hour
is the proper seed of heaven and eternity.^-*
Urging his congregation to praotioe piety at
home, even though it may seem to go unseen, he assures
them that Compensation will inevitably be effective,
both now and later.

"Let us try your capacity to be

ruler over many thing© by your faithfulness over a
few things •• .then, fear not but God in th© boundless
future shall more than recompense your honest steward-

44

Ibid.

Itald.. p. 17.
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ship.

Fsar not hut In th© earth also, your reward

shall he reaped.11^
In th© sermons written In the year 1830 he
repeatedly returns to the theme of Compensation,
regardless of hls Immediate topic, or to some aspect
of the doctrine.

For instance, in several of the

sermons he Is obviously Intrigued by the positive
nature of virtue and goodness and their compensatory
attributes, as has been noticed in his rtOn Showing
Piety at Home.**

In a sermon entitled **Th© Individual

and the State,** in which he advances ideas concerning
the relationship of the two, later used in his essay
on Politics, he soon digresses on his favorite topics
“Hothlng In this world ends in itself#

High virtue

will surely be attended with deep respect.
Cod and cannot be overlooked••••

It is of

Virtue tends to

create virtue as surely as vice to beget vice.1* ^
Again, in the sermon on “The Authority of Jesus,*1
of the same year, he restates this aspect of virtue's
growth and compensation: “it is Cod's mark upon every
moral act that It tends to produce good; upon ©very
immoral act that it tends to produce harm.

46Ibld., p. 18.
47Ibld., pp. 80-81.
48

Ibid.. p. 93.
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A noticeable advancement In his conception of
th© idea is evident in his sermon on 11Self-Culture ,**
also of that year* when it is compared to the earlier
statement of th© idea in rtQn Showing Piety at Home.11
In the previous sermon it is apparent that, although
he feels that the law of 0ompensation has some effect
in this world , he bases his conclusions on the orthodox
belief that true recompense for virtu© can take place
only in th© after-life.

In the present sermon, however.

It is obvious that he has advanced to a position
identical to that taken in the later essay on Com
pensation, that the law is a law of God, that all
laws of God are eternal, and that therefor© the law
of Compensation must be of effect in the Now, since
it cannot be affected by th© false illusions of time
and space.

Putting emphasis on the eternality of the

law, he writesc
let it be considered by us that there is a
retribution in every hour for past action
and therefore no time must be lost. Already
our good and our ®vll actions are gone before
into judgment, and their rewards are visited
on our heads. W© Interpret the Scriptures
when they speak of judgment as always referring
to Godfs award upon character after this life,
and so are apt to forget that th© laws of God
are eternal, and, as they have no end, so they
have no beginning. Whenever there is moral
action, these laws take place. Wherever there
is character, there is judgment. It will be
admitted by all who have thought much upon
life, that, in a great degree a compensation
takes place In our condition for all th©
qualities of the man. Go where you will, you
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shall work out with great fidelity your own
effect.**. Such is the force of spiritual
nature that every thins takes th© hue of our
thought.... Everything speaks wisdom to the
wise, and sensuality to the sensual, and
worldly hope to the ambitious, folly to the
frivolous, and Q-od to th© good. As a man
think©th so he is and so he receives.^9
A year later, in 1831. he identifies compensation
as the “moral law.'*

In th© sermon “Miracles,** the

law of balance and equity Is announced to be the law
which presides over th© world and which also reigns
In th© hearts of all men.

Bissentially he proclaims

the one*ness of th© Deity, th© law as it is witnessed
in the universe, and th© moral law within men.

It is

not difficult to see in his use of these terms the
foreshadowing of the Over-Soul, Reason, and the
Intuition.

He begins his argument against th© proba

bility of miracles by declaring that the fact of the
Individual*© being is the greatest wonder of all,
that it is an even more astounding fact than could
be the resurrection of a man from th© tomb.

All life

la a miracle in the sense that it cannot be understood
by man, but the greatest of all facta is that a
Our constitution is moral, and so is the
constitution of the universe. All things
preach the moral law, that Is to say, a
life in conformity with nature is a moral
life. Health Is to b© sought by temperance.
Safety Is got by abstaining to offend. Th©

Ibia ., pp. 101-02
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love of others la gained by loving them*
All benevolent feelings are pleasant to
him that exercises them. All malevolent
feelings are painful. And the moral law
with no essential variation reigns in the
bosom of every man. fhe character of the
Deity that presides over the world Is thus
ascertained to be m o r a l . 50
Again, in the journal of that year h© applies
his more advanced conception of compensation to the
subject of prayer and its efficacy for th© individual.
Anticipating several Important philosophical ideas
soon to be developed further in Hature■ he writes;
In connexion with the great doctrines of
Compensation or Reaction, we get th© best
Insight into the theory of prayer* It
teaches that prayer does not at all consist
in words, but wholly is a state of mind.
Consider It also in connexion with the
doctrine that Cod Is in the soul of man, and
we shall make another step towards truth*
For it is not to be expected that Cod should
gratify any man in an unreasonable request,
only because he asks it violently, but pre
cisely in proportion as a man comes into
conformity with God, he asks right things,
or things which God wills, and which there
fore are done. And when he is wholly godly,
or the unfolding God within him has subdued
all to himself, then he asks what God wills
and nothing else, and all his prayers are
granted. In this sense the promises of Christ
to his disciples may be understood .33In the 1834 sermon rtTh© Miracle of Our Being,H
he again returns to 0 otnpensat I on as one of the laws
of the universe •perceived by the mind of man.
50

Ibid.. pp. 1 2 2 -2 3 .

51Journala. II, 431-32.
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affirffllng the etornaXity of th© law and th© affirma
tive nature of virtu©, he present© th© essence of hi©
whole theory of Compensation and Include© in the
summary many allied philosophical concept©, easily
recognisable as th© basio elements of hi© later
philosophy*
There is nothing in material nature...so
splendid and perfect as the law of compen
sations - the law according to which an act
done by any moral being draws after it its
inevitable fruit which no chance and no art
can elude. Th© nature of these laws, their
extent, their omnipotence he can learn only
by act ing. and observing how they determine
and reward ©very action. The Creation is so
magically woven that nothing can do him any
mischief but himself. An invisible immortal
fence surrounds his being which defends him
from all harm he will© to resist; the whole
creation cannot bend him whilst he stands
upright; but, on th© other hand, ©very act
of his, is instantaneously judged and re
warded s th© lightning loiter© by the ©peed
of retribution; ©very generous effort of his
is compensated by the Instant enlargement of
his soul.... To open to ourselves - to open
to others these laws - is it not worth living
for? - to make th© soul, aforetime the servant
of the senses, acquainted with the secret of
its own power; to teabh man that by selfrenouncement a heaven of which he had no con
ception, begins at once in hi© heart; - by
the high act of yielding his will, that little
Individual heart becomes dilated as with the
presence and inhabitation of th© Spirit of
God.,.. Thus the moment Reason assumes its
empire over a man, he finds that he has nothing
lo^-and injurious in him but it is, under this
dominion, the root of power and beauty. His
animal nature 1© ennobled by s©rvlng the soul*
that which was debasing him will now prove
the sinews of his character,

^McGiffert, pp. 209-10.
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In this summarizing passage may be found th©
essential philosophical concept© developed later in
Nature and other essays, for, first, th© fact of
Compensation and its Inevitability demonstrates the
Intrinsic unity of cause and effect, of th© act and
Its consequence, and this unity is an attribute of
th© Eternal one,

Emerson later gives to this concept

of the Peity the name Over**Soul,

Next, th© fact that

no good or evil can come to th© Individual except by
hie own act, which is Instantaneously judged and
rewarded, teaches Self-Reliance*

Moreover, once the

Individual perceives and comprehends th© law as it
is evident In this world, he realizes that Compensation
actually leads into a higher law, and that through
renunciation of self and th© yielding of hi© will to
the 0ver-3oul, Unity, or Cod, he may enter the realm
of Reason and the soul and rise above the restrictions
of the law of Compensation as It applies in the
material world of the Understanding,

Inherent in this

concept of Reason and soul is th© idea of th© affirma
tive and positive nature of virtue and its contribution
to the growth and increase of the soul.

It is evident,

therefore, that Emerson at this time held the opinion
not only that virtue is an attribute of the soul, and
that the individual through self-denial oan rise above
the limitations of the physical world into the sphere
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of the soul, but also that the law which la apparent
in both worlds ia on© and th© same*

To th© Reason

it la obviously Unity, but to th© clouded Understanding
it appears to be Polarity, Duality, or Compensation*
CXt has been seen that th© basic elements of
Emerson’s theory of Compensation are present in the
teachings of Jesus and his followers as Emerson read
the® in the Mew Testament*

Th© faet of compensation

is an essential element of th© doctrine of th© Way
itself, and its inevitability is its main argument
for acceptance*

Hot only is mention often mad© of

the distinction between the spiritual and the physical
world, but the positive quality of virtue and goodness
in the growth of the soul is cited as an added induce
ment for the conversion of the individual and his
entering on the Way leading to th© kingdom of heaven* j
J

Therefore, since it is evident from various passages
in Emerson’s early Journals, and from hi© statements
is th© sermons, that he held his theory of Compensation
well before his thinking was greatly influenced by his
reading of the Platoniots, the Meoplatonists, or th©
Oriental scriptures, it would seem that the most
logical souroe of his conception of Compensation is
th© Mow Testament, which not only contains th©
essential elements of th© idea as Emerson advanced
it but which is also the book with which he was most
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familiar from early childhood*
The immediate effect of Emerson’s thoughtful
considerations concerning the working of the law of
Compensation in man# in th© world# and in th© universe#
was an Increased conviction of the primary importance
of the individual# who is the possessor of a divine
soul and who must work out his personal salvation
accordins to his own self-reliant and independent
thought and action*

As an integral and fundamental

ingredient of hi© total philosophy# Emerson’s concept
of the individual is# in its own right, worthy of
separate treatment and consideration a© an inherited
Christian belief# verified by his own thought and
experience *

V

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

(The concept of th© Importance of th© Individual,
Inherent In th© Christian tradition, Is instantly
recognized as one of th© basic tenets of ProtestantPuritan theology, which was inherited by and received
special emphasis In orthodox bnltarianiam.

It is not

surprising, then, to find that a young Unitarian
minister had also given It special emphasis in his
own philosophical thinking.

Yet, In Emerson's case,

the Idea is more than an inherited belief, for he
accepted nothing from orthodoxy that he himself could
not confirm.

It is evident that in his questioning

investigation of orthodox beliefs he returned to the
Hew Testament time and time again to interpret anew
the message preached by Jesus, perceiving and oonfirming by Intuition and intellect th© truths intended
by Jesus to be the essential elements of his doctrine.
As a result of his investigation, Emerson arrived at
a clearer conception of th© nature of th© Father in
heaven preached by Jesus.

Freed from th© orthodox

trappings, the Father was perceived to be, in th© words
of Jesus, pure Spirit residing in the hearts of all
men.

Long before he discovered the name, Emerson had
170
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described the Father in terms of the Over-Soul as
beins present within all men.

Confirming and accepting

also the doetrlne of BeIf-Reliance, or reliance on the
Crod within, h© adopted logically and naturally th©
Christian concept of th© importance of the individual
as another basic element in hi® expanding philosophy.
Thus, although th© idea was one that Kmerson had long
been familiar with in his early youth and ministerial
studies, th© concept owed it© inclusion in his philos
ophy to his own act of perception and confirmation of
its truth in his investigation of the fundamental
Christian doctrines.^}
In a larger sense the concept of the importance
of the individual is a natural, logical, and Inevi
table consequence of his primary belief in Cod as
being an omnipresent Spirit, in effect, the OverSoul.

All elements in Emerson's philosophy are like

wise the natural and inevitable results of this
primary concept, for if Ood is present in the hearts
of all men, then man has no logical choice but to
rely upon the dictates of his own conscience in his
determination of good and evil or upon his own
intuition and intellect for the revelation of truth.
If man has the key to all truth within himself, there
is no Justification for hi© accepting the hearsay
evidence of other men as being truth for him.

More-

1?2
over. If God so loves the world that he chooses to
reside In the hearts of men, then of what Inestimable
worth Is eaoh Individual, who serve© as a temple for
the living God •

Again, Individual man Is hut a tiny

part of th© whole; yet. In
Emerson uses to

the spherical symbol which

denote th© whole, or Over-Soul, eaoh

man in turn Is more than just a part; he is the
center of th© universe and all things are for his
benefit.

He is a part, but he is an integral part

absolutely necessary for th© fulfillment and th©
continuation of
(it Is this

the divine plan.
conception of the individual that

Emerson maintains throughout his written works.

The

great men of th© past and present are those who rely
upon themselves, upon their innate abilities, and
who obey the inspired dictates of their own soulsy
They refuse to conform to society when society 1©
wrong; they act as rton© with authority* and like
Jesus they *listen at home.11

Obedient to the law

within, they rest assured In the eventual justification
of their every act.

Whether they be scholar, poet,

philosopher, or political leader, their success and
greatness depend upon the degree of their reliance
on and obedience to the law within.
It seems evident that during Emerson’s skeptical
period of questioning investigation of the orthodox
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tenet* of the Christian faith It would not have
taken such to cause him to disregard Jesus as only
an Idealistic myth or a much over-rated prophet* as
have so many other skeptics* but th© individual strength
and complete self-reliance of Jesus made a tremendous
Impression on him.

Far from th© orthodox picture of

a meek and effeminate Jesus preaching non-resistance
and voluntary poverty* th© man Jesus who emerged from
Emerson's studies was an authoritative* self-assured
man of G-od who believed In himself and In his message
so completely that he voluntarily suffered himself

to be crucified in order to prove to his followers
the truth of his doctrine.

There are few if any

essays or lectures by Emerson in which he does not
cite Jesus at least once as th© perfect example of
th© strong individual who relies on himself and is a
law unto himself.

During hie long and depressing

days of skeptical investigation and intermittent
physical recuperation in Florida* the attraction of
the personality of Jesus may well have been the
anchor of Emerson's faith.

Whether this be true or

not* Emerson soon regained his faltering faith and
failing health to return and become a minister of
orthodox Unitarlanlsm* but It is evident from even
a hasty survey of hls early sermons that his intent
was to preach the real message of Jesus rather than
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the orthodox, traditional interpretations of hie
doctrines.
In the final published essays, Emerson often
mentions the man Jesus as one who perceived truth
but whose message has been misunderstood and misrep
resented throughout the ages.

The best known and

perhaps most typical reference occurs in “The
Divinity School Address,“ in which Emerson portray©
Jesus as the truth-perceptive man, th© one man in
all history who was utterly true to th© law within
him and all sen,

In a passage often quoted, Emerson

declares:
Alone In all history he estimated th© great
ness of man•••• He felt respect for Hose©
and the prophets, but no unfit tenderness at
postponing their initial revelations to the
hour and th© man that now is; to th© eternal
revelation in the heart* Thus was he a true
man* Having seen that the law in us Is com
manding- he would not suffer It to b© com
manded **
Again, in th© essay on “The Over-Soul,*1 Emerson
makes a distinction between th® voice© of those who
eeek truth and those who hav© truth, or those who
speak from without and those who speak from within*
Those who speak from without speak only from their
acquaintance with truth as reported by others.

Those

who speak from within speak from experience as possessors

•S/orke . X, 128-30
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of th# fact,

And to Illustrate his point# Emerson

remarks, **jeaus speaks always from within, and In a
degree that transcends all others #h2

In much th©

same manner does Emerson show that ©very truly great
man has been one who relied on himself and th© dic
tates of his own soul, but he also makes It clear
that every individual has the potentiality to become
equally great provided he does likewise*

In Hfhe

American Scholar #" for example# he Identifies this
ability to speak from within as an attribute of the
active souls
The on© thing in th© world# of value# is the
active soul# This every man is entitled to;
this every man contains within him# although
in almost all men obstructed and as yet un
born# th© soul active sees absolute truth
and utters truth, or creates# In this action
it is genius; not th© privilege of here and
there a favorite, but the sound ©state of
©very man#3
Having shown in Nature that the material universe
isintended for the education

of what he later desig

nated as Man Thinking# in his later essays# he proceeds
to classify the component parts of Man Thinking as
scholar, poet# philosopher# and politician# showing
In every Instance that th© *#greatness” and Individual
success of each was due to the degree of insight and

2Worka. II, 287.
3Worfce, I, 90.
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reliance upon the law within which each possessed
and practiced respectively.

Speaking of "The Amer

ican Scholar*** he sayst "For the Instinct is sure*
that prompts him to tell his brother what he think®.
He then learns that in going down Into the secrets
of his own mind he has descended into the secrets of
all minds
( Thus it is that individual man is the microcosmie center of the universe.

Within himself is

the key to all truth, and only within himself can
he find truth, justice, beauty, and personal good.
**He who knows that power Is inborn, that he is weak
because he has looked for good out of him and else
where, and, so perceiving, throws himself unhesitat
ingly on his thought, instantly rights himself, stands
in the erect position, commands his limbs, works
miracles....**-*

In brief, It Is only within himself

that man can find G-od./
In two thousand years of theological wrangling,
the doctrines of Jesus which first attracted the
attention and interest of his listeners have been
pretty nearly forgotten except by children of Sunday
School age.

To his listeners who were hearing some-

4ibia.. p. io3.
■’"Self-Reliance,” Works . 11, 89.
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thins for tfo© first tim©, Jesus preached a God of
Love, & heavenly Father who cared for his children
and to whom the welfare of each individual was of
importance*

Jehovah was God, but he had been mis

represented.

His benefits were freely given and

were not bought by the sacrifices of rioh men*

On©

needed only to be the dutiful ©on in order to ex
perience the love of the Father, not only in the
future but her© and now*

This was the essential

doctrine which appealed to th© original audience
of Jesus and caused them to want to know more about
the exact nature of their duties to God*

All th©

sermons and impromptu discussions by Jesus throughout
his ministry consisted primarily of the annunciation
of the God of Love and an explanation of th© duties
of men*

He explained that the foremost duty of the

individual son of the heavenly Father, even though
he Is absolutely assured of his Father*© beneficence,
is to recognize and submit to his authority*

Such

filial obedience may best be shown by a complete
trust and faith in God and an attempt to imitate his
goodness.

God th© Father displays his parental

goodness to us through his concern for all men, who
are likewise sons of God; therefore, by loving and
serving his fellow men the Individual may best love
and serve God the Father*
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Bueh i© the essence of his message as given In
the Berm on on the Mount, but In addition he announce®
certain auxiliary truth© to act a© incentives for th©
entering upon the Way,

First, disobedience brings

inevitable retribution, but obedience and submission
bring inexpressible joy and peace.

Such joy, inex

pressible as it is, is climaxed by direct communion
with God and the complete realization of th© presence
of God and th© kingdom within.

Next, and most Impor

tant, the individual has the power to achieve this
state of grace for himself through his own efforts
with God's helping hand.

One ha© but to take the

first step and each succeeding step will be the easier.
The individual must realize that he 1© a son of God
and that he i® important to and loved by his Father;
he must therefore assume hi© Inherent nobility and
act accordingly as a dutiful son.
This theme of the Inherent nobility of th©
individual and of his importance to th© heavenly
Father runs throughout th© sermon© but i© especially
emphasized in the Sermon on the Mount,

Within this

sermon Jesus appeals directly to the individual, not
to the crowd, and urge© him to recognize his own
worth.

For example, immediately after listing in the

beatitude© th© divine qualities found in individual
man, he exclaims:
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Y© are the salt of the earths but If th® salt
have lost his savour# wherewith ©hall it be
saltedV It is thenoeforth good for nothing#
but to be oast out, and to be trodden under
foot of men. Ye are the light of the world.
A city that Is set on an hill cannot be hid.
Helther do men light a candle, and put It
under a bushel, but on a candlestick; and it
giveth light unto all that are in th© house.
Let your light so shine before men, that they
may see your good works, and glorify your
Father which is in heaven.®
Again, urging th© individual to trust In God
the Father for all things, he adds?
Behold the fowls of th© airs for they sow
not, neither do they reap, nor gather into
barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them*
Are ye not much better than they?*
And a few lines further, repeating hi® description
of God as the heavenly Father, he advance© th© central
doctrine of his messages
If ye then, being evil* know how to give good
gifts unto your children, how much more shall
your Father which Is in heaven give good thing©
to them that ask him? Therefore all thing©
whatsoever y© would that men should do to you,
do ye even so.to them: for this is the law and
the prophets.8
In closing, stressing the fact that he I© appealing
to the Individual in the group, he concludes;
Therefor© whosoever heareth these sayings of
mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a Q
wise man, which built his house upon a rook....^

^Matthew 5*13-16.
^Matthew 6:26.
8Matth©w 7:11-12.
^Matthew 7:24.
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On other occasions Jesus often repeats his
doctrine of the individual’s importance.

At on©

time when criticised by the Pharisees for allowing
his followers to pluck corn on th© sabbath day, he
replies to their rebukes by citing biblical precedent
and giving as th© moral of th© story that*
The sabbath was made for man, and not man for
th© sabbath. Therefor© th© Son of man Is
Lord also of th© sabbath.^
( Although on© is often tempted to wonder why th©
translators felt that ©very occurrence of the phras©
"son of man14 in th© singular referred only to Jesus,
when it Is often used in th© plural to refer to all
men, the real significance of th© remark lies in his
designation of himself as the Son of man rather than
as the Son of God, if indeed he is referring to him
self in this Instance.

Th© point of his argument is

once again the importance of the individual.

It is

not a reserved privilege of the Messiah to break the
law that Justifies this act, but rather It la Justi
fied because the well-being of men is far more impor
tant than th© strict observance of the law.^
Again, approached by a man with a withered hand,
he is asked by th© Pharisee© whether it b© lawful to
heal on th© e&bbath.

Hi© reply contains virtually

10Mark 2 i27-28
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the same doctrine:
What man ©hall there be among you that shall
have one sheep, and if It fall Into a pit on
the sabbath day, will he not lay hold on It,
and lift it out? How much then Is a man
better than a sheep? Wherefore It Is lawful
to do well on the sabbath days.3^

On still another occasion, when accused by the
Pharisees of fraternizing with publicans and sinners,
he preaches an entire sermon on th© them© of th©
importance of the individual to th© Father of All.
Using once more the image of the lost sheep, he
begins:
What man of you, having an hundred sheep,
if he lose on© of them, doth not leave the
ninety and nine in the wilderness, and go
after that whloh Is lost, until he find it?
And when he hath found it, he layeth it on
hie shoulders, rejoicing.... I say unto
you, that likewise Joy shall b© In heaven
over one sinner that repenteth, more than
over ninety and nine Just persons, which
need no repentance. Kither what woman having
ten pleoes of silver, if ©he lose on© piece,
doth not light a candle, and sweep the house,
and seek diligently till she find It?...
likewise, I say unto you, there is Joy In
the presence of th© angel® of &©d over on©
sinner that repenteth.3^
And he concludes th© Impromptu sermon with th© parable
of the prodigal ©on.
Thus, in brief. It may be seen that Jesus addresses
his message to th© Individual, not to th© crowd; that

^Matthew 12:11-12.
12Luke 15*4-5. 7-8, 10.
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It is on© of his primary beliefs that the individual
soul is important to God th© Father; and that th©
welfare of the individual is more important than th©
striet observance of th© law# for law was made for
man# not man for law.
Although orthodoxy has shown a tendency to
interpret all or most of Jesus’s remarks concerning
the individual’s importance as referring only to
himself# his divinity# and personal possession of
the 0-odhead, it is not illogical to assume that
Emerson# brought up a Unitarian, would interpret
such comments by Jesus as referring to his status as
an individual possessor of a divine soul, as a Son
of man rather than as th© only begotten Son of God.
Such an interpretation seems also to be supported by
the writings of Emerson’s favorite New Testament
expounder of the Christian message, the legal-minded
Paul# who refers to Jesus in his epistle to the Romans
as "made of the seed of David according to th© flesh;

And declared to be the Son of Cod with power, according
to th© Spirit of holiness....*15

Paul repeatedly

reminds his parishioners that they too are Individually
the temples of the living God?
Know ye not that ye are th© temple of God,

^Romans 1:3-^ •
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and that the Spirit or God dwelleth In you?3"^
Consequently, he writes, as important individual units
In God's creation, they have the freedom of choice
and the privilege, as well as the responsibility, of
working out their own salvation.

Although the law

is of God, it Is intended to be an aid to and not a
restrict!on of the individual's freedom, for th©
individual is above the law if h© is a better law
unto himself.
One man esteemeth one day above anothers
another esteemeth every day alike. Let
every man be fully persuaded in his own
mind. He that regardeth the day, regardeth
it unto the Lord; and he that regardeth
not th© day, to the Lord he doth not regard
It,,,, X know, and am persuaded by the
Lord Jesus, that there is nothing unclean
of itself: but to him that esteemeth any
thing to be unclean, to him it is unc lean • ^
Such freedom, however, brings with it an awful
responsibility, and he warns hie readers not to be
false to the law within themselves, for each shall
one day be required to give an account of himself.
At another time, in an epistle to the Corinthians,
using himself as an example of the Christian in a
state of grace and above the law, he writes:
All things are lawful unto me, but all
things are not expedient: all things are
lawful for me, but I will not be brought

Corinthians 3:16,
15Roman* 14:5-6, 14.
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under th© power of any.^*
And he add©, a few line© further:
For I would that all men were even a© I
myself. But every man hath his proper gift
of Gnd, on© after this manner, and another
after that.x *
Throughout the epistles to hie scattered followers
Paul repeatedly emphasise© the Individual9© importance
in the universal divine plan.

The ©oul of each

Individual 1© Important to hi© Cod, th© loving Father
in heaven, but it is hi© responsibility to earn hi©
own salvation.

Personal salvation is to be won by

obeying &odfs will, and God fs love and beneficence
toward mankind is shown in his gift of a divine
conscience to all men which clearly reveals to them
his will.

Thus, although doubly responsible, having

th© excuse neither of ignorance nor of lack of power,
all men may rest assured of the love and benevolent
intention of their Father in heaven.
It is evident from a study of Emerson9© Journals
and early sermon© that he was much attracted by the
Christian doctrine of th© importance of the individual.
His preoccupation with the idea is evident, for
references to it are scattered throughout the Journal
entries, and regardless of the nature of the particular

^ I . Corinthians 6:12.
Corinthians 7*7#
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'topic under discussion he seldom falls to work Into
his argument some aspect of the responsibility,
infinitude, and essential importance of th© Individual*
In the sermons h© repeatedly point© out that salvation
Is not to be won by th© mere habitual observance of
the conventional Christian duties; It 1© to be won
only through the sincere effort® of th© individual
to obey Cod’s will as it is revealed to him from
within*

In on© of th© earliest of hi© sermon®, "On

Showing Piety at Home," preached in 1827* he rebuke®
his audience for feeling that because they are not
in great place they therefore cannot be greatly
virtuous*

No virtue, he explains, ©an properly be

ola®elfled as small*

"let It b© remembered that it

Is not ourselves so much a® Providence that appoints
our situation In life, that appoints us to great or
to humble occasion© of usefulness*

But our virtue

I® in all eases determined by ourselves*
Two year® later In the sermon on "Summer,** he
repeats a favorite theme, that all nature is for the
use, enjoyment, and education of individual man*
Stating that M .*.all nature is a book on which one
lesson is written," and that "this lesson is the
omnipresence of God," he continuess rtW© have been
*o
McGiffert, Young; Emerson Speaks * p. 16*
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looking at Mature as an exhibition of God '© benevolence*
It will be felt th© more to be so when it is considered
the same resuIts ml&ht hay© been brought about
without this beauty*«* *
magnificence?

I1© what end thus unmeasured

It Is for the ©oul of m a n * * ^

In the sermon on ‘'Trifles,H delivered In the
same year, he emphasises even more strongly the infin
itude of th© common man*

Rebuking his contemporaries

for thoir preoccupation with the material things of
life, he adds:
They forget in this snugaccommodated well
reputed way of life that they were mad© for
sublime attainments* They forget that th©
watch is only a measure of time, that clothes
are only for a covering, that a house is only
a shelter, and thatthese are all the mere
supply of the labourer's outward necessities
so that he may go forward with his labour
for moral excellence, and that it is the
wildest perversion to decline from the
straight path of the great ends and waste his
energies on these toys of petty comforts*20
Once again, in 1830, he stresses the infinite
nature of the Individual in the sermon 11Trust Yourself,"
in which it may be seen that on© of the primary reasons
for man's self-trust, in Emerson's opinion. Is that
he Is an Individual creation of God, destined for
Immortality, and unlike any other being In the universe*
As such a separate work of God, he must have within

19Ibld.. p„ 43.
20Ibia.» P* 49.
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himself ell the elements necessary for* his own moral
perfection, for he 1© a© Important to the universal
scheme, in his proper sphere of action, a© the greatest
of God9® creations, whether It be the sun, the moon,
or th© earth itself.

Therefore, aware of hie own

potentialities, and of th© necessary part that he
must perform in the divine plan, man must assume his
responsibilities and endeavor to fulfill th© will of
God a® revealed to him by his innate divine guide.
As Emerson explains, HIf God has made u® with such
intention a® revelation discloses, then it must be
that there are in each of u© all the element® of moral
and intellectual excellence, that 1® to say, if you
act out yourself, you will attain and exhibit a perfect
c h a r a c t e r T h e r e f o r e , "let him fully trust hi®
own share of God9® goodness, that if used to th©
uttermost, it will lead him on to a perfection which
ha® no type yet in th© universe, save only in the
Divine Mind.9922

And to show that ©ssentially this

is a Christian doctrine, he add® i **It i® important
to observe that this self-reliance which grow® out
of the 3cripture doctrine of the value of th© soul
ia not inconsistent either with our duties to our

21Ibld.. 106.
22lbld.. p. 108.
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fellow men or to God.*2 **
Although many references to the doctrine of the
Importance of the individual might he cited from
various ones of the remaining sermons, it is in one
of his later sermons in particular that Emerson
advances hie most comprehensive view of the concept*
^the Miracle of Our Being** delivered in 1834* might
well have been entitled **On the Importance of the
Individual** for that is its central theme*

Relating

to this these are included many ideas* Images* and
aphoristic sayings now long familiar to the reader
of his published essays* and it is evident that the
seeds of Christlan-philosophical concepts, which had
early taken root* are ready to flower in the first
publication of Kature and are soon to produce fully
developed fruit in th© subsequent Essays *
Xn a passage reminiscent of the fable of the
On© Man made up by the whole of society, with which
he opens his essay on *Th© American Scholar** Emerson
begins his sermon by informing his congregation of
the dignity of human labor and th© necessity for
every man*s doing his part* whether it be to sow the
field* weave the cloth* draw the contracts* plow the
sea* or throw the harpoon*

2^Ibld** p. 109

there is nothing ludicrous
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about the division of human labor# ho warns; th©
ludicrous part 1© in man’s assumption that th© per
formance of hi© particular job i© the only reason for
his being placed on the earth and hi© complete dis
regard of the end to which this is but the means*
Those who do not perceive this end are but a higher
class of animals; whereas those who reflect# who
make real use of their divine gift# perceive that
they are Intended for a higher end than self-existence
and that the world Is but a means toward this end*
The man who reflects# is a man# and not an
animal..*. See how cunningly constructed are
all things in such a manner as to make each
being the centre of the Creation. You seem
to be & point or focus upon which all objects,
all ages concentrate their Influence* nothing
past but affects you * nothing remote but
through some means reaches y o u . 2 4
In this way are th© material world and all history
for the benefit and education of th© perceptive indi
vidual. regardless of his occupation or social standing*
He is at all times the center of the universe, the
culmination of all past history# and a moral agent
directly responsible to hi© Creator*

Therefore# says

Emerson, each individual is important In hi© own right#
and:
Th© perfect world exists to every man**..
Quite Independent of his work are his endow
ments. There I© enough in him (grant him

24Ibld.. p. 207
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capable of thought and virtue) to puzzle and
outwit all our philosophy* Xh© history of
one man. Inasmuch as It Is searching &&d
profound, is as valuable as the history of a
nation*..* Thus is each man placed at th©
heart of the world*25
(Schoolrooms and teachers, however, are useless
without the presence of an apt pupil.

Truth and

knowledge are always available, but they must be
actively sought and attained*

Man is not placed

here merely to see and to enjoy but also to learn
and to understand*

,fH© Is not designed to be an

Idle eye before which nature passes in review, but
is by his action enabled to learn the irresistible
properties of moral nature, perceived dimly by the
mind as laws difficult to be grasped or defined,
yet everywhere working out their inevitable results
in human affairs.”

Thus, th© chief duty of individual

man is to learn the laws of the universe through th©
exercise of Reason Innate within him*J In his pursuit
of this knowledge, he is aided in ©very way possible
by hie benevolent Creator, first in the gift of a
divine Reason, and second In the active participation
of the laws themselves in his education*

Man has but

to act, to live, and to observe effects, and by th©
application of Reason to hie observation he is guided

25ibia., p. ao9.

26it>ia.
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to a perception of the causal laws, the nature and
extent of which, says Emerson, can be ascertained
only by action and the observance of the manner in
which they determine and reward every action.

Summing

up hie conclusions concerning th© importance of th©
Individual, he remarks:
...the moment Reason assumes its empire over
a man, he finds that he has nothing low and
injurious in him but it is, under this dominion,
the root of power and beauty. His animal
nature is ennobled by serving the ©oul: that
which was debasing him will now prove the
sinews of his character? his petulance is the
love of order; out of hie necessities grows
the glorious structure of civilization....
And what is this admiration to which we would
excite the soul? What is it but a perception
of a man's true position In th© Universe and
his consequent obligations. This is the whole
moral and end of such views as I present .27’
In spite of its conventional theological setting,
such a presentation of his views, in its intrinsic
transcendentalism, clearly anticipates many similar
passages In the later essays.

And th® essential

ingredients of the concept of the individual's true
value may thus be traced directly from the New Testa
ment teachings of Jesus through th© early sermons of
the young Emerson and into the final, fully developed
philosophy contained in the published Essays.

Jesus

teaches that the individual is a divine son of God,
whose duty is to perform the will of his Father as

27Itaia.. pp. 210-XI
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revealed to him from within.

Obedient to this higher

law, he risea above the restrictions of man-made laws
whenever there is conflict between them, for the
spiritual welfare of an individual soul is of far more
Importance than th© strict observance of arbitrary
rules and oonvent1onal, orthodox regulations.

Point

for point Emerson echoes the essential elements of
this concept in various Journal passages and in
several of th© early sermons written before he had
met with Platonic, Neoplatonlc, or Oriental scriptural
writings.

it would therefore seem necessary to assume

that the inclusion of this idea In his philosophy
dated from his early reading and ministerial study
of the New Testament.
SmerBon'e early adoption and adaptation of this
concept of the individual to his own expanding philos
ophy was not made, however, without certain character
istic additions.

The individual is not only a son of

God, but each in turn Is the center of the universe,
the focal point of all history, the object of God's
love, and th© pupil for whom all material things and
past events have been designed for a spiritual educa
tion.

Set apart from the lower animals by the gift

of divine Reason, man has but to make use of his Innate
guide In order to realize his divine potentialities.
All nature is for his Instruction, and Reason penetrates
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the surfaces of nature and allows him to perceive
the causal laws underlying the multiple material
effects*

The individual's duty, therefore, la to

learn by living and acting, and to be guided in all
acts by the inner divine law*

As obviously **transcen

dental* as such thinking appears to be, it is equally
obvious that the concept is almost identical with
that advanced by Jesus in the annunciation of his
gospel.

VI

CQQD AND EVIL
/

^The treatment of good and evil In the works of
Emerson is but another Illustration of hie concept
of the One Law, Unity, which prevails throughout the
universe and which is the visible effect of the primal
cause, the Over-Soul*

As such It is closely linked

with his Interpretation of the law ©f Compensation,
another aspect of the law of Unity, for as Under
standing sees Compensation, polarity, and duality In
this world, so it also sees good and evil, but Reason,
in both instances, perceives essential unity of all
things in the universe*

Understanding sees Compen

sation as cause and effect, action and reaction, but
Reason perceives that the cause and the effect are
one and the same fact, and that action and reaction
unite in one complete movement*

Again, Understanding

sees good and evil in this world, but Reason perceives
both as necessary elements in the universe and as
variations of the on© fact coming directly from Cod*
Thus, as cause and effect are apparent to the Under
standing because of its limited and personal point
of view, affected by the Illusion of time and space,
so good and evil are also apparent and lllusionary* /
^s
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Reason perceives all to be one.
Since God, the Over-Soul, Is the sustaining
spirit of the universe, all within the universe is
of and from God•

Like God, who Is self-sustaining

and self-existent, the soul of the universe likewise
sustains itselfj all actions that take place within
th© universe are intended for th© benefit of the
whole, th© Over-Soul*

As a part of th© whole, man

participates in this beneficent tendency of the
universe, but because of his limited perception he
often fails to recognise the good Intended for him.
Against the scheme of the universe he opposes his
own short-sighted, self-centered, and extremely
limited idea of a personal good and calls it evil
whenever his plans go awry.

His real good, as well

as his personal happiness, lies in his accurate
perception of the aim of the whole, and by adjusting
his desires and actions accordingly, he is assured
of a greater good than he has ever dreamed of.
Obvious questions leap to the mind at this point,
and it must be confessed that they make up th© nucleus
of the time-worn arguments against and th© objections
to the Emersonian philosophy.

First, Is there or Is

there not evil in this world?

Next, does or does not

man have freedom of will?

Emerson’s answer to these

two fundamental questions may be found in almost any
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one of his major essays, hut he deals with them most
explicitly, perhaps, in the essay on **Fate.*#
His answer to th© first question is, Ho, there
is no real, only apparent evil in the world*

The

law of opposites is an illusion of the limited per
ception of the Understanding; the real law is Unity
as perceived by Reason.

To make an exception to the

law of Unity in the case of both good and evil would
be a contradiction In terms.

All things come from

the central source, 3od or th© Over-Soul; thus all
things are one in being of and from 0-od.

Therefore,

properly speaking, there is neither good nor evil
but only fact.

The interpretation of the fact by

Understanding results in its worldly classification
as good or evil.

The Understanding, limited and

personal, sees only limited personal ends; it is
incapable of either the penetrating insight or the
long-range view with which Reason perceives fact.
Since the aim of the soul is self-sustenance and
self-existenoe, or, in other words, the well-being
and amelioration of the whole, then all actions of
the soul must be intended for th© welfare and Im
provement of th© individual, who is an integral part
of that whole.

For the sake of a better term, it

may be said that these actions and the presence of
soul in the world are good, in that they are beneficent
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and affirmative.
Some actions and events In the world are quickly
recognised by the Understanding as being good because
their Immediate benefits are apparent and they fit
the limited personal alms of men, but th© events which
do not happen to coincide with these limited alms are
called evil*

Emerson believes, however, that evil

Is really unperoelved good# or good In th© making.
The aim of the soul Is not only self-*sustenance and
self•existence but also amelioration and refinement.
The fact of progress, evolution, or amelioration he
finds In the history of the world of man, for as he
says In the essay on “Fats:*
No statement of the Universe can have any
soundness which does not admit Its ascending
effort. The direction of th© whole and of
the parts is toward benefit, and in proportion
to the health. Behind every individual closes
organisation; before him opens liberty, - the
Better, the Beat. Th© first and worst races
are dead. The second and Imperfect raoes are
dying out, or remain for the maturing of
higher.... liberation of th© will from th©
sheaths and clogs of organisation which he
has outgrown. Is th© end and aim of this world.
Bine© refinement and progressive improvement is
th© aim of the soul, the purpose In this world of what
the Understanding designates as evil may be seen, for
certainly man would have made no progress without
frequent prods and urging©.

^orfca. VI, 35-36

To strengthen and to
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develop, roan has tod to overcome the obstacles pro
vided by nature for his education, but he ha© also
found that h© has been furnished with a means for
overcoming each obstruction on every occasion.

Thus

the primary end of nature*© lessons is to teach man
to know his own capabilities*

In looking at th©

Universal Plan from this point of view, with th© aid
of Reason, one perceives that the diseases, th©
natural calamities, the fierceness and overwhelming
power of the natural elements themselves, serve as
harsh but effective training aid® for the race of
roan.

The natural law may be harsh on the individual,

but its aim is th© good of th© whole.

Th© individual

may perish, but the race progresses.
In such a manner ha© th© race steadily progressed,
each generation better In some ways than th© last, but
each being the best for its day and time.

Amelioration

is marked by the gradual but inevitable subjugation
of the natural world to the mind of man as th© repre
sentative of Intellect*

mature, says Emerson, is no

sentimentalist and does not pamper us, and in roan's
conquest of nature, as in any war, he roust suffer
casualties.

But are death, mutilation, suffering,

such great evils when compared to th© grand aim?
Death itself 1b but the returning to one's source,
which is God, and can therefore hardly be interpreted
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as an evil*

Th© soul offer© compensations for muti

lations * patience for the endurance of suffering* and
if either is unbearable* relief and release in death*^
The conquest of nature also involves the conquest of
reactionary backward races by a more advanced race*
and in the very process of extending its dominion*
the race temporarily favored spreads its cultural
benefits among other peoples and sows the seeds for
its own eventual overthrow by some future superior
race.

War Itself is but one more lesson necessary

for the instruction of mankind* and in the spirit of*
**If thine eye offend thee* pluck it out*11 th© race
of man has unconsciously progressed by destroying th©
parts of itself which were holding it back*

All works

unconsciously for the amelioration and progress of the
race* and the self-interest of men is only on© of th©
tools employed by th© Universal Intellect for th©
accomplishment of its Grand Design*

Therefore, says

Emerson* the moral status of any given civilisation
is relative and conditional*

rtThe population of the

world is a conditional population! not the best* but
the best that could live now; and th© scale of tribes*
and the steadiness with which victory adheres to one
tribe and defeat to another* is as uniform a© the
superposition of strata*

^Xbld *, p* 16*
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(a m society advances In an amoeba-like progress,
certain individuals Tail to keep up with the ©oral
standards of any given period*^ Their moral standards
are those of a by-gone era, and society punishes
them Tor their brutish instincts and their lack oT
cooperation with th© community*

ISvil is therefore

a relative term, and the apparent evil that is evident
in the hearts of men is really th© absence of good,
the lack of that amount of virtue which society now
requires according to its present standards or ideals*
Likewise, what society calls Hgoodrt is that which
nearest approaches its present ideal*

Thus the

distinction between good and evil made by the Under
standing is relative even in worldly terms*
The petty personal evils of which men continually
complain are, for th© most part, merely illusion®,
resulting from their inability to perceive th© real
good intended for them*

Their evils and inconveniences

result from their working against th® beneficent power
which has their good as its end*

Their perception of

and cooperation with this higher law would eliminate
all their evils and give them additional power and
greater personal happiness.

As Emerson explains:

The divine order does not ©top where their
sight stops* The friendly power works on the
same rules in th© next farm and th® next
planet* But where they have not experience
they run against it and hurt themselves.
Fate then is a name for facts not yet passed
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under the fire of thought; for causes which
are unpenetr&ted• But every Jet of chaos
which threatens to exterminate u© is convertible by intellect Into wholesome force•
With the exercise of Reason, men may perceive
this higher law and will likewise see that in this
world the auxiliary law of Compensation and balance
takes effect, for:
There is adjustment between the animal and
Its food, its parasite, its enemy* Balances
are kept* it is not allowed to diminish in
numbers, nor to exceed* The like adjustments
exist for man**.* His instincts must be met,
and he has predisposing power that bends and
fits what is near him to his use* He is not
possible until the invisible things are right
for him, as well as the visible*^
Since men may thus be assured that they are
supported and sustained by Universal Law itself,
they may likewise realize that no real harm can come
to them except through their own actions, their
refusal to work in harmony with this law*

The aim of

the universe is the good of the whole, which, naturally.
Includes the good of all its parts*

Therefore, says

Emerson In "illusions,” the wise man will perceive
that "if life seems a succession of dreams, yet poetic
Justice is done in dreams also*

The visions of good

men are good; it is the undisciplined will that is
whipped with bad thoughts and bad fortunes*

^Xbld *, pp. 31-32*
^Ibld *, pp. 37-38.
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break the laws, we lose our hold on the central
reality.*^
In answer to the question concerning the reality
or evil in the world* Emerson has replied, first,
that the distinctions between good and evil made by
the Understanding are relative, but that Reason
perceives Unity as the real law and, since the One
works for the good of the One, a positive good is
the intention of the Over-Soul,

Apparent evil in

man, then, is but the absence of good, relatively
speaking, and apparent evil In circumstances Is but
illusion or good In the making, unpercelved by man's
Understanding.

Reason, or man's capacity to perceive

the law of Unity, will enable him to see the divine
plan and to work in harmony with it, receiving his
proportionate share of divine power and Its accom
panying blessing.
At first it might be objected that man is little
better off than the rat in a laboratory maze, rewarded
for every right turn, punished for every false one,
and with only the one chance to find the solution.
But the whole of Emerson's philosophy must be remem
bered.

Man is neither blind nor unguided; he Is born

with a radar-like conscience and an intuitive perception

5ibia.. p. 322
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which cn&blca him to distinguish right from wrong*
He has only to follow the dictates of his inner guide
to be always on the right path, the one which even
tually leads to his greatest good as an integral part
of the whole*

Xet, the decision whether or not to

obey his conscience is entirely up to him*

He has

the freedom of will to choose either the immediate,
personal, limited, and apparent good of this world
or the good which is but half-perceived but which
hie intuition assures him awaits in the future*

If

man chooses to live on the higher level of being, the
spiritual life, according to the revelations of innate
Reason, the apparent evils of this world no longer
exist for him, for he perceives their lack of real
substance*

If instead, however, he elects to lead

the material life, guided only by the restricted views
of the Understanding, he then falls under the law of
Compensation, of cause and effect, and must take the
evil along with the good.

Thus, the life of man is

much like the narrow, smooth path which fords a river*
Guided and given specific instructions, man can cross
the river with no harm, meeting no obstacles, provided
he follows instructions*

Paying no heed to any advice

but that of his own headstrong will, however, man
stumbles and flounders, encountering obstructions and
sinkholes which seem to have been put purposely in his
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path by a malignant Tata*

Both men are destined to

reaoh the other side, but the on© ha© a far easier
Journey than the other *
What the ordinary man stumbles over because he
cannot see, Emerson call© fate.

Fate, he says, is

the name for facts not yet passed under th© fire of
thought, for oauses which are unpenetrated.

Fate,

then, is another Illusion of th© Understanding,

The

individual who relies only on hi© Understanding feels
hemmed in by fate, but he who relies on Reason rises
above fate’s apparent restrictions*

It might be said

that man ’s free will Is a part of fate, for at any
time he can release himself from Its restraint®,
MIntellect annuls Fate,** says Emerson*
man thinks, he is free.

HSo far a® a

Thus, fat© Is really only

that which man does not comprehend.

Like Compensation,

it is a law apparent In the material world but is
actually only one subordinate aspect of the higher
law of Unity,

Pointing out the relationship to Unity

of what is commonly called fate, Emerson writest
The element running through entire nature,
which we popularly call Fate, Is known to us
a© limitation. Whatever limits u© we call
Fat©,*., The limitation® refine as the soul
purifies, but the ring of necessity is always
perched at the top,,,. And last of all, high
over thought, in the world of morals, Fate
appears as vindicator, levelling the high,

6Xbld.» p. 23.
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lifting the low, requiring Justice In man,
and always striking soon or lat© when Rustic©
Is not done* What is useful will last, what
is hurtful will ©ink*?
Fate, therefore, like th© retributive law of
Compensation, is but another means by which Unity or
the Over-Soul carries out the divine plan, a design
which must Inevitably be fulfilled,

ultimately, man

cannot oppose hi© will against th© will of Cod, but
within th© limited sphere of his own being he has
freedom of choice*

Fate Is th© unseen schoolmaster

working in conjunction with nature to educate man*
Its aim is his final good, and its lessons raise his
conduct to a higher standard*

rtTh© right use of Fate

is to bring up our conduct to the loftiness of nature,
Emerson remarks*

Once the lessons are learned, man

will no longer rely on Understanding only but will
apply his Innate perception to penetrate th© secrets
of the universe and will be rewarded with a perfect
comprehension of the truth of ultimate Unity*

Such

a comprehension annuls fate and frees the individual*
The revelation of Thought take© man out of
servitude into freedom**.*
The day of days,
the great day of th© feast of life, is that
in which the Inward eye opens to th© Unity
In things, to the omnipresence of laws sees that what is must be and ought to be,
or is the best*
This beatitude dips from on

7it»i<a.. pp. 20 -2 1 .
Ibid., p. 24.
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high down on us and wo see. it Is not In
us so much as we are In It....9
The bulky shadow of* fate is thus rendered transparent by man's Innate Reason, and with the elimination
of the imaginary apparition of fate comes complete
freedom.

All Is governed by the one law of Unity, or

as Emerson names It in this Instance, the Beautiful
Necessity.

Echoing the words of th© New Testament,

he adds in a final note of warnings
And the moral is that what we seek we shall
find; what we flee from flees from us; as
Goethe said, Mwhat we wish for In youth,
comes in heaps on us in old age,* too often
cursed with th© granting of our prayers and
hence the high caution, that sine© we are
sure of having what we wish, we beware to
ask only for high things.2*0
The evils that beset man in this world are the
lessons of fate intended for his education into a
higher sphere of thought, and they are the result
only of his failure to follow the guidance of Reason.
Therefore, since evil, like the trip to the woodshed.
Is Intended for the ultimate good of the victim,
Emerson sees no cause for designating it an independent
malignant force•
The fully developed concept of good and evil,
as It Is presented in the Essays, is obviously not

9Xbia.. p. 2 5 .
io

Ibid#, pp. 46-47#
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taken directly from th© New Testament* for it has
been greatly Influenced by his reading in the Oriental
scriptures and by his own thinking* but the germinal
idea* the basic distinction between good and evil
and th© positive quality of good* th© negative of
evil* seems to have been accepted by Emerson as he
found it in the New Testament before he began his
studies of the Oriental scriptures*

His later studies

merely confirmed his first impressions, provided
illustrations or ^proofs" of their validity* and
suggested correlative ideas for their logical ex
pansion and development*
Perhaps enough has already been said* in a pre
vious chapter on Compensation* about Jesus#s treatment
of good as a positive force in the world* intended
for the well-being of the All rather than the Individual*
and his identification of evil as something negative
and selfish*

Jesus* however* does not altogether

eliminate evil as a thing in Itself; it is an active
principle in the world* inspired by th© Prince of
Darkness*

As an orthodox minister Emerson at first

accepted this view of good and evil* even as he at
first accepted the idea that a complete compensation
or retribution could occur only after death* but
further study convinced him of th© essential non
existence of evil in the world as an active force.
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If out* or evil can com© good, then wherein lies the
essential had ness of* s o—called evil?

His answer was

based on th© teaching of* Jesus, that evil is negative
and the relative absence of th© divine principle*
Apparent evil Is therefor© only an illusion, and worldly
evils are but part of th© divine scheme Intended for
the good of all.

Emerson*© elimination of evil as a

separate entity was thus a gradual development in his
philosophy, th© progress of which can be traced In
the Journals and early sermons.
(The basic concept of good and evil held by Jesus,
as It is set forth In the New Testament, is closely
related to the law of Compensation, showing that In
th© opinion of Jesus the distinction is evident in
this world but does not hold in the spiritual world.J
Evil, whenever mentioned by Jesus, applies to th©
things of the material world and I© evident In th©
actions and thoughts of men when they become too much
attached to material possession© and physical pleasures.
Cood is of God and, with the individual*© renunciation
of self and the elimination of mundane thoughts, com
pletely drives out evil.

Good 1© positive and Immedi

ately predominates upon the slightest restriction of
evil.

In the spiritual world there is no place for

evil, since It is ©arthbound by Its attachment to the
physical world.

Furthermore, th© Individual who leads
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th© complete life of the spirit here on earth, who
practices Belf—renuncl&tIon, automatically enters
into the kingdom of aod, which is within, and Into
which evil cannot enter,

Therefore, It may toe seen

that In the system taught toy Jesus there are two
worlds, the material. In which good and evil are
tooth evident, and the spiritual, in which a higher
good only is present*

In essence it I© exactly the

concept adopted toy Emerson In hi© distinction between
the world of the Understanding, in which the lllusionary
good and evil are apparent, and the world of Reas on,
in which tooth are perceived to blend into the one Good*
Although exception might toe made to the statement,
It would seem that Jesus nowhere concerns himself over
much with the question of man*© freedom of will*

It

can toe assumed from his teachings that the will of Ood
is supreme tout that man does have a limited freedom
within the framiework of the divine plan, for the theme
of all Jesus *s sermons is the necessity for man to
seek and to perform th© will of his Father In order
to obtain immediate peace, happiness, and eternal
life*

Yet, the will of the Father must inevitably

toe done, and man*© happiness depends on his willing
acceptance of the divine will*

It remained for his

chief interpreter, Paul, to make an issue of the point,
and it 1© in the writings of Paul that predestination
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and man*a freedom of will ar© discussed most#*

Paul*

it will be remembered* was Emerson*© favorite new
Testament writer and th© on© most often mentioned in
his Journals.

Therefor©* for the interpretation of

Jesus*s concept of good and evil and of predestination
and free will that most probably influenced the early
thinking of Emerson* the writings of Paul must be
studied.
In the epistle to the Roman©, Paul first sets
forth the inevitability of God’s law.
whether or not men acknowledge it.

The law prevails

To th© Jews* as

the chosen race* was given the law* but in the hearts
of all men the law is inscribed* so that he who obeys
the law* whether he be Jew or Gentile* shall attain
peace and blessing.

Those who disobey the law shall

reap anguish and tribulation*

Thus all men are equally

responsible to the law* whether they are of the chosen
raoe or not* and the law of Compensation takes immediate
effect as an auxiliary agent of the primary law of God,
Knowing the law but deliberately choosing to disobey
it* men have no Just complaint against th© inevitable
retribution which follows upon their own disobedience.
For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness
of men* who hold the truth in unrighteousness;
Because that which may be known of God is
manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto
them. For the Invisible things of him from
the ereation of th© world ar© clearly seen*
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feeing understood fey th© things that are made,
even his eternal power and Godhead; so that
they are without excuse,^!
Identifying the law with truth Itself, Paul warns
that such disobedience of God's law brings Inevitable
retribution upon the head of th© off©rider# even as
obedience of th© law bring© inevitable reward and
divine blessing.

He tell© the Homan converts that fey

their impenitence they are storing up for themselves
divine wrath, against the day of wrath, the revelation
of the Judgment of God?
Who will render to ©very man according to his
deeds: To them who, fey patient continuance in
well doing, seek for glory and honour and
immortality, eternal life: But unto them that
are contentious, and do not obey the truth,
but obey unrighteousness, Indignation and
wrath. Tribulation and anguish, upon ©very
soul of man that doeth evil, of the Jew first,
and also of th© Gentile, But glory, honour,
and peace, to every man that worketh good,
to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile,,••
For not the hearers of the law are just before
,2
God, but the doers of the law shall be justified.
Good and evil, in the theology of Paul, are
respectively the performance and th© non-performane©,
the obedience and the disobedience, of God's law.
Whether perceived or not, the eternal law prevails,
HFor what, if some did not believe? shall their un
belief make the faith of God without effect?’1
^ R o m a n s 1; 18-20 •

12R©mans 2:6-10, 13#
^Romans 3*3.

But

2X2

man has th© freedom to rebel against the law and,
without th© excuse of ignorance, to suffer th© conse
quences •

The positive nature of good and the negative

of evil are her© self-evident*

Evil is not a thing

in itself, however; faith, which i© a higher under
standing equivalent to Emerson's Reason, rises above
the auxiliary law of Compensation as it appears in
this world to a state of perfect harmony and union
with the divine law.

Such perfect acceptance of and

harmony with th© law eliminate© the purpose of evil,
and, therefore, for one who has attained the state
of grace, evil no longer exists.

In the words of

Paul, "...a man is Justified by faith without the
iA
deed© of the law,*
and, "...where no law Is, there
is no transgression.*'^

He makes this distinction

even more evident In the epistle to the dalatians,
wherein he states that faith supersede© the law
which was intended for th© education of man.

Extending

Jesus's statement that he had come not to nullify the
law but to fulfill it, Paul explains:
But before faith came, we were kept under th©
law, shut up unto the faith which should after
wards be revealed• Wherefore th© law was our
schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that w©
might be Justified by faith. But after that

^Homans 3 •2 8•
15
Romans 4:15*
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faith la oom©, we ar© no longer under a
schoolmaster. For ye ar© all the children
of God by faith In Christ Jesus.... There
I© neither Jew nor Creek# there Is neither
bond nor free# there is neither male nor
female: for ye are all on© in Christ Jesus.xe>
Beneath the layer of early Christian theology
it is not difficult to perceive in Paul*© remarks the
essence of Emerson's own concept of good and evil#
for in Emersonian terminology the law of God becomes
the Universal Law of Unity or the Over-Soul, within
whose framework man has a limited freedom of choice,
although his well-being and personal happiness 11©
in a complete, willing submission to it.

In the

material world of Understanding the law work© as a
schoolmaster instructing man by means of th© auxiliary
law of Compensation, but once he follows unquestloningly
th© guidance of th© divinity within him, h© automatically
enters a higher plane of life, lives In complete harmony
with the law, and In effect becomes at one with th©
Over-Soul.
Having defined th© law in its larger aspects,
Paul proceeds to analyze Its auxiliary parts and Its
effects.

He continues to place emphasis on the main

theme, that th© duty and happiness of man lie in
Joyful obedience to th© law, but h© also provides

l6Galatian© 3:23-26, 28.
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ample Illustration® of the workings and effects of
the law in the material world,

perfect obedience

to th© law bring® the Individual to such a ©tat© of
grace and communion with Ctod that evil no longer
exists for him, but to obtain perfection i© exceedingly
difficult for the ©oul a® long as it is confined in
and held down by th® physical body.

A© long as the

living soul remain© in the body, says Paul, there
seems to be a division within the individual.

The

soul, which asplreB to the good, struggles against
the physical wants and sensual desires of the body.
The actions of the soul in its aspiration toward the
good ar© therefor© good; whereas the action® of the
body in search of material comforts and physical
pleasures are evil, evil because they hinder the
soul from rising to the good in union with God and
in complete fulfillment of "the law.

If it were not

for this, there would b© no evil. fKvll exists only
as a negative quality, as far as th© soul 1® concerned,
for it prevents th© soul from fully obeying th© law.
Likewise, if there were no law there would be no evil,
so Paul inform© his congregation, ,fFor without the law,
Bin was dead.11^

Therefore, with th© release of th©

soul from its confineroent, it i® no longer aware of
17
Roman® 7*8.
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evil, and with the elimination of the hindrance to
the eoul*s obedience, evil Itself ceases to exist*
In living man, however, the dual natures seem to
exist, confesses Paul, even In himself^:
X find then a law, that, when I would do good,
evil is present with me* For I delight In
the law of God after the Inward man* But X
see another law in my members, warring against
th© law of my mind, and bringing me Into captivlty to the law of sin which is In my members•
The only answer, olalms Paul, Is the practice of
self-renunciation, th© subjection of the physical body
to the soul, which will bring infinite consolation in
the form of compensation, "For X reckon that th©
sufferings of this present time ar© not worthy to be
compared with the glory which shall be revealed In u© * " ^
Bringing the body under submission will free the soul
and aid It in Its ascension toward God, an Immediate
compensation being the enlargement of the soul itself
and an increased degree of inner guidance, peace, and
power*

By working in harmony with God's law th©

individual receives as his own good all the benefits
which the filial obedience of the law affords, for
"w© know that all thing® work together for good to
the© that love God..**"20

^Romans 7 *21-2 3 *
^Romans

8 s18*

^Romans

6 * 28*

In all things, then, the
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individu&l 1b to renounce self and oanosntrate on tils
pursuit of the spiritual life.

The law i» within.

"The word is nigh thee* even In thy mouth* and In thy
21
heart*#•*“
so “toe not conformed to this worlds tout
be ye transformed toy the renewing of your mind* that
ye may prove what is that good* and acceptable, and
perfect* will of
Several minor points in the writings of Paul
which found their way into Emerson's own philosophy
may toe mentioned tout need not toe dwelt upon here*
For example* Emerson states that within man lies the
potentiality for successfully overcoming any obstacle
which he encounters in his lifetime*

Paul says* in

a letter to the Corinthians* HThere hath no temptation
taken you tout such as is common to mans tout Ood is
faithful* who will not suffer you to toe tempted above
that ye are able; tout will with the temptation also
make a way to escape* that ye may toe able to bear lt*H^^
Emerson speaks of the Beneficent Necessity which works
for the good of the All.

Paul writes in the second

letter to the Corinthians* “For all things ar© for
your sakes * that the abundant grace might * through

^^Homane 10:8*
22

Homans 12;2.

^ 1 * Corinthians 10:13*
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the thanksgiving of many, rewound to the glory of
God."2^

And In an assertion that must have appealed

to Emerson*© idealism, Paul adds, rt***w© look not at
th© things which ar© seen, hut at the things which
are not seen: for th© things which ar© seen are
temporal; hut th© thing© which are not seen are
eternal*”2^

Again, speaking of the inevitability

of the law and of the positive nature of truth, both
of which are in Emerson*s philosophy, he says, "For
we can do nothing against th© truth, hut for the
truth*"2^

And finally, in closing his letter to the

Galatians, Paul stresses what became one of Emerson’s
most favored doctrines, the importance of th© individuals
But let every man prove his own work, and then
shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and
not in another* For every man ©hall bear his
own burden*2?
It seems clear that the essential elements of
Emerson's concept of good and evil a® presented in
his published work© are to be found In th© Hew Testament*
The well-known pattern of his method of study is once
more apparent in this Instance, for, as usual with
Emerson, th© first entries in hi® Journals occur long
24

II* Corinthians 4:15*

2 ”*X1* Corinthians 4s 18*
26
XI* Corinthians 13:8*

2Tcjalatlane 6 s4-5*
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beTor# hi* more considered opinions appear in the
early sermons*

Beginning in the Journal for the year

1824* his serious consideration of* the idea and its
various aspects, obviously taken from and often
supported by texts from the Hew Testament* may
easily be traced through the Journals for the following
years up to and beyond that for the year 1830 in which
he first became acquainted with the work of D© Gerando•
After 1830 the concept changes very little but does
receive additional support from th© writings of both
the Greeks and the Orientals*

Although important

references to the concept of good and evil occur in
the Journals as early as 1824* no results of his
thinking appear in a sermon until 1329.
At first Emerson skirts around the central
concept by treating its many aspects*

For example*

in the 1824 Journal he discusses the prevalence of
virtue in th© world* th© presence of evil a© an agent
of Providence in th© education of ©an, the providential
use of ignorance as an innate appetite in man to in
spire him to seek truth* the aim of his education as
being self-denial and unselfishness * and* finally*
the identification of the God of Revelation with the
God of Nature.

Of the positive quality of good or

virtue* he says, rtIn God*s system, th© virtue per
vades th© whole world* and non© so poor as not to
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.
«#2 8
partake ••••

And referring to th© law of Compen

sation by which Providence makes use of evil to
educate the individual, he remarks;
Providence supports, but does not spoil its
children...* There is ever good in store
for those who love it} knowledge for those
who seek it; and If w© do evil, w© suffer
the consequences of evil. Throughout the
administration of the world there is the
same aspect of stern kindness; of good against
your will; good against your good; ten thou
sand channels of active beneficence, but all
flowing with the same regard to general, not
particular, profit....*9
Since the aim of Providence Is the good of the
whole, which Includes the good of the individual, the
aim of manfe education is not so muchto discover
truth, which is not affected in the least by man*©
knowledge or ignorance, but to educate his mind to
a more perfect perception of th© truth.

Although th©

beneficence of Providence is revealed by

its gift of

an affirmative and positive Intellect and it© use of
pleasure and pain, reward and punishment, a© th©
tutors of man, in order to earn credit for the attain
ment of this perception, man may gain it only as a
result of his own effort®.

In a long passage in the

Journal for this year, Emerson argues;
It is a striking feature in our condition
that w© so hardly arrive at truth.... Th©

^ J o u r n a l s , 11, 7•

2% b l d . , pp. 11-12.
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final cause of this Is* no doubt, found In
the doctrine that we were not sent Into this
world for the discovery of truth, hut for
the eduo&tlon of our minds, and our f&oultiee
are best exercised by doubts, not by facts*
The Immediate consequence of this arrangement,
like all other parts of human nature, has its
admixture of evil..*. And to such an extent
is this great statute policy of G-od carried,
that many, nay, most of the great blessings
of humanity require cycles of a thousand years
to bring them to their height.... Thus, too,
dod has done with the religious education of
men; he has sowed truth In the world, but has
let them arrive at it by the slow Instrumentality
of human research.30
("One of the primary aids to man In his progressive
self-education is the Innate desire to know truth.
Ignorance, says Emerson, is merely the absence of
knowledge, but the tendency is toward the gradual
perception of truth even a© th© tendency is toward
the eventual good of the All.

Ignorance, like evil,

is negative, and th© positive aspiration for knowl
edge la present in the souls of all men.J
Ignorance Is not a malady contracted on th©
earth, nor an incidental defect foreign to
th© purpose of our existence, but is an
original want with which w© were created,
and which it is a chief business of life to
supply. As hunger stimulate® us to procure
th© food appointed for our sustenance, igno
rance 1© but an appetite which Ood made us
to gratify....31
The ultimate aim of Providence Is th© education
of man to a perception of truth and unity.

^Qlbld., pp. 9. 12, 13
31Ibld., p. 20.

He must
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perceive that th® God of Revelation and th® God of
nature as discovered by Science are on® and th© earn©
God*

After serious consideration of th© discrepancies

between th© orthodox conception of God and th© natural
or scientific view of th© God of Nature, Emerson
concludes that th© Scriptures should be read In the
light of natural truth In order to perceive th© real
unity of God, for, w .**that th® administration of
eternity is fickle} that the God of Revelation hath
seen cause to repent and botch up the ordinances of
the God of Nature - I hold it not Irreverent, but
Impious in us to assume*M-^
Although there are scattered references to the
concept of good and evil In the Journal for the year
1825# there is little apparent development of the
idea until 1826 when he becomes Interested in th©
relativity of good and evil*

In a discussion of the

law of Compensation, he declares, HOur nature ha© a
twofold aspect, towards self and towards society;
and the good or evil*..is to be measured, of course,
by its relation to these two.M^

A little later he

states even more forthrightly: t#For me, 1 hold fast
to my old faith, that to each soul Is a solitary law,

32Ibld.. p. 32.
ItoId.. p. 75.
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a several universe. ...

My innocenc®, 'to one of* more

opportunity, shall bo guilt."3^
In this year he is more concerned, however, with
the providential purpose of* the education of man.
In one place he says, "If th© secret© of* external
nature were disclosed, there were no science to
discipline our minds**"® and more fully in another,
he states:
It is an Important observation that though
our perception of moral truth I© instinctive,
and we do not owe to education our approbation
of truth or our abhorrence of ingratitude,
yet we a w not born to any image of perfect
virtue. We recognize with faithful readiness
the virtue and th© vice of aetlon presented
to us, but we need a learned experience to
enumerate all the particulars that make the
whole of virtue.
And again, a few lines further, he identifies truth
with virtue, knowledge with goodness, so that an
increase of man's knowledge therefore bring© an
automatic increase of his virtue.

"The whole of

truth," he says, "...will not probably be found
injurious to the whole of virtue.
found to be seal and print.

They will be

It is the necessary

consequence of this doctrine, that a great progress
of knowledge... will be a great progress In goodness.1,57
^ I b i d . , p. 77.
p. 78.
36lbid., pp. 89-90.
57Tbid., p. 92.
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Often throughout th© year hi© return© to a con
sideration of th© nature of good and evil, undoubtedly
occasioned by th© approach of his ministerial duties
and inspired by his study of the Bible.

In th© summer

of this year his study of Proverbs prompted him to
reflect on the connection between the soul and virtue.
He arrived at a conclusion now familiar to all his
readers.

Virtue Is positive and aids th© soul;

whereas vice is negative and impede© the soul*

For*

.•.moral actions seem not a mere bundle of
facts* but of relations* relations to some
thing unseen* and because thus related to
something to which the body was not* possess
for themselves a principle of life In which
the body had no share. Since Virtu© was
imperishable* every act contrary to it would
seem to tend to th© destruction of the agent.
Vic© is the soul*© suicide.38
Summarising his conclusions concerning the related
concepts of the Infinitude of th© common man* the
importance of the Individual* and the educational
purpose of evil in the world* he identifies Christi
anity with the moral code; "Christianity...make© one
with the moral code....

Xh© doctrine of immortality...

Illuminates and ennobles the existence of man.

this

solves the question concerning th© existence of evil.
For if man is Immortal* this world 1© his place of
discipline and th© value of pain I® then disclosed.
38ibia.. pp. 98-99#
39ibia.. p. 120.
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Two years later, in the Journal for 1828, Emerson
further Identifies conscience as an agent of God or
the soul, saying that as a child is connected to its
mother's womb by the umbilical cord, so man is Joined
to God by the conscience.

For *#God has given him free

agency, has permitted him to work his will in the
world - doing wrong or right, but has kept open this
door by which he may come in at all times and visit
his sins with distress, or his virtues with pleasant
thoughts
It is not until the following year, 1829# that
the results of Emerson's thinking on the subject of
good and evil begin to appear directly In the sermons.
In the second part of rtThe Christian Minister,tf
delivered early that year, he treats of th© positive
nature and effect of virtue and of the negative
quality of evil, which Is th© absence of virtue, a
point which was soon to find expression In Nature
and the first of the Essays,

In his explanation of

the duties of a Christian minister, h© compares
virtue and vice respectively to light and darkness
caused by the presence or absence of the sun's rays.
Evil or vice as a separate entity is only another of
life'e illusions.

40

Ibid,> p. 248,

If we did not die life In Its Ions course
would be sermon and monition enough; the
moral laws of* God would assert themselves
by their effects: virtue would be seen to
produce happiness, and the want of virtue
to inflict woe, as undeniably as the sun
produces light and the absence of the sun
produces darkness. But life is short and
we hardly get over it© illusions before it
is time to put on our shroud
Later, in the 1830 sermon entitled ,#fh© Individual
and the State ,w he emphasises even more clearly the
affirmative and generative quality of virtue as a
moral agent of God: 11Nothing in this world ends in
itself.

High virtue will surely be attended with

deep respect.

It is of God and cannot be overlooked.

Virtue tends to create virtue as surely as vice to
beget vice.11^
In still another sermon, *Religious Liberalism
and Rigidity," also delivered In 1830, he makes even
greater use of a similar device to illustrate the us©
of pleasure and pain in this world.

As vice is the

absence of virtue, and as evil is the absence of good
so pain is the absence of pleasure and results from
either Ignorance or th© abuse of nature.

Citing th©

Bible as scriptural proof of hi© conclusions, he
points out the beneficent Intention of God toward hi®
creatures In granting to them Innate faculties and
At

McGlffert, Young Emerson Speaks, p. 35 •

^2Xbld.. p. 80.
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capacities which are capable of growth and development
to the highest degree*

Pain* by punishing man’s

misuse of his faculties* serves as a warning guide
to keep him on the path to growth* progress* and
development of virtue*
A mind of generous nature is early taught to
contemplate with delight and reverence its
own faculties•••* to believe* that, as God
gave them* they are imperfect copies of hi©
own perfections; ...that as the world is
full of contrivances for use and pleasure,
and not one for pain* (pain only resulting
from some ignorance or abuse of nature) it
is reasonable to think that he designed
always the happiness of his children; that
as we possess freedom and as all those
powers are extremely susceptible of culti
vation* that nothing can be more manifest
than that we should become more wise* more
true* more Just*..every day.*** And if the
good* the exaltation* the felicity of man
Is the object of God’s arrangements con
cerning him...* then a sufficient reason Is
given for the existence of all pain* because
it is all of use**** These views also claim
in their behalf the strong testimony of the
Scriptures *^3
Throughout the sermon tfFind Your Galling*”
delivered in 1832* he summarizes many of the thoughts
recorded in the Journals*

He remarks on the beneficence

of the Divine Will* the education of man as being the
purpose of life in this world, the freedom of man’s
will within this sphere* the happiness resulting from
complete reliance on God’s will* and the faot that
the individual may know the intimations of the Divine

43Ibld.* PP* 84-85
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Will by consulting his own mind.

Contained within

the aermon are such reference© to minor aspects of
his concept of good and evil a© the following:
And if men would regard it, it would comfort
them to see that all this apparent disorder
of Innumerable uncontrolled action© resolves
Itself into a great order and is made by the
Divine Wisdom to produce th© most beneficent
results.
In the fact that th© human character is much
affected by the accidents of country, parentage
and th© like w© trace th© Divine Wisdom oper
ating a progressive education of th© race.
Many mistakes may b© made in th© search but
©very man who consults himself, the intimations
of Divine Wisdom in his own mind, will con
stantly approach it*
Be content then, humbly and wisely to converse
with yourself.... a© forward and accept the
gift of th© creation and resign yourself to
his will by obeying the promptings of the mind*
And, finally, repeating his favorite metaphor of
positive and negative mathematical symbols in reference
to the high calling of the Individual soul, he says:
One© more, this th© high calling of ©very
soul is not in heaven, or over th© sea, or
existing in a heated imagination or in a
remote future, It may be Berved in this
life as well as in the next. Xt begin© to
b© served whenever a man begins to act
according to hi© conscience and h© is leaving
it whenever he violates his conscience.^
It is not difficult to perceive Emerson's customary
method of study, thought, development, and eventual us©
of concepts originally taken from th© New Testament.

Ibid.. pp. 163. 164, 167, 168, 169.
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Once accepted, those Ideas seem to have simmered
quietly In hie mind, ridding themselves of obvious
error®, and gaining strength from hi© further reading
and synthesising thought until they begin to make an
appearance In the Journals*

After another period of

speculative and generative thought, they eventually
find complete expression In the sermons, lectures,
and published Essays *

fhe same pattern has been

followed in the case of the concept of good and evil,
for, as has been shown, the essential elements of the
Idea are contained In Faul#e New festameht interpretation
of Jesusvs doctrines, they are recorded in the Journals
written during the years when Emerson was seriously
studying the Bible In preparation for the ministry,
and they are expressed in a we11-developed and fully
thought-out form in the sermons of his early years as
an active minister*

Even after the year 1830, during

which he first became acquainted with De GSrando1®
book on Platonic and Oriental philosophy, the concept
remains essentially the same except that he now
substitutes the aphoristic sayings of his favorite
Greeks or Orientals for the former Bible references
employed in the Journal entries*

VII

fHE TEACHING METHODS OF EMERSON M m

JESUS

f Much has been written concerning the style of
Emerson* and the essential elements of his method of
presentation and organisation have long been familiar
to the student of his works; yet most critics seem
to have felt that* In spite of Its effectiveness In
particular instances* his method of presenting a
series of simple* fragmentary* aphoristic’ sentences*
all aiming at the central thought of hi© paragraph
but none quite stating the whole truth* was rather
the result of haste* careless organisation* and
general disinterest in th© attention to detail and
tight* logical construction of argument considered
necessary In conventional forms of polemic* than an
effective* well-considered* and equally logical truthtelling method of Instruction In itself#

Scholars

accustomed to the logical and conventional organisation
of contemporary essays* and well-informed in the
italicized preaching style employed by Puritan and
Unitarian ministers* saw an apparent absence of any
method In Emerson1© essays primarily because a
comparable system of organization was obviously not
present# )
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Actually, however* his maimer of* presentation
and organisation Is closely associated with on© of*
th© basic concepts of his philosophy*

All truth, h©

says. Is on© and eternal, but th© whole truth cannot
be absolutely perceived and stated by any human being,
restricted as he is by earthly bonds*

Th© best that

th© individual can hop© to do 1® to report truths or
glimpses of th© truth, seen from different points of
view, but all reflecting particular aspects of the
one truth*

Thus Emerson chooses as a symbol of truth

a sphere comprised of multiple concentric circles;
©very individual truth or natural fact is but Absolute
Truth seen from one restricted point of view*

In

"Nature" Emerson presents a clearly defined description
of truth as a unified, all-inclusive spheres
A rule of one art, or a law of one organisation,
holds true throughout nature.... Every uni
versal truth which we express In words. Implies
or supposes every other truth*.** It Is like
a great circle on a sphere, comprising all
possible circles; which, however, may be drawn
and comprise It In Ilk© manner. Every such
truth Is th© absolute Ena seen from one side.
But it has innumerable sides.^
And again in " N a t u r e u s i n g the same Image without
its transcendental refinement, h© says: "God is the
all-fair.

Truth, and goodness, and beauty, are but

different faces of the same All*'1
^V/orke, X, 44*
2Ibld*. p. 24*
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Thus truth is one and eternal, and all partial
truths knowabl© in th© material world are hut incom
plete glimpses of the Absolute,

Yet the faot that

all truth is one is reason for optimism, for since
natural faots and scientific laws must be part of
the vast sphere, a steady pursuit and an increased
comprehension of such truths must eventually lead to
a better understanding of the whole*

Not only does

the learning of the world make up one brief arc in
the sphere of truth, but since the universe is com
posed of two elements, nature and soul, both being
necessary and complementary halves of the whole,
every natural fact or scientific truth must be a
complement and a symbol of some spiritual fact*
Therefore, once man has gained a complete comprehension
of the things of the world through the exercise of his
Understanding, he may likewise gain at least a partial
perception of spiritual truth through the application
of Reason,^for as Emerson remarks* rtEvery natural faot
is a symbol of some spiritual fact****
emblematic•••.

The world is

The laws of moral nature answer to

those of matter as face to faoe in a glass.
The world of material fact, he explains, would
have no existence were it not for th© sustaining

3
Ibid., pp. 26, 32-33
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influence of the spiritual world.

Every natural faot

is thus the incarnation of spirit in a material form.
Consequently, although man may comprehend the fact
Itself merely by employing Understanding, th© appli
cation of Reason will enable him to perceive th©
sustaining spirit of truth underlying the physical
form of th© material faot.

Still retaining the

spherioal symbol of the oneness of truth, Emerson
states:
A fact is th© end or last issue of spirit*
The visible creation is the terminus or the
circumference of th© invisible world**** A
life in harmony with Nature, the love of
truth and of virtue, will purge th© eyes to
understand her text. By degrees we may come
to know the primitive sense of the permanent
objects of nature, so that the world shall
be to us an open book, and every form signif
icant of its hidden life and final cause
In spite of occasional attempts to describe the
indescribable in idealistic, transcendental terms,
Emerson usually makes a conscious effort to state the
higher truths of his philosophy in terms of common
understanding.

His method of illustrating these

truths by using the laws of physios, of trade, and
of history as symbols of moral truths Is but th©
application of his philosophical concept that all
natural facts are symbols of spiritual faots*

Having

gained certain perceptions of moral truth, he attempts

Ibid.. pp. 34-35.
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to translate them hack Into symbolic facts of common
experience for th© better understanding of this truth
by men.

In this sense his commonplace phrases are In

reality apt and highly concentrated parables strikingly
similar In effect to th© longer parables of Jesus,
In ^Nature," for example, to illustrate the concept
of apparent dualism In the world, he carefully explains
to his down—to—earth audience, in terms reminiscent
of th© metaphorical language of the New Testaments
Certain mechanical changes, a small alter
ation In our local position, apprises u© of
a dualism,,,• A man who seldom rides, needs
only to get Into a coach and traverse hi®
own town, to turn the street into a puppetshow, ,•, What new thoughts are suggested
by seeing a face of country quite familiar.
In the rapid movement of th© railroad car!
••• In these cases, by mechanical means »
is suggested the difference between th©
the spectacle - between man
Probably the most familiar element in Emerson*®
style is his use of aphoristic phrases so apt and so
quotable that they have become common expressions of
everyday speech,

Mark Twain's humorous comment that

the works of Shakespeare were nothing but a collection
of stale quotations might well have been repeated of
Emerson's essays.

That such a trick of style was

intentional and not the result of a personal idio
syncrasy Is evident from Emerson's own words.

5Xbl<3., pp. 50-51.

Through-
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out hi* works

he praises th© homely proverbs of folk-

wisdoauas containing th©

essence of worldly truth and

as being representative of universal laws*

In the

essay MCompensat ion1* he lists a aeries of such common
sayings in support of that law*

And in Mature*1 he

extends his elassifioation to include not only proverbs*
but also other expressions of folk-wisdoms
In like manner* the memorable words of history
and th© proverbs of nations consist usually
of a natural fact* selected as a picture or
parable of a moral truth* fhus; A rolling
stone gather® no moss; A bird in the hand is
worth two In the bush*..and the like. In
their primary sens© these are trivial facta*
but w© repeat them for the value of their
analogical import* What is true of proverbs*
g
is true of all fables * parables * and allegories *
In his own epigrammatic* aphoristic sentences*
he alms at a similar condensation of factual truth
representative of spiritual laws*

Xhus * such a phrase

as his rtAn institution is the lengthened shadow of
one man*rt with all its ramifications of thought* I®
equal In connotative value to th© saying HA rolling
stone gathers no moss /' but a sentence such as HXh©
simplest person who In his integrity worships God*
becomes God** contains the essence of an entire religious
philos ophy•
Another common element of Emerson's style Is his
method of aiming a series of epigrammatic* aphoristic

^ I b l d *. p. 33.
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sentences at th© Centura.! thought of "the paragraph.
Each sentence expresses a slightly different view of
the spiritual truth which he wishes to illustrate,
his aim being to instruct his audience in this truth
by providing tangible hints or clues which when
followed to their source will lead to a complete
comprehension of its reality, very much as a geom
etrician plots the center of & circle by following
the radii to their point of intersection.

In th©

same manner, on a slightly larger scale, th© thoughts
or partial statements of the truth contained in th©
paragraph© all aim at th© illustration of the central
truth advanced in the essay.

It is by this collation

of intuitive perceptions and glimpses of truth, Emerson
feels, that the Individual may best arrive at the
nearest possible approximation of Absolute Truth.
Therefore, his teaching method consists of employing
a aeries of easily comprehended, self-evident truths
which when understood in context by the reader or
listener clearly reveals the presence of a beneficent
tendency, a higher truth, or universal law underlying,
uniting, and shining through these natural facts.

To

state baldly and straightforwardly th© spiritual truths
which in reality are the basic concepts of hie philos
ophy would have been to alienate th© larger part of
his orthodox audience.

To avoid this occupational
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ha sard of th# mystic-philosopher# he wisely chose to
imitate th© method of Jesus and other effective
teachers by advancing his doctrines in the guise of
simple foik-wlsdom# aphoristic parables# and epigrammatic
shafts of self-evident truth*

It I© true that many

have chosen to read and Interpret Emerson's essays In
the light of Understanding alone and have been either
satisfied or disgusted with a brand of practical
philosophy considered typically American from the
days of Benjamin Franklin to the present# but that a
higher and more spiritual philosophy is present and
intended is evident to any but the most superficial
reader.

That the teaching of moral truth In the guise

of parables# fables# and allegorical anecdotes Is a
method as old as wisdom-literature itself will scarcely
be challenged by any reader familiar with the fables
of Aesop# the teachings of Confucius# and the parables
of Jesus*
In all ages the element of story has appealed to
man# and the wisest teachers have always readily
availed themselves of this weakness In man’s armor
to Implant in him the rudiments# at least# of moral
philosophy*

The favorite teaching device of Jesus

was the parable# a simple tale illustrating a moral
truth or exemplifying a rule of conduct# and with a
few exceptions# most of the recorded words of Jesus
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arc oout&izi^d within these brief, w&ll*rein@sib6re(i
moral tales.

His simple and entertaining style of

teaching von him an easy introduction to th® masses,
some of whom perceived the deeper meaning underlying
the parables and became his disciples.

It was not

an annunciation by him of hi® Messi&hshlp which
brought the common people flocking to hear hi® sermons,
but his appeal to the child-like, story-loving innocence
of every man, which won him audience.

He spoke of

spiritual things in terms of common understanding
easily comprehended by his plebeian listeners.

God,

he announced, is not the threatening, angry Taskmaster
that the priests have described, but is rather the
loving Father of all his children, the essence of all
human love, kindliness, mercy, and beneficence.
Although to his immediate disciples he describes God
as X>lvlne Spirit, it is notable that In all hie
discourses to the common people God Is the anthro
pomorphic heavenly Father.

Thus every moral or

spiritual truth that makes up his message Is passed on
to the people In the form or symbol of a natural fact.
God Is the heavenly Father, and all men are brothers
and children of God,

To be good and to do the right

la to let one’s candle shine before men.

To practice

the spiritual life is to enter in at the strait gate.
False prophets and self-appointed leaders of men ©hall
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be judged according to their fruits, for men do not
gather grapes of thorn® or fig© of thistle®, and
"...every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but
a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit
It is by means of this translation of spiritual
concepts into natural and familiar facts that Jesus
overcome® with a fair amount of success the handicap
of all mystics who attempt to express th© inexpressible
spiritual truths gained from direct communion with
God,

The disadvantage of th© device, of course, lies

in th© fact that once divine truth is arbitrarily
symbolised in a natural fact, th® Interpretation of
that symbol back into spiritual truth makes possible
a wide margin of probable error, especially when that
Interpretation is done by men of Understanding rather
than of Reason,

The resulting distortion and lack of

complete understanding of his doctrines by many of
Jesus’s own diBciples and their *orthodox* congre
gations ever since, Emerson criticizes In *The Divinity
School Address* when he says, *Th© idioms of his
language and the figures of his rhetoric have usurped
the place of his truth; and churches are not built on
o

his principles, but on hi© tropes,*

Matthew 7s17.
Works. I. 129.

Jesus’s words,
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conceived In Reason# must be read In th© light of
Reason, Emerson feels, for HThere is no doctrine of
the Heaeon which will bear to be taught by the Under
stand ing.1*^

In its original form th© message of

Jesus# simply stated# contained the essence of pure
truth.

As it was later interpreted and expanded by

the addition of Innumerable dogmas# It became a
monstrous paradox# a patchwork creation in the Image
of man’s own Understanding.

It was the primary object

of Emerson’s study of the New Testament to ©trip away
these superfluous dogmas# to get back to the earlier
teachings# and with the aid of Reason to reinterpret
the physical symbols used by Jesus Into their original
spiritual truths.

This Is evident from even a cursory

review of hie Journals# but a specific Instance which
occurs in an entry for the year 1832 may be cited as
typicali
When Jesus salth# "h© that giveth one of these
little ones a cup of cold water ©hall not lose
his reward#” 1© not th© best meaning# "the
love at which the giver has arrived’ ? ’'Every
plant which my heavenly Father hath not planted
shall be rooted up#" "everything Is transitory
but what hath Its life from the Interior of th©
soul#" and so on through th© New Testament
there is not a Just or grand thought but Is
made more round and infinite by applying it to
th© soul considered as the universe# living
from God within.^*0

9ibia»
in

Journals. u , 508-09
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(^Another ©lement of Jesus's method, closely
related to his use of physical symbols for spiritual
truths, Is his manner of condensing moral principles
into ©hort, succinct, down-to-earth, aphoristic
phrases which would remain in the minds of his audience
Ions after the gist of the sermon had been forgotten.
So apt and so applicable to contemporary situations
during the last two thousand years have his saying®
proved to be that they have become a part of the folkwledom of all Christian countries*

Such common adages

as "Cast not pearls before swine,” ’*Beware of wolves
in sheep’s clothing," "By their fruits ye shall know
them," "A prophet is not without honor, save in his
own country," and many others, have a widespread
appeal as a direct result of their mixture of practical
and moral truth and their apt brevity*

The popularity

of this device is made evident In the Hew Testament
accounts of the vast crowds that followed Jesus to hear
his story-like sermons; its effectiveness is apparent
in th© fact that th© three major gospels disagree least
in their recording of the parable® and aphoristic com
ments of Jesus; and even theologians agree that manuscript
collections of th© popular "sayings of Jesus" were
current long before it was felt necessary by the early
Christians to transcribe and circulate the story of his
life and resurrection, in anything more than epistle form*
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An equally* effective teaching device is hi®
manner of relating a whole series of “
brief parable®
all Illustrative of th© same central idea*

Like

Ernereon* Jesus i® not content to restrict a moral
truth to on® physical symbol.

Xruth is many-sided,

and hie solution to the problem of describing the
indescribable, again like that of Emerson, la to
reveal as many sides of the truth as practicable in
a series of parables, each illustrative of one aspect
of divine truth,

fhle tendency toward extended

qualification, although logical and effective, often
appears to be an unconscious mannerism, for it Is
even employed at times when spiritual truth® are not
in question and when a straightforward answer might
be deemed more satisfactory.

For example, when the

disciples of John ask why It is that they and the
Pharisees fast often but the disciples of Jesus not
at all, they receive a reply consisting of several
metaphorical symbols:
Can the children of the brideehamber mourn,
as long as the bridegroom is with them? but
the days will come, when the bridegroom shall
be taken from them, and then shall they fast.
Ho man putteth a piece of new cloth unto an
old garment; for that which is put in to fill
It up taketh from th© garment, and th© rent
is made worse, neither do men put new win©
into old bottles, els© the bottles break, and
the wine runneth out, and the bottles perish:
but they put new wine into new bottles, and
both are preserved.11
9:15-17.
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Although th© meaning is clear, of course, and
the method is effective, the necessity for symbolizing
the answer to such a direct question is not readily
apparent, and the effect on the reader is that of an
overflowing of genius, of wasted power,

Such criticism

is trivial, however, for a recognized quality of genius
may be presumed to be an indeecriminate out-pouring
of its substance on all occasions.
Possibly one of the best example© of the effec
tiveness, completeness, and ingenuity of this particular
teaching device Is his extended description of the
kingdom of heaven.

Employing the symbols of a mustard

seed, leaven, a hidden treasure, and a pearl as
natural comparisons, all of which at first are seem
ingly insignificant but when discovered and developed
are of great value, he reveals that the kingdom of
heaven is in reality that spark of divinity latent
within the souls of all men, which when encouraged
and developed will gradually take complete possession
of them, for the kingdom 1© within*

Xn the very act

of recognizing th© potential divinity of his own soul,
the individual will discover a hidden treasure, a
pearl of great price.

12

There would seem to be no question that a close
12
Matthew 13:31-33# 44-46
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parallel exists between the teaching methods of Jesus
and Emerson, for their relationship is particularly
apparent in th© three-fold parallel of (1) the trans
lation and interpretation of eplritual truth© into
symbolic but familiar natural facts, (2) the conden
sation of these moral concepts into short aphoristic
sentences , and (3) the us© of a series of illustrative
parables or metaphorical image© to present different
aspects of the central idea.

Xt seems not illogical,

therefore, to aosume that thi© emulation was intentional
on Emerson’s part, for many entries in the Journals,
written during the years when he was making an intensive
study of the Hew Testament, unquestionably support the
assumption of Emerson's direct imitation and adaptation
of Jesus's method.

ny passages in the early sermons,

in their analysis of the method as well as the meaning
of Jesus's teachings, are th© result of hi® deliberations
as recorded in the Journals and are oftentlsie® identi
cally phrased.) For example, to cite only on© illus
tration, the thought and phrasing of a passage In the
sermon "Religion and Society," of 1833# obviously
parallel an entry in th© Journal for th© same year.
Th© Journal entry readss
But will not this come to be thought the chief
value of his teaching, that is, of Christianity,
to wit, that it was a great stand mad© for man's
spiritual nature against the sensualism, the
forms, and the crimes of the age in which he
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appeared and those that preceded It? Like
•very wise and efficient man, he spoke to
the men of his times in all their singular
peculiarities. His instruction i® almost
as local, as personal, a® would be the
teaching in one of our Sunday Schools, He
©peakB as he thinks, but he is thinking for
them. Yet such is the extraordinary truth
of hi© mind that his sentences have a fulness
of meaning, a fitness to human nature, and an
universality of application, that has commended
them to the whole world.^3
Making a few minor changes in the wording, he
adapts the passage to hi® theme and Inserts a slightly
longer version into the text of his sermon.
But X ask whether it will not come to be
thought the ehlef value of his teaching whether it will not eome to be thought the
greatest value of Christianity - more than
any ©ingle truth which it inculcated - the
general fact that it was a brave stand made
for man 1© spiritual nature against the sensu
alism, the forms, and th© crimes of the age
in which he appeared, and those which preceded
it? Th© value of his particular lessons is
something less to us than it was to his con
temporaries , because like every wise and
efficient man he spoke to his times In all
their singular peculiarities. His instruction
is almost as local, as personal, as would be
the teaching in one of our Sunday Schools.
He speaks as he thinks, but he is thinking
for them. And it is the great mark of the
extraordinary force of his mind that notwith
standing this occasional character his aaying©
have a fulness of meaning, a fitness to human
nature and an universality of application
which has commended them to the whole world.
But in this respect their value is equal to
us and to them and to all men, as a great
affirmation of the beauty and excellence of
moral truth, - a disclosure of that inner
world of man whose existence once admitted
and beheld, opens an entrance for all the

15journalo, ill, 224.
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particular doctrines of divine truth*
Emerson*e continued interest in Jesus*© method
and the two-fold nature of his teachings is evident
throughout the early sermons, from the beginning of
his ministry till hi© withdrawal from the church.
In his attempt to reinterpret the doctrines and moral
truths of Jesus*s message, he often finds It necessary
to remind hie congregation that Jeeus make© use of
natural facts to symbolize eternal truths and that
originally th© now familiar, dignified utterances
were addressed to the low and vulgar in language
designed for their understanding*

In the first part

of his sermon "The Christian Minister,H In which he
outlines his plans and explains his intentions as a
newly ordained minister, he announces to hi© congre
gation, In March, 1829, that he intends to fortify
his own opinions by the highest authority, but that
if anyone objects to a want of sanctity in his style
or a want of solemnity in his illustrationsi
I shall remind him, that th© language and
the images of Scripture which his ear requires,
derive all their dignity from their association
with divine truth; that they belonged once to
what was low and familiar; that our Lord In
his discourses condescended to explain himself
by allusions to ©very homely fact, to the boys
in the market, to the persons dropping into
the custom offices; to the food on the board,
to the civilities shown him by the hospitality
of his entertainers; and would he not, let me
ask, if he addressed himself to the men of this
^McG-iffert, Young Srneraon Speaks , pp. 195-96.
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age and or this country# appeal with equal
frequency to those arts and objects by which
we are surrounded# to the printing press and
the loom# to the phenomena of steam and of
gas# to the magnificence of towns# to free
instltutlons# and a petulant and vain nation? 5
Thus# Emerson frankly Identifies his own teaching
method or preaching style with that of Jesus# and that
he consistently follows this pattern is evident from
a study of his sermons# lectures# and published essays.
In succeeding sermons he frequently comments on the
relationship of material laws to spiritual truths and
defines further the manner of hie own teaching.

In

the second part of ,#The Christian Minister#,f delivered
on the following Sunday# for example# he explains to
his audience; HHuman nature is so much the same in all
its forms that a man who draws with any accuracy his
pictures of virtue and vice from such a range of
acquaintance as most men possess# will continually
present traits and dispositions which you recognize as
16

familiar to your own experience,rt
sermon entitled

And In June# In a

Summer#*1 he again speaks of nature as

an emblem of that which is spiritual within the souls
of men.

Defending his own use of natural emblems and

symbols in the sermons by citing the precedent of the
Scriptures # he remarks:

15Ibid.. p. 29.
l6Ibld.. pp. 35-36
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But there 1® more in nature than beauty;
there is more to he seen than the outward
eye perceives; there is more to he heard
than the pleasant rustle of the corn. There
is the l a n g u a g e of its everlasting analogies*
by vrhleh it seems to he the prophet and the
monitor of the raee of ©an# The Scripture
is always appealing to the tree and the
flower and the grass as the emblems of ©ur
mortal estate#•#. There is nothing in
external nature but is an emblem* a hiero
glyphic of something in us.1 *
The gist of Emerson*& argument 1© that the
Christian minister should not he restricted to the
preaching of the dogmas of one sect* or to the
repetition of conventional lessons from Scripture*
hut* like Jesus* his duty is to preach moral truth*
and for the purpose of teaching this truth he may
use whatever Illustrations or sources may apply#
This concept of the duties of a Christian minister
does not exclude th© necessity for his emphasis of
and reliance on the Bible as the directly inspired
word of God * hut it does deny that the Bible Is the
only means by which th© Divine Spirit makes its will
known to mankind.

The old Jewish prophets perceived

spiritual truths underlying the natural fact© of this
world* and recorded them; Jesus perceived a higher
law of love governing and pervading the universe * and
announced th© recognition and practice of this law
as a new way of life in man*® relationship with God*

17lbia.. p. 44.
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with his fellow man, and with himself * by which the
greatest possible peace and Joy couXd be obtained.
But the recording of these past perceptions did not
affect their uXtlm&te cause.

The evidence of God's

presence, of the Universal Law, is stiXX visible in
the material worXd if the individual will but look
with unclouded eyes•

Therefore the Christian minister

should avail himself of both spiritual texts, the
recorded history of past perceptions of the Divine
Presence * the Bible, and the visible universe in
which the presence of God may be readily seen.

As

Emerson states in the sermon on **Religious Liberalism
and Rigidity," delivered in 1830, his "views also
claim in their behalf the strong testimony of the
Bcrlptures.

But as the human mind must always be the

interpreter of Scripture, they explain the Scripture
in conformity with the laws of the mind} they appeal
from the letter to the spirit and find one meaning
«18
in the word and the works of God•
*

And earlier, in part one of 11Th© Christian
Minister,** he had admitted to hi© congregation that
his concept of the duties of a Christian teacher
Imposed on him the necessity of Improving his mind
to the highest extent possible, for "it imperiously

Ibid.. p. 85.
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demands the critical knowledge of the Christian
Scriptures> whloh are to he oonsidered the direct
voioe cf the most High - the reason of Gfrod speaking
to the reason of man. But does it less demand the
contemplation of his benevolenoe and his might in
his works
Finally, in May, 1830, he devotes an entire
sermon to the subject of "The Authority of Jesus
which consists in large part of an analysis of the
teaching method of Jesus and Its accompanying tone
of authority which had so impressed his audiences.
The germinal essence of this sermon Is evident also
in a passage entered in the Journal for the year
1830.

20

Meditating on the Hew Testament text that

Jesus "taught as one having authority,*’ he enters in
the Journal his conclusion that a tone of authority
cannot be imitated successfully; to be effective it
must be supported by truths of authority, for no
matter how foolish the multitude may be, they know
whether they have been convinced or not, and they
recognise essential truth as quickly as they see it.
Developing this central idea further in the
sermon, he explains that Jesus neither reasons nor

19Xbl<a. . p. 29.
Journals, II, 296.
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attempts to prove logically by argument the truths
of* hie message, but instead simply asserts these moral
truths on the ground of* his divine commission.

Neither

does he employ Insinuating art© of address; he relates
his perceptions of divine principles in simple, con
versational discourses*

Since he was neither learned,

nor powerful, nor versed in the popular arts, what is
the explanation of this authority with which he
announced his doctrines?

The only conceivable answer,

says Emerson, is that the authority of Jesus ensued
from th© innate divine authority of th© moral truth
which he taught, the leading principle by which the
soul during its existence must be governed.

A mis

understanding of th© divine authority resulting from
the truth of his doctrines has led his followers to
a confused separation of th© man from his message and
& mistaken elevation of the truth-sayer over th© very
truth he announces.
A great error to which we ar© liable on this
subject, is, that we are apt to separate th©
truth taught by Jesus from his office, and
suppose that it was his divine authority, his
peculiar designation to th© office of Messiah
that gives authority to his words, and not
hi© words that mark him out as th© Messiah.
The utterance of that truth is hi© office.
It is his truth that mad© him Messiah.
(And
It Is his goodness that revealed to him so
much truth.
21

HeGH ffert, p . 96•
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The main point of Emerson's argument In this
sermon seems to be that essential truth is not some
thing that ean be logically disputed and conclusively
proved, for it is beyond comprehension by the Under
standing of man.

Truth is self-evident to those who

have developed their Innate ability to perceive it,
and it need only be offered to them in the form of
a natural fact or metaphysical symbol to be Immedi
ately perceived.

Those who have not yet fully

developed their Reason will perceive some faint
glimmers of truth, but those who have almost extin
guished this faculty as a result of an inordinate
preoccupation with Understanding and a short-sighted
concentration on material values will see It not at
all.

Jesus and Paul both deelgnate such persons

metaphorically as “blind" or "dead," and it is with
this meaning that Jesus speaks to his disciples of
those who “seeing, see not; and hearing, hear not,
neither do they understand."
But blessed are your eyes, for they sees
and your ears, for they hear. For verily
I say unto you, That many prophets and
righteous men have desired to see those
things which ye see, and have not seen
them; and to hear those things which ye
hear, and have not heard them.2*
It would seem that at the same time Emerson was
22

“ Matthew 13:16-17
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engaged in hie intensive study of the New Testament
in an attempt to extract from it the original message
of Jesus, free from the interpolations, misinterpre
tations, and attached dogmas which had become so
vital to orthodoxy, he became increasingly interested
in the method chosen by Jesus for the annunciation
of his truth and the instruction of the multitude.
Possibly this Interest was the direct result of
&meraon*s growing awareness that the old, conventional,
logically organised sort of sermon employed by his
own ancestors and by many of his contemporaries would
not convey to an orthodox audience the original
spiritual truths expressed by Jesus, which he wished
to re-announee.

He must have realised that even

though truth may be self-evident to the fully developed
Reason, it cannot be logically *proved* by any recog
nised form of theological argument; therefore, the
most effective means for translating to the many the
divine perceptions of the few must be those employed
by Jesus himself, for any teacher who hopes to announce
such truths to the multitude must interpret spiritual
concepts into symbolic but familiar natural facts for
their better understanding by common men; furthermore,
he must attempt to condense these moral concepts Into
brief aphoristic sentences to aid men in retaining
these truths; and, finally, he must employ a series of
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aphoristic parables, e&eh containing a slightly
different aspect of the central thought of the lesson,
so that his audience may arrive at a comprehension of
the spiritual truth through a series of easy stages.
Whatever may have been the actual thoughts of Emerson,
his perceptive analyses In the Journals of the various
devices used by Jesus in his teaching, his use and
Justification of this method in hi© sermons by citing
the Scriptures as precedent, and his extended comments
on and continued use of the method In sermon, lecture,
and essay, would indicate that he consciously imitated
and adapted the teaching method of Jesus as the most
effective yet devised for the propagation of transcen
dental doctrines*

VIII

EPILOGUE

It may be argued that ferreting out the origins
of Emerson*b ideas la pedantic, that the Important
thing is his thought and his expression of it*

But

the quotations and referenoes in his published works
suggest antecedents, and writers on Emerson have
freely discussed the origins of his thought and Its
relationship to the Platonic, Keoplatonlc, and
Oriental philosophies*

The more cautious of these

scholars, notably Carpenter, have observed that,
important as these influences were, they helped direct
rather than initiate and inspire the development of
Emerson's philosophy*

Hence identifying a major or

the major source and influence tends to straighten
the record and to establish more clearly the actual
role of the other philosophical schools*

Furthermore,

understanding the relation of Emerson's thought to
that of the New Testament Is important to a full
realisation of the man arid his work, for it shows
that he began with and stayed within the philosophy
central to Western life and thought and that he
wanted to redeem the church and Its ministry by
returning to a purer form of Christianity, the actual
254
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teachings of Jesus, not by Importing a remote philos
ophy*

Xt shows how systematically his mind worked to

achieve hie purpose hy availing himself of the fresh
phraseology of other philosophies and religions to
present in a new light the old moral truths which
Jesus had originally taught, free of the encrustations
of Christian dogma and tradition*
Maintaining as its objective the identlfloation
of the major source of and earliest influence on
Smerson'a thought, the present study has pointed out
that before he could have been significantly affected
by these philosophies, the Influence of which became
most evident in the 1840*0, he had left the pulpit,
had published Nature * and had drifted far from ortho
doxy*

These facts suggested the Investigation here

of the Bible as the earliest source of his basic
philosophical concepts.

The findings of this Inves

tigation have been conclusive, for not only have the
major elements of Emereon's thought been shown to be
entirely consistent with the fundamental principles
of Jesus, but, further, the study has shown, through
the evidence of the Journals, letters, and early
sermons, that each of his basic beliefs was directly
Inspired by the moral lessons of Jesus in the New
Testament•
The first and most Important of these basic beliefs.
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one central to his entire philosophy, the concept of*
the Over—Sou 1, is shown In the Journals and sermons to
have been drawn In its embryonic state directly from
Jesus*s teachings concerning God the Spirit and
heavenly Father and supported by the recorded words
of* both Jesus and Paul.

The growth and development

or this idea through the Journal entries* sermons*
lectures* and published essays was but the logical
extension of the primary principle expounded by
Jesus* and* In spite of the great amount of quotation
and paraphrase from other sources* the idea even in
its final stage Is wholly consistent with Jesus’s
conception of God as the eternal* omnipresent* and
omnipotent Spirit*

In a like manner the familiar

Emersonian doctrine of Self-Reliance originated in
the Christian Idea of God-rellanee* a reliance on
the rthigher self,** or what Paul calls the *inner man.”
Along with the doctrine of Self-Reliance * another
early concept* Compensation* derived Immediately
from Hew Testament sources.

It receives the earliest

we 11-eoneidered treatment in the Journals and is the
idea perhaps most often referred to under various
guises In the sermons.
The study further revealed that although the
law of Compensation Is implied In the teaching© of
Jesus* as the Journals and sermons note* Emerson
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drew mainly upon Paul*® epistles for textual support
of the Idea*

Emerson's belief In the importance of

the Individual was recognised, of course, as an
Inherent and basic tenet of the Christian tradition,
hut it was also a natural corollary of hi® fundamental
eonoepts of the Over-Soul and Self-Reliance.

Likewise

his earliest conception of good and evil was a logical
extension of the law of Compensation, closely associ
ated with his distinction between Reason and Under
standing, and, like them, drawn directly from Paul's
epistolary Interpretations of the Christian message.
Although good and evil and compensation or retribution
are apparent to the Understanding in the physical
world, Reason perceives that there Is neither good,
evil, nor compensation in the spiritual world but
only faot, God*s will, and true good.
Thus the conclusion from this study is that all
the major elements of Emerson's thought were derived
ultimately from the Mew Testament and were fixed in
his mind and advanced in his early sermons prior to
the publication of Mature in 1836 and well before
other sources had made their influence felt in the
development and expression of hi® philosophy.
Although Emerson first made the acquaintance In

1830 of De Ger&ndo *s Histolre G omparee dea Syetetoes
de Philosophic, a book which inspired in him a life
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long interest in $reek ana Oriental philosophy, it
is clear that the Neoplatonlsts aid not exert any
considerable influence on him until 1842-1843# when
he first met with Thomas Taylor*® translations of
Plato and the Keoplatonists, and that there i© little
evidence of any discernible influence of the Oriental
scriptures on his works till after 1845*

Hence the

present study has begun with the assumption that any
Influence exerted on Emerson by these philosophies
in the 1840*s oame at too late a date to affect
significantly the formation of the chief element® of
hie thought, and has concluded that a major or the
major source and influence must have been the Hew
Testament, for the sermons written before 1830 have
shown that his philosophical bent was already fixed,
and in 1832 he had already determined to act upon
his decision to leave the church in order to have
more freedom of speech and action than he had in the
pulpit*

By 1836 he had formulated his conclusion©

so completely that he was ready to present them to
a wider audience in hie first major publication*
The real reason for Emerson1® breaking away from
the church and the subsequent publication of his
transcendental philosophy In Nature has never been
explained to entire satisfaction, for no one accepts
his sudden excuse of a dislike for archaic forms of
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ceremony # such as that of the Lord 's Supper# as the
real cause of his resignation, when the Journals give
ample testimony that h© had long felt that such rituals
were merely the superstitious additions of the early
Christian Church in its struggle to achieve contem
porary respectability*

Generally# Emersonvs action

is viewed as the result of a desire for independence
from an unple&s&nt round of ministerial duties, as
the first practical effect of his own philosophical
conviction of the necessity for self-reliance# or#
at worst# as an amusing aspect of that Nemesis of all
Yankees# the Hew England conscience*

The first view

is undoubtedly at least partially correct# hut it must
be remembered that Emerson never really ceased in effect
to be a minister preaching what he himself chose to call
a Natural Religion.

Therefore, it would seem that

Emerson's real reason for breaking his ties with the
church was to disentangle himself from the restrictions
of Unitarian orthodoxy in order to preach a more
natural religion and a more liberal philosophy than
would be possible within these bounds*
In Emerson’s Journals and sermon© written during
the period of his active ministry, there seems to be
a continuous and a growing awareness of the difficulty
his congregation has In perceiving any deeper meaning
in his sermons than the orthodox connotations which
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hie enforced conventional term* convey.

In each

succeeding sermon he substitutes more and more abstract
terms for such conventional language In an effort to
translate the materialistic and earthly symbols em
ployed by the Jews and early Greeks back Into spiritual
and transcendental terms,

&od Is no longer the anthro-

pomorphlc King of heaven, nor the genial and patriarchal
Father# who utters arbitrary though benevolent decrees
for the guidance of his earthly children.

He is rather

the Divine Spirit, which animates the universe# and
whose laws are Just and consistent, the visible effects
of Its presence, and the attributes of the Divine Spirit
Itself,

Such efforts were evidently not enough, and

Emerson must have soon realised that In order to
announce the truth as he perceived It he must be free
to employ language which would arouse no preconceived
Ideas in the minds of a generally orthodox audience.
Naturally# other reasons must have entered Into his
decision, and it is probable that the untimely death
of Ellen Tucker Emerson was the Incident which deter
mined him to make the break which he had long felt to
be neeessary,
Emerson's decision to separate from the church
and to preach his views to a worldwide audlenee was
therefore not sudden# unpremeditated, or fortuitous
but was the natural and Inevitable result of the growth
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©f his mind and outlook#

Educated in the Unitarian

tradition of the necessity for the individual*s
personal interpretation of the Scriptures for his own
guidance, Emerson soon came to have doubts concerning
certain conventional beliefs and interpretations still
retained by Unitarian orthodoxy*

This period of

growth is clearly evident in the journals and sermons
and reaches its climax in hie famous farewell sermon
in 1832 on "The Lord's Supper**

It is apparent that

by this date Emerson had largely outgrown the restric
tions of Unlt&rianlsm and was convinced that in order
to teach spiritual truth as he perceived it he must
seek a larger * more liberal-minded audience who would
be accessible seven days a week rather than a mere
habitually stolid two hours every Sunday*
A period of six years intervened, during which
he remarried, published Nature# and fathered a son,
before there is evidence of a further growth and
overleaping of conventional bounds.

To a Harvard

graduating class in 1838 he delivered the famous
^Divinity School Address,* which aroused, as he re
marked to Carlyle, a tempest In the Boston teacup*
Six years earlier he had signalized his freedom from
the restraints of Unitarianism with a detailed criti
cism of such a typical though relatively minor Insti
tution as the Lord's Supperj in 1838 he proclaimed his
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further deliverance from the whole structure of formail zed. Christianity.

From this date he was a minister

of neither Unitarianism nor Christianity but an
acknowledged minister of the World Church of the Divine
Spirit.

The Christian Bible is Indeed the divinely

Inspired word of Cod as recorded by men, but it is
not the only Bible; Jesus 1® certainly the perfect
and divinely inspired Bon of Man, but he is not alone;
and the basic Christian moral principles are true, but
they are not the whole truth.

Many are the witnesses

to divine truth in this world, and it Is Emerson*®
avowed purpose to test, to correlate, and to announce
them.

All the Essays published In the years that

followed may be considered Emerson's annunciation of
the individual truths which he had ascertained.
As Just remarked, however, one of Emerson's
purposes was not only to test and to announce these
truths but also to correlate.

It is with this essential

unity of his whole philosophy in mind that one must
approach his works.

In the course of this study the

cyclical nature of his philosophy, as presented In
the essays, has often been noted,

fhe mutual Inter

dependency of all the major elements of his thought
and their direct descent from and Immediate relation
to the all-inclusive concept of the Over-Soul have
also been remarked.

Although Emerson treats his beliefs
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under separate heading* - Self-Reliance, Compensation,
the Importance of the Individual, the distinction
between Good and Evil, and others — he interprets
and explain* them all as the attributes of the omni
present Over-Soul*

This unity or one—ness of Emerson's

philosophical system, In reply to those critics who
claim the absence of all system, may perhaps be best
symbolised in his own image of truth a© the perfect
sphere, composed of innumerable Interdependent con
centric circles, each of which Is subordinate but also
necessary to the unity of the whole*

It is hie belief

that all truths or "laws/1 whether of the Understanding
or of the Reason, will fit into this pattern, for a
truth of the Understanding In the physical world is
but an arc of a perfect circle which is exactly equal
to a corresponding arc, a truth of the Reason, In the
spiritual world*
It is in this sense that he refers to natural
facts as mirroring moral truth© and to the physical
world as being the visible Image of the spiritual.
The perception, comprehension, and classification of
all truth, however. Is a task beyond the capabilities
of any one man, and Emerson makes no claim to having
formulated a complete philosophical system.

He is

content, he often remarks, to present the partial
truths and glimpses of truth vouchsafed to him, by
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Reason and Intuition# to serve as hints of the vast
ness of the system comprehended in the union of All
in the Over-Soul,

As he explains in the essay on

**Compensation#11 MX shall attempt •. .to record some
facts that indicate the path of the law of Compen
sation* happy beyond my expectation if X shall truly
draw the smallest are of this circle„“1

Thus, although

Emerson makes no pedantic attempt to comprehend all
truth in his philosophy

or to construct for the

benefit of his critics a complete and "logical1*
philosophical system to be pontlfically announced in
a series of essays# It nevertheless cannot be doubted
that the ideal and the vision of the perfect system
are present in his thought and writing# for the
smallest are still implies the existence of a complete
circle, and Interdependent# interlocking circles imply
the presence of a unified# all-embracing sphere.
The plan of this study has required a fairly
complete statement of the main elements In Emerson's
thought as it stands In his published works.

This

statement# restricted to hie most Important beliefs
and to his major pronouncements on them# shows an
internal logic and consistency of his philosophy which
X believe most readers of Emerson have not recognised.

^Works# XI# 96.
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This investigation reveals, furthermore, a thorough
going logic in the development, of hi© philosophy from
the earliest records of his thinking In the journals,
through the sermon© he delivered In the pulpit, to
the essays of hi© mature years*

This study has made

it clear also that Emerson*© chief ideas are not
simply reconcilable with the teachings of the Now
Testament, but are in faot an elaboration and further
development of those ideas under the force© exerted
b y his own idealistic temperament and outlook, the
general optimistic atmosphere of hi© times, and the
specif1© men and books he encountered*

Thu© it is

evident - and very significant to a full understanding
of Emerson and his writings - that his thought was
based on the religious philosophy of the Christian
world and was colored by such remote philosophies as
the Oriental and Ne©Platonic only as they confirmed
and were adaptable to the central concepts which
remained ©ssentlally unchanged in Emerson*a thought*
As a result of his deliberate attempt to control
his mystical tendencies and to interpret his perceptions
of ©saential truth in terms of common understanding
and in the guise of folfc-wledom, Emerson has gained
the disfavor, often bordering on contempt, of those
who have seen only the simplicity of his language and
design without perceiving the depth of his thought.
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X believe* however* that the recent increase In the
number of studies of Emerson and his philosophy
indicates a renewed and a more sympathetic Interest
in the meaning and complexities of his thought*

&uch

an examination will inevitably result in a more
favorable re-estim&tion of his stature as one of our
native American philosophers*

Certainly his con-*

tribution to man's comprehension of himself and his
universe deserves far greater recognition than it
has hitherto been accorded*
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